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March 21, 2019 
 
 
 
British Columbia Utilities Commission 
Suite 410, 900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, B.C.   
V6Z 2N3 
 
Attention:  Mr. Patrick Wruck, Commission Secretary and Manager, Regulatory Support 
 
Dear Mr. Wruck: 
 
Re: FortisBC Inc. (FBC) 

Project No. 1598987 

Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) for 
the Grand Forks Terminal Station Reliability Project (the Application) 

Response to the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) Information 
Request (IR) No. 2 

 
On November 19, 2018, FBC filed the Application referenced above.  In accordance with 
BCUC Order G-43-19 setting out a further Regulatory Timetable for the review of the 
Application, FBC respectfully submits the attached response to BCUC IR No. 2. 
 
If further information is required, please contact the undersigned. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
FORTISBC INC. 
 
 
Original signed:  
 

 Doug Slater 
 
 
Attachments 
 
cc (email only): Registered Parties 
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A. PROJECT NEED AND EXISTING SYSTEM 1 

17.0 Reference: RISK OF FAILURE 2 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 2.3 3 

GFT T1 Risk of Failure Limit 4 

In FortisBC Inc.’s (FBC) response to British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) 5 

information request (IR) 2.3, FBC states: 6 

FBC considers that an acceptable risk of failure (RoF) for a transmission station 7 

should be no higher than 2 percent based on industry standards. The RoF for 8 

GFT T1 is higher than this and was calculated by ABB as 2.6 percent. 9 

17.1 Please indicate whether the 2 percent Risk of Failure (RoF) included in FBC’s 10 

response applies to the entire substation or to the individual transformers. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

The calculated 2.6 percent risk of failure (RoF) applies to the GFT T1 transformer. However, 14 

due to the fact that Grand Forks station has only a single 161/63 kV transformer, the RoF for the 15 

entire station is assumed to be 2.6 percent. 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

17.1.1 In either scenario, please discuss how this RoF compares to the 20 

industry practice. 21 

  22 

Response: 23 

In the discussion below, the Probability of Failure (PoF) has the same meaning as the RoF. 24 

The CEATI report “Translating the Health Index Into Probability of Failure” states that,  25 

…even if it were possible to calculate a PoF accurately, an acceptable PoF 26 

would need to be determined for each individual asset. A PoF of 2% may be 27 

acceptable for a transformer located in a substation with no immediate neighbors 28 

and supplying non-critical load, but would probably not be acceptable for a 29 

transformer located in a densely populated area supplying the central business 30 

district of a major city. Other factors to consider would be the location within the 31 
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system, the redundancy in the system, the availability of a spare transformer or 1 

spare components, etc.1 2 

FBC has concluded that a risk of failure higher than 2 percent for GFT station is not acceptable.   3 

ABB calculated the RoF for GFT T1 to be 2.6 percent.   4 

Please refer to Attachment 17.1.1 for a copy of the CEATI report TI 63700-30/113.  5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

17.1.2 If the RoF applies to the entire substation, please provide the station 9 

RoF if Oliver T1 transformer (OLI T1) was installed as a second 10 

transformer at Grand Forks Terminal (GFT) as proposed in Alternative 11 

A. 12 

  13 

Response: 14 

FBC has not performed a risk of failure analysis for OLI T1 and, therefore, cannot provide the 15 

RoF for the entire substation if OLI T1 were to be installed as the second transformer.  16 

However, due to the installation of the second transformer (which meets single contingency N-1 17 

planning criteria), the risk of a customer outage will be reduced because in the event of an 18 

individual transformer outage, the Grand Forks area load can be supplied from the second 19 

transformer. 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

17.1.3 If the RoF included in FBC’s response applies to the individual 24 

transformers, please explain why FBC is proposing to keep GFT T1 in 25 

service despite exceeding the industry standard for RoF. 26 

  27 

Response: 28 

Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 2.17.1.1 and 2.17.1.2. 29 

  30 

                                                
1  CEATI International Inc., Report No. TI 63700-30/113, Translating the Health Index into Probability of 

Failure, page 18 
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18.0 Reference: OLI T1 FIELD INSPECTION ASSESSMENT REPORT 1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 2.7, 2.9 2 

Exhibit B-1, Section 3.4, p. 24 3 

OLI T1 Condition and Installation 4 

In FBC’s response to BCUC IR 2.9, FBC states, “Annual lab results indicate no change 5 

in unit health and therefore FBC believes that storing OLI T1 on-site for 10 years has not 6 

negatively impacted the serviceable lifespan of OLI T1.” 7 

In FBC’s response to BCUC IR 2.7, FBC states, “FBC expects the life of the two 8 

transformers to be extended if they are operated in parallel, evenly sharing the load…” 9 

On page 24 of the FBC Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity Application for 10 

the GFT Reliability Project application (Application), FBC outlines the following plan of 11 

transformer additions for Alternative B: 12 

• Year 10 – Replace GFT T1 with OLI T1 13 

• Year 25 – Replace OLI T1 with new transformer 14 

18.1 Please confirm that FBC expects no change in transformer health to OLI T1 15 

between now and its proposed installation at GFT in 10 years or later, if the 16 

service life of GFT T1 is extended. 17 

  18 

Response: 19 

Not confirmed. FBC expects some change in transformer health to OLI T1 as time progresses. 20 

However, it is expected that with proper maintenance, the extended storage of OLI T1 at Grand 21 

Forks Terminal Station will not have a significant impact on the overall remaining unit life 22 

expectancy.  23 

With a new transformer in place as set out for Alternative B, the risk of using the older 24 

transformers (GFT T1 and then OLI T1) is lower than using GFT T1 and OLI T1 together (as in 25 

Alternative A). 26 

  27 
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19.0 Reference: PROJECT NEED AND EXISTING SYSTEM 1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 2.10, 2.10.1  2 

Spare Transformers  3 

In response to BCUC IR 2.10, FBC states “OLI T1 is currently designated as an 4 

emergency spare in the FBC system. There are two other stations in FBC’s system for 5 

which OLI T1 could potentially be used.” 6 

In response to BCUC IR 2.10.1, FBC states: 7 

OLI T1 is the only designated emergency spare for the two other stations noted 8 

in the response to IR 1.2.10. FBC is currently developing a spare parts 9 

equipment strategy that evaluates the impact on system performance for the 10 

unavailability of certain major transmission equipment, including the transformers 11 

for which OLI T1 is a potential spare. 12 

19.1 If OLI T1 is installed permanently at GFT, as in Alternative A, please explain the 13 

sparing strategy for the other two stations in FBC’s system where OLI T1 is 14 

currently designated as an emergency spare. 15 

  16 

Response: 17 

This response is being filed confidentially pursuant to section 18 of the BCUC’s Rules of 18 

Practice and Procedure regarding confidential documents adopted by Order G-15-19 because it 19 

contains sensitive system and operational information about FBC’s critical assets that, if 20 

disclosed, could jeopardize the safety, security, and operation of FBC’s transmission system. 21 

XXX XX ccc xx xxxx xx xx xxxxxxxxx xxxx xx xxx xxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx, 22 

 Xxxxxxx Xxxxxxxxxxx X1 (XXX XX) xx x XXX XXX xxxxxxxxxx xxx xx x xxxxx xxx. 23 

 XX Xxxxxxxx  (XXX XX) xx x XX XXX xxxxxxxxxx ccc cc 00 xxxxx xx.  24 

 XX Xxxxxxxx  (XXX XX) xx x XX XXX xxxxxxxxxx ccc cc 00 xxxxx xx. 25 

xxxxxd xxxexxxxx xxaxwxdxsxlxxy xxxxxxxo xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx 26 

xxxxxd xxxexxxxx xxaxwxdxsxlxxy xxxxxxxo xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx 27 

xxxxxd xxxexxxxx xxaxwxdxsxlxxy xxxxxxxo xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx 28 

xxxxxd xxxexxxxx xxaxwxdxsxlxxy xxxxxxxo xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx 29 

xxxxxd xxxexxxxx xxaxwxdxsxlxxy xxxxxxxo xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx 30 

xxxxxd xxxexxxxx xxaxwxdxsxlxxy xxxxxxxo xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx 31 

xxxxxd xxxexxxxx xxaxwxdxsxlxxy xxxxxxxo xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx 32 

xxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxx xx x xxxxxx xx xxx xx.  xxxx xx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xx xo ox xxx.  33 
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xxxxxd xxxexxxxx xxaxwxdxsxlxxy xxxxxxxo xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx 1 

xxxxxd xxxexxxxx xxaxwxdxsxlxxy xxxxxxxo xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx 2 

xxxxxd xxxexxxxx xxaxwxdxsxlxxy xxxxxxxo xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx 3 

xxxxxd xxxexxxxx xxaxwxdxsxlxxy xxxxxxxo xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xx xxxx 4 

xxxxxd xxxexxxxx xxaxwxdxsxlxxyxxxx. 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

19.1.1 Please provide the name, location, current age and risk of failure for the 9 

transformers at the other two stations where OLI T1 is designated as an 10 

emergency spare. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

The transformers for which OLI T1 is designated as an emergency spare are identified in the 14 

confidential response to BCUC IR 2.19.1.  As explained in the response to CEC IR 1.10.2 15 

(Exhibit B-5), FBC does not calculate the RoF for all equipment or stations. An independent 16 

consultant will be contracted to perform the RoF calculations only if unusual trends are 17 

discovered through regular maintenance. 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

19.1.2 Please explain the risks to FBC’s operations if OLI T1 is not available 22 

as an emergency spare. 23 

  24 

Response: 25 

Please refer to the confidential response to BCUC IR 2.19.1. 26 

 27 

 28 

 29 

19.1.3 Please explain whether there are other similarly sized spare 30 

transformers in the FBC system that could be used as emergency spare 31 

transformers at GFT and the other two stations referenced in the 32 

preamble, if OLI T1 was not available. 33 

  34 
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Response: 1 

FBC does not own any other spare transformers with a similar size and voltage level. 2 

  3 
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20.0 Reference: OLI T1 FIELD INSPECTION ASSESSMENT REPORT 1 

Exhibit B-4, BCOAPO IR 6.1, p. 8; Exhibit B-1, Appendix D - ABB OLI 2 

T1 Field Inspection Assessment Report, p. 5 3 

OLI T1 Condition  4 

In FBC’s response to British Columbia Old Age Pensioners' Organization et al. 5 

(BCOAPO) IR 6.1, FBC states: 6 

Inspection of the load tap changer by ABB revealed the possibility that acetylene 7 

was originating from the tap changer compartment. Given these findings, FBC 8 

investigated repairing the load tap changer. Based on the known history of the 9 

unit, the only realistic operation would have been an onsite load tap changer 10 

replacement. Considering OLI T1 was an emergency spare at the time, FBC 11 

deemed this approach too costly. 12 

FBC plans to replace the load tap changer if OLI T1 is refurbished and installed 13 

as the second transformer at GFT. 14 

On page 5 of Appendix D of the Application, in the condition report for OLI T1, ABB 15 

states: 16 

The tap selector and contactor assembly were inspected; contact wear is normal 17 

with no sign of arcing on the main and selector contacts. Spring and contact 18 

pressure is good. Inspection of the tap changer switch components including 19 

geneva gears and drivers, push rods, bearings, levers, and operating shafts 20 

revealed no abnormal wear or defects. Inspection of mechanical fasteners 21 

revealed no loose, broken or missing components. 22 

… The motor drive mechanism appeared in generally good condition for the age 23 

of tap changer. The tap changer was operated through all positions, end stops 24 

functioned correctly, dynamic brake operated correctly, limit switches and cams 25 

are secure and operate correctly, and the drive shaft oil seal shows no signs of 26 

oil leak. 27 

20.1 Please explain the reasons for FBC’s plans to replace the load tap changer of 28 

OLI T1, with respect to the ABB inspection report or other inspection results. 29 

  30 

Response: 31 

The ABB OLI T1 Field Inspection Report indicated that the seal between the main tank and the 32 

Load Tap Changer (LTC) is leaking. Addressing this oil leak requires an extensive scope of 33 

work and removal of the existing LTC.  34 
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In the report, ABB does not specifically refer to the arcing contacts of the LTC. However, this 1 

component wears with each operation and should be replaced every 500,000 operations. The 2 

OLI T1 LTC has operated 653,000 times.  FBC has also identified issues with the LTC motor 3 

and gear mechanism. Additionally, the OLI T1 LTC is obsolete and is not supported by its 4 

original manufacturer. 5 

Since the LTC has to be removed to undergo exhaustive work in order to repair the issues 6 

described above, FBC considers replacing the LTC to be the preferred solution. 7 

  8 
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B. CONSULTATION PROCESS 1 

21.0 Reference: Consultation 2 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 5.4 3 

Indigenous Consultation 4 

In response to BCUC IR 5.4, FBC states “FBC sent a letter on November 22, 2018 to the 5 

same list of affected Indigenous communities as included in Section 4.1.1 of the 6 

Application”. 7 

21.1 Please provide a copy of the November 22, 2018 letter sent to the affected 8 

Indigenous communities. 9 

  10 

Response: 11 

A copy of the letter is provided below. 12 
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 1 

eFORTISec-

~ FORTISnc-

DATE 

Address 

Rlrtla6C lbc. 
£06B fllllllsnel 
Nelsa1 BC V1L4C2 
29J-23Hl176 
t:falr_~oom 
W~ bcclXllll 

As a foGow up to our letter dated July 13, 2018 regarding FortisBC's proposed Grand FOfks 
substatioo upgrade aoo line rehabiilafioo we woUld like to let you know that our Certificate of PL.tllic 
Convenience and Neoessily (CPCN) application was submitted to lhe BC utilities Commission 
(BCUC) on November 19th 2018. 

The majority of the ~rade is installing a new lranstonner at the Grand Forks Terminal station. All 
this won< will be done within the current swstati:on footprint Along wittl lhe transformer replacemern 
there wi1 be transmission modificatioos in oroer to al leviate system constraims, maintain customer 
reliallility, and reduce ~oing maintenance on the transmssioo files. 

The transmission modifi:catioos include the salvage of two power lines fiom Cascade Substation in 
Rossland to ctvistina L.ak.e. The copper transmission conductor and any poles lhat do not have 
cislJiJution underouild can be salvaged, wflh the remaining structures rehabilitated. Some of the 
poles that will be switched to distribution are at end of life will need to be replaced v.tiich means the 
setting of new poles .. 

As a regulated utility, we must have projects like this reviewed and approved through a rigorous and 
transparent process wiHl the BCUC. If FN C.ommmity wishes to register as an interested party or 
swmt a request to intervene in lhe application process, iltormation on how to get involved can be 
found at www.bcuc.com All related documents filed on the plillic record are on the "CurTent 
Proceedings• page on the Commissions website. 

If the application is approved, construction work v.-il take place between 2020 and 2021. 

If you have any questions about this project please contact me at blair.weston@fortisbc.com or at 
250.231 .0176 

Sincerely, 

Blair Weston 
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 1 

 2 

 3 

21.2 Please indicate if FBC has received a response from any of the Indigenous 4 

communities who received the November 22, 2018 letter. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

FBC has not received any responses to its letter of November 22, 2018. 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 

21.2.1 If responses have been received, please provide details of each 12 

response. 13 

  14 

Response: 15 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.21.2.  16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

21.2.2 If FBC did not receive any response from the Indigenous communities, 20 

please indicate if FBC has followed up to ensure these communities 21 

received the notification. 22 

  23 

Response: 24 

FBC has not followed up on its filing notification to see if other communities that have not 25 

contacted FBC have received the notification; however, FBC is in continued discussion with the 26 

Osoyoos Indian Band (OIB) about the project.  Because the OIB is the Lead Band for the 27 

Okanagan Nation, FBC determined that no follow up to the CPCN filing notification was needed.   28 

 29 

 30 

 31 

21.2.2.1 If FBC has followed up, please indicate the method of 32 

notification (i.e. phone call, email, letter). 33 
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  1 

Response: 2 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.21.2.2.  3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

21.2.2.2 If FBC has not followed up, please indicate why FBC did not 7 

follow up further. 8 

  9 

Response: 10 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.21.2.2. 11 

  12 
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22.0 Reference: Consultation 1 

Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 6.1 2 

Public Consultation 3 

In response to BCUC IR 6.1, FBC states: 4 

FBC believes that a broader public consultation is not required, but rather FBC 5 

will directly contact those residents and commercial businesses that would have 6 

some limited impact during construction. As mentioned in response to BCOAPO 7 

IR 1.14.1, FBC has already begun contacting residents in the area to discuss 8 

their concerns with the project… The letters of comment in Exhibits D-1-1 and E-9 

1 through E-6 focus on three concerns of local residents in the Copper Ridge 10 

Subdivision regarding the current and future work at the substation:  11 

a. Potential increased noise levels;  12 

b. Increase in the amount of outdoor lighting; and  13 

c. Impact on property values and resale value of properties.  14 

FBC considers community impacts when designing and constructing substations 15 

equipment within residential areas… FBC plans to construct an engineered sound wall 16 

around the new GFT T2 transformer similar to that installed around the existing 17 

transformer to absorb and re-direct any sound away from the Copper Ridge residential 18 

area, which will minimize noise from the new transformer. Evening lighting will not 19 

increase at the substation as a result of installing the new transformer. The additional 20 

lights that will be installed during construction will only be turned on during the evening 21 

hours if an emergency occurs or crews are required to perform work during the evening 22 

hours, thereby minimizing any concerns about increased lighting.  23 

22.1 Please indicate if noise levels will change as a result of the proposed GFT 24 

Station Reliability Project (Project). 25 

  26 

Response: 27 

There may be a change to noise levels at GFT on a permanent basis with the installation of the 28 

second transformer (for either Alternative A or B) as proposed in the Application.   FBC is 29 

unable to quantify the potential change in noise levels at this time, as the transformer noise will 30 

vary depending on electrical loading of the transformers and operation of the cooling 31 

fans.   Since FBC expects to operate both transformers (at reduced loads compared to carrying 32 

the full load on GFT T1) it is possible that transformer and cooling fan noise will be reduced.  In 33 

any event, as explained in the response to BCUC IR 1.6.1 (Exhibit B-2), the additional noise 34 

levels will be mitigated to the extent possible.  The transformer will include a reduced noise level 35 

specification, as is FBC’s usual practice when designing and constructing substations 36 
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equipment within residential areas, and FBC plans to construct an engineered sound wall 1 

around the new GFT T2 transformer similar to that installed around the existing transformer.   2 

 3 

22.1.1 If yes, please describe in detail any change in noise levels from the 4 

current level as a result of the proposed Project. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.22.1. 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 

22.1.1.1 Please indicate if these changes are temporary or permanent 12 

in nature.  13 

  14 

Response: 15 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.22.1 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

22.2 Please indicate if lighting at the substation will change from the current level as a 20 

result of the proposed Project. 21 

  22 

Response: 23 

FBC plans to add four new lights to the area around the new equipment at the station on a 24 

permanent basis. However, these lights will be used during evening construction or during an 25 

emergency event.  FBC confirms that the residents will not see any increase in the lighting 26 

during normal operation. 27 

 28 

 29 

 30 

22.2.1 If yes, please describe in detail any change in lighting that may occur. 31 

  32 
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Response: 1 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.22.2. 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

22.2.1.1 Please indicate if these changes are temporary or permanent 6 

in nature.  7 

  8 

Response: 9 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.22.2. 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

22.3 Please indicate how many residents and commercial businesses will be impacted 14 

by the proposed Project. 15 

  16 

Response: 17 

While it is difficult to determine how many residents and commercial businesses will be directly 18 

impacted by the minimal changes to the noise or lighting levels, there are 41 addresses within 19 

250 meters of the substation.   All are residential except for one belonging to the Grand Forks 20 

Irrigation District.  21 
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 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

22.3.1 Please confirm that FBC has contacted all of the residents that will be 5 

impacted by the proposed Project to discuss their concerns.  6 

  7 

Response: 8 

Confirmed.  FBC sent letters to all customers within 250 meters of the substation (a copy is 9 

provided in the response to BCUC IR 2.22.3.1.2).  In addition, FBC contacted by telephone or 10 

voicemail those customers who filed letters of comment in this proceeding.  11 

 12 

 13 

 14 
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22.3.1.1 If not confirmed, please indicate how many residents and 1 

commercial businesses have been contacted and provide a 2 

timeline of when the other affected parties will be contacted. 3 

  4 

Response: 5 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 2.22.3.1. 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

22.3.1.2 Please provide a copy of communication sent to the residents 10 

and commercial businesses. 11 

  12 

Response: 13 

A letter sent to customers is provided below. 14 
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  1 

eFORTISec-

~ FORTISnc-

March 8, 2019 

Address 

We are planning work in your neighborhood 

Alrt1118C ll'IC. 
£0aB Front S7ci!el 
Nel&lrl8CV1L4C2 
29:1-231-0176 
tfafr.~com 
W6W.11Jd6bc.oam 

FortisBC is in lhe planning stages of installlng a. new transformer at its substation on North Fork 
Road just outside Grand Forks BC. This lranstormer addition is part of a larger project needed to 
increase FortisBC system reliability in !he Boundary region. 

What does this mean for you? 

During the planning process, FortisBC has heard some community concerns around perceived 
additional lighting and noise al the sti>station once the new Ira IISfom ier has been insta!led. 

Lighting--l.ighting at the substation will not be increased. In fact, all FomsBC substations 
are unde~ new ~ghting desi!,ls, which generally decreases light pollution in the area. 
FortisBC wiD do a new lighting desqi as part ot the Grand Forks project 

Noise-, FortisBC plans to rriligate any new noise as rn.1.ch as possible. This wil mem 
installing a transtcxmer that is rated for noise levels within a residential area, as well as 
coostructing a sound barrter at the station to miJWlize noise impacts to the commL11ity. 

FortisBC is currently seeking approval from the British Coknnbia. Ul!ilily Commission to underlake this 
process. If approved FBC plans to begin construction at the end of the thiro qualier of 2019, and is 
expecting to have the new transformer in service by the third quarter of 2020. 

If you have any questions regarding this p~, please contact me diredly at 1-250-231.0176. 

Sincerely, 

Blair Weston 
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C. PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES 1 

23.0 Reference: ALTERNATIVES AND RECCOMENDED SOLUTION 2 

Exhibit B-6, Industrial Customers Group IR 10.1, p. 32 3 

Remote Disconnect Switches  4 

In FBC’s response to Industrial Customers Group (ICG) IR 10.1, FBC states: 5 

Adding a motor operator to the existing switches may be technically feasible. To 6 

meet the communication requirements to operate it remotely either fibre or cell 7 

communications would be required. Since there is no fibre network at these sites, 8 

it would be necessary to use cell communications. However, due to the 9 

remoteness of these areas, even cell communications may have limited reliability 10 

at these sites. Additionally, FBC has historically had issues with cell 11 

communication networks being used on remote switching applications. 12 

23.1 Assuming FBC could meet communications requirements to install remotely-13 

operated disconnect switches, please discuss how the installation of remotely-14 

operated switches would affect reliability for lines 9L and 10L, and estimate any 15 

impact this would have on O&M costs. 16 

  17 

Response: 18 

Although FBC stated in its response to ICG IR 1.10.1 that the remote operation of the 19 

disconnect switches “may be technically feasible”, it does not consider remote operation to be 20 

operationally preferable for the reasons described in that response.  Even if remote operation 21 

were operationally preferable, FBC is unable to quantify the impact on reliability, as it would be 22 

dependent upon the causes and locations of outages. Additional O&M costs would be required 23 

due to routine and annual maintenance of such switching sites.   24 

 25 
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ABSTRACT 

Tilis report looks at the origins and roles of Asset Health Indices (AHis) and their use in the electric 
supply indust1y It includes examples of systems in use, identifies the shortcomings associated with 
many AHis, and suggests how to develop an AHI in a way "·llich prese1Yes calibrated timescales and 
urgency as well as allows for a derivation of an asset probability of failure (PoF). 

TI1e repmt also includes statistics of failures and failure modes, along with background information 
on the asset management framework and regulatory dri,·ers associated "·ith the origin and 
application of asset health indices. 

TI1e literamre re,·iew discusses the problems generated by "·eighted systems not haY:ing a monoto1lic 
relationsllip between the score and actual condition, and thus the AHI not ha,·ing a clear 
relationsllip with the PoF; the AHI must address a specific problem clearly. Fmthennore, age should 
be an indicator of operational stress rather than a direct cause of deterioration. TI1e use of age as a 
factor in condition calculations, however, is self-folfilling: if older assets are assumed to be in worse 
condition and get replaced, the overall population is improved, even if replacements are made at 
random. 

Examples of systems in practice show the influence of weighted system development, particularly 
using versions of a popular approach: a normalized 1-100 scoring system, where 100 is "as new". 
\"Ii eighted systems have a tendency to dilute any urgent condition and result in a system that is not 
1nonotonic. .A worse score is not necessarily a worse asset condition, and any sense of urgency is 
usually lost in the calculation. TI1e assumption that the weighted score represents an average 
condition does not take into account that failure does not necessarily occur on average, but rather 
via pru.ticular failure modes. Other systems tend to be more focused on a particular application. 
Many systems confose asset condition with consequence of failure and thus become a more general 
indicator of a risk, as they do not supply either independent PoF or consequence of failure. 

A few systems do claim to ha,·e a formulaic approach, wllich mm·es from Asset Health Index to 
Probability of Failure. TI1e math and process of these systems are clear, but they are not, in the 
authors' opi.tlion, ,·alid or reasonable: tllis is because tl1ere are many unjustified ,·alues in tl1e 
calculations; there are numerous untenable assu1nptions; and there are many unreferenced 
statements tl1at lack autl1orit:y. 

An approach tl1at uses tl1e statistics of a population to monoto1lically rank assets i.t1 order of 
condition may be married to a known and slowly changing population to allow for categories of 
assets witl1 bounds on tl1eir probability of failure, supp01ted by llistory and i.t1dustry statistics. 

Keywords: 

Healtl1 Index, Asset, Probability of Failure 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Asset Health Indices (AHis) are becoming more common, as they can be used for asset condition 
ranking, allowing for short-term intervention and long term planning. AHis use ,veil-understood 
analytics on known data: the resulting AH! should therefore not be a surprise. However, an AH! is 
still, in fact, a model of the actual health of the asset, and to quote a statistician, "All models are 
wrong. Some models are useful'". 

Tilis report: 

Re,·iews the theory and practice of AH! development and deployment; 
Looks at practical examples and their shortcomings; 
Identifies issues with AH! systems in general; and 
Suggests de,·eloping an AH! that is justifiable, built on calibrated timescales for action, and 
wllich preserves a sense of urgency, thus allO\ving for deri,·ation of a probability of failure 
(PoF). 

An AH! compresses a sigilificant amount of data into a single number in order to address a given 
question. In doing so, some information is lost in the hope that the resulting number provides value 
in and of itself. Generally, some approaches to the amalgamation of data and that subsequent 
production of an AH! may not be meaningful or justifiable. If an AH! is scaled 1-10, it must be clear 
what a score of 6 means in terms of timescale, and the data must identify a failure mode to justify an 
action or intervention. In addition, it must be clear how 6 relates to 7, or to other values. In many 
AHI syste111s, the scales are not 1nonotonic in that a ,vorse score does not necessarily reflect a ,vorse 
condition or a greater sense of urgency for action. In s01ne cases, a good score can hide a ...-ery poor
condition asset wllich is on the verge of failure. Tilis report examines such systems. 

T11ere are many different ways to generate an AHL Tilis report re,·iews motivations, constraints, and 
the use of AHis, noting that there are multiple possible defulitions for terms such as faihire or health. 
In addition, the variability of data is noted, as ,veil as the paucity of good links between measurable 
parameters and actual failures. 

A literature review shows that, not only are there many \\·ays to de,·elop an AH!, but also that these 
methods are not all sinlilar or equally appropriate. T11e relationsllip between the input parameters 
and the output AHI can be tenuous, with many systems relying on an O\·erall average co11ditio11 
approach, \\·llich uses weights to combine indi,·idual parameter or component scores. It is noted that 
such approaches do not retain the timescales or urgency needed for action planning and the possible 
derivation of a PoF. Such weighted systems can be very nlisleading, if not completely erroneous. 
Assets do not generally fail through O\·erall condition, but through particnlar failure modes, and \\·e 
need to track the inception and de,·elopment of those failure modes if we are to be successful in 
planning actions. Many systems use age as an indicator of condition. Tilis repo1t explains, howe,er, 
that the inclusion of age as a driver for asset condition must be viewed with some skepticism 
because replacing assets at random \\'ill usually impro,·e the O\·erall population condition. 

1 Bos:, G. E. P. "Science :tad St1.tist.ics" Jo11mal of !ht AmenCan Stali.sliral A.s.sotiation, 1976 
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.A review of practical systems shows the breadth of approaches currently employed in trying to 
address an .AHI development. i'viany practical .AHI systems do not have a clear statement of intent: 
what, exactly, is tl1e problem we are t:J.ying to solve? Several .AHI systems seemingly obfuscate the 
deri,·ation of tl1e .AHI by using complex matl1. In some cases, there is a sleight of hand moving from 
an .AHI directly to a PoF-tl1ere being no clear justification of the translation from .AHI to PoF. 
The role of .AHis in justifying expense is common, so tl1e ability of the regulator to dissect and 
critique some systems is uncertain. 1viost .AHI values tl1e authors re,·iewed do not reflect the failure 
modes in operation or the inte1ventions that are likely required. Furthermore, the urgency needed to 
address some failure modes is often hidden, lost in tl1e averaging or dilution effects of weighted 
systems and possibly leading to an incorrect perception of tl1e likeW10od of failure. 

Tilis report im•estigates tl1e difficulties of relating measured parameters to failure modes, and tlrns to 
.AHis and on to PoF. TI1e field is complex and tl1ere are many oppormnities that may confuse tl1e 
user. Knowing the sources of ,·ariability, however, allows for tl1e development of an approach that 
may have some practical justification. TI1e created .AHI will not be useful mtless we retain sight of 
tl1e data, deterioration, failure modes, and timescales while also retaining tl1e sense of urgency 
needed for action. 

TI1e autl10rs give one possible approach to developing an .AHI tl1at can be used to determine a 
justifiable and auditable PoF. TI1e approach is somewhat heuristic, but is built on logic and can be 
mned to reflect actual failure rates. TI1e approach retains a direct link from data, through multiple 
analytics to failure mode identification, component analysis, and finally to an .AHI which retains a 
sense of timescale and urgency. Tilis allows a subsequent derivation of tl1e PoF. 

O,·erall, a good .AHI will have an indication of timescale for action and an audit trail that allows for 
justification of tl10se actions. Ideally, an .AHI should be built around failure mode analysis to provide 
a basis for action witl1 calibrated timescales . 

.An ideal .AHI reflects tl1e failure modes likelv to be present and relates tl10se failure modes to 
timescales; tllis can be developed tluough an analysis of knmvn or expected failure rates . .As asset 
populations may be small, tl1e statistics of failures may be botl1 imprecise and lacking accuracy. 
However, tl1ey at least act as a basis in fact upon wllich a user could de,·elop a realistic ranking. 
Indust:J.-y statistics, such as are a,·ailable from CIGRE repo1ts, are both useful and justifiable. It is 
also useful to disaggregate condition-based failures and random failures, or at least to find a 
proportion of tl1e overall failure rate that is expected to be condition based. 

\v'hen developing an .AHI, it is important to start with a single question in mind and design an index 
to address tl1at question. Start simple: not 01tly should tl1e index not contain surprises, it should also 
reflect what \Ye already know. In addition, \Ye can tl1en build a comprehensible index tl1at can 
become more complex ,,·ith the addition of more data from a variety of sources. In developing an 
.AHI, we are t1-ying to model the actual healtl1 of an asset, and to quote tl1at statistician again, "vou 
don't get a 'correct' 1nodel by excessive elaboration.''2 

.:! Bos:, G. E. P., "Science a.nd Statistics" Jo1m1al of the Anmit'a11 Stati.sliral A.rsonflfion, 1976 
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GLOSSARY 

Th.is Glossary gi,·es a set of definitions for acronyms and terms used with.in the document. 

Glossary of Acronyms 

Item Descriotion 
.A.HI Asset Health Index 
.AlvII Asset Maintenance Index 
.A.PF Asset Probability of Failure 
CBHI California Br.id_ge Health Index 
CIGRE Council on Large Electrical Systems (Conse.il International des Grands 

Reseaux Electr.iaues) 
CT Current Transfonner 
DGA D.issoh0ed Gas A.nalys.is 
DNO Distribution Network Operator 
DPT Doble PowerTest 
EOL End of Life 
GSU Generator Step Uo (a transformer) 
I.AlvI Institute of Asset Management 
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Enoineers 
ISO International Standards Organization 
I<PL Kenya Power and L.i._ghting 
LOAT Life of a Transformer - a Doble Seminar 
OFGEM T11e UK Office of Gas and Electricity Markets 
PAS 55 Publicly Available Specification 55 "Asset Manae-ement", a UK standard 
PD Partial D.ischare-e 
PMU Phasor IVIanae-ement Un.it 
PoF Probability of Failure 
SP Scottish Power; SP Enero-v Networks are DNOs 
TATA An Indian Multinational, founded by Mr. Tata 
THI Transformer Health Index 
UK United K.ine-dom 
UI<PN UK Power Networks 

Glossary ofTem1s 

Item Descriotion 
Heuristic A rule based on experience 
Monotonic Uniform.Iv .increasing or decreasin_g 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

TI1ere are many organizations using asset health indices, asset scores, and other similar methods of 
e--aluating asset health. The aim of these indices and scores is to identify assets that are either 
showing signs of deterioration or are performing poorly so that intervention [1] can be applied in 
either the short or the long term. TI1ere are many systems currently in use tl1at de,-elop scores or 
indices and subsequently enable asset ranking. Some of these systems are based on ,veighted 
summations of component scores [1], [2]. Tius report discusses tl1e ad,·antages and disad,·antages of 
some of these systems. 

TI1e motivation for condition assessment, asset healtl1 scoring/indexing, and subsequent 
inte1Yention should first be determined. A condition assessment might be necessary to identify tl1e 
assets tl1at are most in need of replacement, or to identify assets tlrnt could benefit most from major 
refnrbislunent. In each case, the approach and the result should be different. A !ugh-level m·en·ie\\· 
of all assets may enable a more focused analysis of suspect assets. 

Defining failure can cause confusion. Is failure related to system interruption [3], [4], or to a need for 
removal from tl1e present asset location [SJ, [6]? Probability of failure (PoF) can only be successfolly 
addressed once tl1ere is a consistent and well-understood definition. Different organizations may 
approach the definition of failure in different ,vays, according to their business needs. 

Similarly, defining healtl1 (or condition, assuming tlrnt tl1e two are synonymous) is not easy. Does 
asset health refer to: 

Fitness for function? 
Le,·el of deterioration of one or more components? 
Likelihood of unplam1ed unavailability? 
Likelihood of needing replacement? 
Probability of failure? 
Something else? 

If an asset manager is hoping to assess tl1e PoF, tl1en tl1e definition of health used for tl1e healtl1 
assessment must relate to tl1e agreed-upon definition of failure. 

It is also necessary to consider the accuracy of a healtl1 assessment or review. TI1e data used for 
assessments, ,vhich often represent as·erage condition, has an associated le,·el of uncertainty, ,vb.ich 
is often high. Multiple elements haw inherent variability, such as tl1e use of judgment, data 
interpretation, etc. TI1e concept of an a,·erage condition must also be reviewed, as assets tend to fail 
through specific failure modes rather than through os-erall deterioration. 

Relating observations or measured parameters to the actual condition/ degradation of the asset is not 
simple, easy, direct, or obvious. Assessments normally compare the results or observations to 
acceptable levels. As assets are not typically rnn to failure, especially ,d1en they are continually 
mo1litored, there is a lack of adequate failure statistics that can be related to assessment data, 
meaning that it is difficult to accurately assess \\·hen failure is likely to occur. Furthermore, a result of 
a test tl1at might indicate the imminent failure of one asset may be an acceptable result for a similar 
asset (e.g., one from a different manufacturer). 
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Condition assessments become more meaningful when the gap belween what .is predicted and ,vhat 
.is actually found .is closed. Th.is requires the dismantling of nn.its that have been removed from 
seff.ice to confirm their predicted condition. There are cases [7] where forensic analysis shows some 
positive correspondence between predicted and actual conditions, but also cases which show some 
rnr.iab.ility. 

Furthennore, the PoF .is often related to system and external conditions. The PoF of both a circuit 
breaker and a transformer would be a function of the frequency of fanlts and the fault level at the 
substation. 

Even .if .it were possible to calculate a PoF accurately, an acceptable PoF would need to be 
cleterm.inecl for each individual asset. _,\ PoF of 2% may be acceptable for a transformer located .in a 
substation w.ith no .immediate neighbors and supplying non-critical load, but would probably not be 
acceptable for a transformer located .in a densely populated area supplying the central business 
district of a major city. Other factors to cons.icier would be the location within the system, the 
redundancy in the system, the avai.lability of a spare transformer or spare components, etc. 

1.1 Overview: Motivations for Condition Assessment 

CIGRE Brochure 660, from Working Group B3.32, .is 1101ninally concerned with optimized 
maintenance of air-.insulatecl substations [6]; however, .it gets to the heart of the need for 
maintenance and the need to understand asset condition. The text notes that many organizations 
have "aged network assets that require .increasingly more maintenance and capital expenditure to 
sustain levels of service.~, 

The brochure notes the need for asset management, which includes a greater emphasis on condition 
and diagnostics, not just for maintenance but also to provide optimal solutions for ".incl.iviclual 
business needs and drivers". 

Such condition and cl.iagnostic .information applies equally to maintenance dee.is.ions, loading 
contingencies, spares policies, and so on. Thus we have arriwcl at the heart of Asset Management, as 
described .in Asset Management standards PAS 55 [8] and ISO 55000 [9], but neatly encapsulated .in 
Brochure 660: "The problem is, tl1erefore, how to manage sustainment of the network .infrastmcture 
to ensure a smootl1 passage u1to tl1e fnture and to do tliis at optiniizecl cost, risk and performance" 
[6]. 

Condition assessment and ranku1g supports t!1e bus.ii,ess of tl1e orga1iizatio11, as discussed .in "Asset 
Management: an Anatomy" [10]. Translat.ii1g a condition assessment .ii1to a probability of failure 
(PoF) supports quantitati,·e and cletai.lecl risk calculations, assum.ii1g that ,_.. can acliiffe such a 
translation effectively. 

Some systems clffelop health scores out of broadly defined principles, and some systems employ 
extremely cletai.lecl and prescripti,·e criteria (see Section 2.0 for a literamre rev.ie\,. on tliis topic and 
Section 3.0 for examples of these systems). TI1e business ,·alue of a score/index to an orga,iization 
depends on .its use, justification, and aucl.itab.ility. A new draft guide for DNOs (D.istr.ibution 
Network Operators) .ii1 tl1e UK, for example, .is comprehens.iw and prescriptive, but may not lead to 
a ml.id PoF (see section 4.16). 
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1.2 Asset Probability of Failure 

1.2.1 Definition of Failure 

Defining failure .is not necessarily a simple matter, but .it .is essential .if a user wants to determine the 
PoF. A first attempt at defining a failure might be to suggest that, .if an asset causes a system 
.interruption, then .it has failed. An alternate definition might relate failure to a condition assessment 
.indicating that the asset .is not fit for .its purpose. Table 1-1 summarizes situations where an asset 
causes an .interrnption or .is determined to not fit .its purpose. 

Table 1-1: Asset Trips and System Interruptions 

Problem with Asset 
- Cannot be re aired for return to service 
Problem with Asset 
- Can be returned to service after major 
re air 
Problem with Asset 
- Can be returned to service after minor 
re air 
External Cause (e.g. animal on bushings) 
- Results in consequential damage 
- Cannot be re aired for return to service 
External Cause (e.g. animal on bushings) 
- Results in consequential damage 
- Can be returned to service after major 
re air 
External Cause (e.g. animal on bushings) 
- Results in consequential damage 
- Can be returned to service after minor 
re air 
External Cause (e.g. animal on bushings) 
- No conse uential dama e 

Assessment .indicates asset .is not fit for purpose 
- Cannot be re a.ired for return to service 
Assessment .indicates asset .is not fit for purpose 
- Can be returned to service after major repair 

Assessment .indicates asset .is not fit for purpose 
- Can be returned to service after minor repair 

Assessment .indicates asset .is not fit for purpose 
- Fit for purpose .in another location (e.g. 
substation w.ith lower loads or fault le,·el) 
Assessment indicates asset .is not fit for purpose 
- Fit for purpose .in another location - but not 
econonllcal to relocate 

\,1hen an asset causes an .interrnption to the network and cannot be repaired and returned to sen-.ice, 
then a failure has occurred. Most analysts ,v01tld also likely agree that an .interrnption res1tltin.g from 
an external cause that does not res1tlt .in consequential damage w01tld not be considered a failure. 
Ho\\·ever, several of the other cases sho,,·n .in the table are not as obvious and cottld lead to an 
extended debate. 

Further questions arise from consideration of the table. If an animal on the bush.in.gs caused damage 
to one or more of the bushings, .is th.is a failure of the asset or the bush.in.gs? Some organizations 
take bushing failures to be separate from transformer failures. If spare bush.in.gs were not available 
and the asset was therefore scrapped, does th.is change the answer? As a loose analogy, the tires on a 
car may need replacement or attention, but that does not require the replacement of the \\·hole car. 
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A problem ( detennined by interrnption or assessment) that requires major repair would often result 
in repair in the case of a newer asset, but in scrapping in the case of an older asset since the repair 
would be considered unecono1:nical. Many would consider that an asset had failed if it were 
scrapped, but may not consider the ne\\·er asset (with possibly the same problem) to have failed 
because it was repaired. TI1e economic decision is often a function of the regulatory regime in 
operation and the Organization's ability to manage Capital and Operational expenses, but the 
decision on financial rather than technical grounds may ultimately affect failnre statistics. 

In some organizations, the reqnire1nent to remove a transfonner fr01n its stand to repair, refurbish, 
or replace it is interpreted as an indicator that a failure has occurred. If the same repair or 
refurbishment work occurs in situ, a failure has not occnrred. However, the regulator for the 
industry may define failure as a need to spend Capital money', regardless of the location of the asset 
"·here the cap.ital is spent. 

Some organizations also include sift faihms in their failure statistics. Tius refers to situations where 
assets are assessed as being likely to fail, removed from se1Yice, and replaced before a hard failure 
occurs. Both hard and soft failures are condition-based, but one occurs in real-time while the other 
is anticipatory. 

ISO 18095 (11] applies to power transformers and provides ,·aluable guidelines for the use of terms. 
It is not yet widely used, but as it is part of the ISO siute of docnments it is likely to grow in 
popularity and influence. 

1.2.2 Asset Failure Statistics 

Once failure is defined, data can be collected wluch will allm,· for the de,·elopment of failure 
statistics; howe,·er, a standardized approach to data collection is not yet used across utilities [4]. 

TI1e identification of the asset that failed and the cause of failure can be difficult and requires 
forensic analysis and engineering judgement [3]. Many utilities are reluctant to spend the money to 
perform a detailed forensic analysis of a failed asset. An older asset is often expected to fail, and 
since the asset has little or no residual value, it is difficult to justify the expense of a detailed forensic 
analysis when failnre does occnr. 

In these cases, the cause of failure may be little more than a guess, often made by an engineer who 
has linuted knowledge of the asset. TI1e assumed failure mode is often based on available condition 
assessment information: for example, if a transformer "·itl1 a !ugh Jew! of fi_uans failed, it may be 
assumed tl1at tl1e cause of fa.ilnre was deterioration of the cellulose. Tius possibly incorrect 
assumption becomes part of tl1e fa.ilnre statistics and justifies tl1e relationsli.ip between tl1e condition 
assessment information and PoF dne to tl1e assumed failure mode. 

CIGRE Tecluucal Brochure 642 smYeyed 56 utilities in 21 countries, co,·ering 964 major 
transformer failures beru·een 1996 and 2010, in a pool of 167,459 transformer years. Note that a 
defuution of failure ,vas prm·.ided at the time of smyey and is detailed in the brochure. It is essential 
that users of tl1e information prm·.ided in tl1e broclnue understand the defuution tl1at has been used 
for tl1e collecting of di.is statistical .information (see Appendix A). 

3 Taken from private correspondence discussing a. utility's policies and regufatory environment. 
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The failed transformers were manufactured from the 1950s to 2009 [3]. The failure rates by voltage 
are described in the following table taken from the Technical Brochure. TI1e smYey showed the 
failure rates had less than 1 % variation between different applications (i.e., generation, transmission, 
and distribution). 

Table 1-2: Indicative Asset Failure Rates (CIGRE Technical Brochure 642) 

INVESTIGATED POPULATION AND FAILURE RATES OF SUBSTATION TRANSFORMERS 

POPULATION HIGHEST SYSTEM VOLTAGE (kV] 

INFORMATION 
IOOS:kV< 300S:kV< 500 S: kV< 69S:kV<100 200S:kV< 

kV<'!: 700 ,00 300 ,oo 700 

Number of U111l1fes II 38 31 27 3 4 

Number of 
Trcmsformers 

2,962 10,932 4,272 3,233 434 348 

Tromformer. Yeurs 15,267 64,718 37,017 25,305 4,774 2,991 

Mnfor FCJllures 144 280 186 152 27 10 

FAILURE RATE 0.94% 0.43% 0.50% 0.60% 0.57% 0.33% 

All 

58 

22,181 

150,072 

799 

0.53% 

TI1e report notes that "All populations show a low hazard rate and no distinct bathtub cmve 
character" and that, in the population smveyed, age related deterioration could not be identified; 
unusual system events are suggested as a more likely canse 4• TI1e brochure also notes that the 
replacement of older 1ulits that have not failed biases population statistics. TI1e overall lack of age
related issues implies that purely time-based inte1Yentions will be less beneficial, and that asset 
condition inforn1ation is required to focus resources. 

Two of the contributors to the Brochure also note the importance of the process for statistical data 
acq1lisition and the importance of proper data collection and analysis. TI1e Brochure also quotes data 
from a particular utility [4]: tllis data is for failures recorded between 1996 and 2006, and indicates a 
rise in failure rates witl1 age, as shown in Figure 1-1. \\'hether or not tllis trend applies more broadly 
will depend on whetl1er otl1er orgarlizations operate and manage tl1eir assets in tl1e same way as tl1e 
studied utility. 

4 In Nowkn and Heaps' original work on RC\-1, they identify sis failure profiles, the bathrub curoe being one of them. They also note 
that the bathrub curve only applied to about 4% of the assets they reviewed [55]. 
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Figure 1-1: Hazard Function for Generator Step Up, Transmission and Distribution 
Transformers 

The most common locations for failures depended on the application: GSUs ha,·ing insulation 
issues over 30% of the tirne, trans1nission units having protection issues over 25%, and distribution 
units ha,-il1g over 35% for Wil1dir1gs and > 35% for unclassified issues. Organizations should 
consider the differences between the reported data and data from other sources, and question the 
relevance of any of the statistics to their own situation. 

1.3 Failure Modes 

Failure modes may be broadly classified illto two types: illternally caused and externally caused [5) . 
.A poor connection illside the asset leading to looseness, arcing, and subsequent flashover would be 
an illternally caused failure . .A failure caused by multiple close-in lightnil1g strikes leadir1g to flashm·er 
""ottld be an externally caused failure. The two failures, however, are related . .As illSltlation 
deteriorates with tune and operation, an external event that for a relatively ne"· asset "'ottld haw 
caused no major issues may now lead to failure, as shown ill Figure 1-2 from CIGRE Technical 
Brochure 227, "Life Management Techniques for Potwr Transformers." Tiiis brochure is further 
discussed ill .Appendix B. 
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Figure 1-2: Asset Deterioration 
Fmm CTGRE Tecb11ical Bmcb11re 227 
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As previously indicated, there are cases [7] where the forensic analysis of assets that have been 
removed from service due to poor condition has shm,·n some correspondence between predicted 
and acmal condition, but has also shown some significant variability. The forensic analysis of assets 
that are retired due to soft failures allows for a better understanding of how known condition 
assessment techniques relate to failure modes of the asset; however, if soft failures are included in 
failure statistics and a detailed forensic analysis of the soft failures has not occurred, incorrect 
statistical evidence may be produced, ultimately creating a false sense of accuracy in assessing failure 
modes. 

1.4 Expected Life - Analytics 

\v11at is the expected life of a transformer, or of a circuit breaker~ 

If the expected life of a transformer or circuit breaker cannot be specified on the day of installation, 
it will be difficult to calculate the remaining life later. Some organizations ha,·e tried to specify the 
expected asset life and the expected age at which deterioration leads to poor performance, but these 
attempts have had nli..,ed success. 

An asset condition assessment assists in identifying the possible condition, while an asset health 
index allo,vs the assets to be ranked to highlight those in the ,vorst condition. As indicated in [12], 
however, the asset health index is an estimate at best, and therefore any analysis of remaining life is 
also an esti1na te. 

1.5 Business Context and Drivers 

The aim of an asset health score/index is to impro,•e decision-making and manage risk, but the 
timescales for the application of a score/index may vary. TI1e indi,·idual organization must clarify 
and define the natnre of the score/index [!], [3], [13]. 
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1.6 Standards and Related Documents 

There are several documents and standards relating to Asset Management that are relevant to the 
discussion [8], [9], [11]. TI1ese documents provide a discussion of Asset Management and its need to 
balance risk, cost, and performance. In terms of operational strategies, an Institnte of Asset 
Management document covers many of the elements [14]. TI1ese documents provide a useful 
frn1ne\,~ork for asset n1anagen1ent re,~iew. 

ISO 18095 [11] has already been noted in this repo1t: it digs deeply into failure modes, measurable 
parameters, and ways to identify deterioration and degradation within a power transformer. TI1e 
document does not deal specifically with health indexing but does discuss hm,· to choose the best 
possible attributes, test results, and condition monitoring combination to prevent a power 
transformer failure. Tius standard is an excellent model for a discussion of failure modes and 
symptoms in power transformers. TI1e final step of health indexing is not included in tlus document, 
bnt tl1e foundation of knowledge that is presented is integral to AHI design and not discussed to tlus 
level of detail in otl1er standards or articles. 

"Asset Management: an Anatomy" [10] is a useful document when implementing Asset IVIanagement 
systems. In particular, section 6.6.5 covers "Asset Performance and Healtl1 Monitoring," and has 
useful commenta1y on botl1 asset healtl1 and tl1e involvement of stakeholders: 

The tenn "asset health" is used in relation to 1neasnres that 1no1lltor the current ( or 
predicted) condition or capability of an asset to perform its desired function, by considering 
potential failure modes ... It is important to revie\\· tl1e cost effectiveness of monitoring- and 
iin-olve both operations and maii1tenance personnel as many failure modes can be detected 
by operators. [1 OJ 

TI1e Institute of Asset Management has a stute of documents relatii1g to tl1e iinplementation of Asset 
Management and Subject Specific Gtudance documents, each written by practitioners of Asset 
Management from a variety of industries [14]. 

TI1e subject-specific gtudance ii1cludes a discussion of data and analytics and the metl1od needed to 
improve results. It notes that impro,·ing data quality is an admirable task, but experience has shown 
tl1at the most effective approach is to "analyze and m1derstand tl1e ii1fonnation you have" [14]. TI1e 
ronte to good decision-making and problem-solvii1g passes through a good analysis of poor data, as 
shmvn ii1 Figt1re 1-3. Good analysis of poor data may be adequate for many problem solutions. 

Data Quality 
Poor Good ~----~----l---'--'-'-"--

Analytical 
Ability 

Good 

Poor 

R out e for 

Figure 1-3: The Route to Good Analytical Capability 
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1. 7 Getting Started 

Before starting the process of condition assessment or the de,·elopment of an .AHI, the first 
question to answer should be: "\'lhat problem are you tqing to soh·e?" [!]. If th.is can be ans,Yered 
clearly and precisely, a measure, score, or index can be set up which helps solYe the problem. The 
necessary data sources, assumptions that need to be made, the analyses that need to be applied, and 
the meaning of the results that will be obtained can also be determined. 

\\1ithout a clear question, any ans\ver \\ill be uncertain. Even with a clear question, the ans\ver 111ay 
be based on poor data, poor analyses, poor assumptions, etc. The answer (i.e., the .AHI) may be 
conYincing, but may be equally unclear. 

If an .AHI is developed to identify the assets that most need refurbislunent (e.g., repair of minor oil 
leaks, repair of rust), the business dri,-ers related to the refurbislunent of assets need to be identified. 
For example, if a utility had a policy that precluded the refurbislunent of assets m-er 40 years old, the 
asset age could be included in the .AHL Similarly, if an .AHI value \\·as required to identify the assets 
that most needed replacement, the business drivers related to replacement would need to be 
identified. 

Not all business drivers need to be included in the .AHI, hmvever, and it may often be more 
appropriate for some business drivers to be treated separately . .As noted in Section 1.0, many factors 
will probably be considered before deciding to replace an asset. For example: the location; the 
criticality of the load; the availability of spare parts; and possibly the depreciated value of the asset, 
which may be a major factor in a regulated enviromnent. It is possible to develop an index that 
includes all of the business drivers; however, this index would no longer be related only to the health 
of the asset, but also to the operational value or criticality of the asset, and thus could not be clearly 
related to PoF. .An alternate approach would be to de;•elop an .AHI that only related to those aspects 
of asset health that drives replacement, and deal with the other business drivers separately, possibly 
with another index. TI1ere is no rule, as far the authors are aware, which precludes having multiple 
indices for multiple applications. 

It is essential to understand that not all aspects of health directly relate to replacement. Healtl1 issues 
tl1at can easily be addressed by maintenance \\'ottld not generally be drivers for replacement, and 
would tl1erefore not be included in a replacement index. Similarly, health issues tliat cam1ot be 
corrected tluough maintenance are generally not included in an index designed to identify assets tl1at 
require correcti,·e maintenance. TI1erefore, these indices, if correctly designed, cam1ot be directly 
related to PoF. 

In practice, many users develop an .AHI for fleet screening to allow tl1em to identii}" tl1e assets that 
require further inwstigation or assessment. .An .AHI for fleet screening is generally developed using 
data and information that is readily a-·ailable for most assets of tl1at type. 

For example, some users may develop an .AHI for transformers based onli• on the results obtained 
from testing oil samples. TI1e small percentage of transformers that rate poorly in the .AHI may then 
be scrutinized in more detail using in-sen·ice test tools, such as PD or IR, or may be taken off line 
for further inspection and testing as well as a full condition assessment. 
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Although oil analysis and dissolved gas analysis (DGA) of an oil sample from the main tank might 
be veq good indicators of many common failure modes, they ,viii not usually provide any indication 
of problems with the bushings or the tap changer; howe,·er, a transformer AHI de,·eloped for t1eet 
screening could also include bushing test results, tap changer maintenance records, and information 
from site inspections, as well as details of age, loading, family history, etc. TI1e question that is asked 
guides the data needed to develop an index. 

AHis based on minimal information might still be useful asset management tools, bnt it is unrealistic 
to expect that the results of the simple AHI could be related in detail to the PoF. 

Some practical systems outlined in this report have ve1J clear questions and responses; hm,·ewr, the 
responses may be very inaccurate and imprecise. It appears that in so111e cases, the process of 
producing an AHI for business purposes has become more important than the details of the process 
itself. Asset managers may have lost sight of the original aims of a health index by de,·eloping a 
system that produces a result but does not clearly address the question posed. 

For an AHI to be closely linked to a PoF, it should be designed with that goal in mind, built on the 
failure modes that relate to the definition of failure, and should use measurable parameters and good 
statistics. 

Statistics are necessary because all natural phenomena are described by appropriate statistics. In 
order to measure the breakdown voltage of a particular air gap, there are many controls that must be 
put in place, including voltage source, accuracy of measurements, shape and cleanliness of gap 
fanning materials, and contents of the air (from molecular content to particle count). TI1e result is a 
likely voltage, but also a range [15]. TI1e actual breakdown voltage will be described by a statistical 
distlibution, with a confidence level associated with the result lying in a particular range. Statistical 
distributions cannot be escaped. 

1.8 Asset Health and Asset Probability of Failure 

\v11en generating an Asset Health Index or Score, the actual condition of the asset is estimated 
because the data and analytics cannot be perfect or perfectly up-to-date. Furthermore, some failure 
modes cannot be detected tl1rough testing, observation, or analysis of otl1er forms of data. 

1.8.1 Asset Components 

TI1ese are some of tl1e aspects to consider: 

An asset 1nay have one or n1ore co1nponents. 
Each component may have several failure modes. 
Failure modes may apply to several components. 
Most failure modes have symptoms; symptoms may apply to several failure modes, so 
identifying the failure mode may be difficult. 
Some failure modes do not have obvious or measurable symptoms until a failure has 
occurred or .is Yery near to occurring. 
ivieasure111ents 1nay be niade on con1ponents; but so1ne 1neasure111ents include a nun1ber of 
components. 
11easnren1ents 1nay indicate the presence of a sy1npton1. 
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Most measurements only allow us to assess the m-erage condition of the component being 
1neas1ued. 
Other information is useful in assessing asset condition. Other information may include 
knowledge of the design, m1derstanding of previous problems, and knowledge of how the 
asset has been used, such as having been subjected to heavy loading, over-voltages, or fault 
currents. 

A symptom is an indication of a failure mode. A number of measurements or observations may be 
required to confirm a symptom, and the presence (and absence) of a number of symptoms may be 
used to determine which failure mode is most likely occurring. 

Human ilh1ess can be a helpful analogy for understanding hmv symptoms relate to failure modes. In 
a human, ele,·ated body temperature is a symptom of many illnesses. \v'hen a doctor obsen•es other 
flu-like symptoms in conjunction with a high temperature, the best diagnosis would probably be that 
the patient has the flu; howe,-er, the symptoms may also indicate other ailments. Note that the 
doctor would probably also consider the patient's medical history, family histo1y, and other 
information "-hen diagnosing the problem. If the patient had just returned from overseas, had 
recently been sick, or was genetically predisposed to a disease, tl1e doctor may consider anotl1er 
diagnosis and possibly arrange for tests and follow-up assessments. Note also that tl1e absence of 
some symptoms is often critical to tl1e diagnosis. The doctor would probably need to ascertain tl1at 
some of tl1e symptoms of pneumonia were absent before determining tl1at tl1e patient had tl1e flu. 

The assessment of an asset would follow a similar process. TI1e relationships between symptoms and 
assets are su1n1narized in Figiue 1-4, using one-to-1nany and 1nany-to-1nany relationship indications 
to illustrate tl1e complexity of tl1e situation. 

B 
I 

j 
,h 

Components/ 1

1

_______1 

Subsystems · l 

.-.-.. 

Failure 
Modes 
'-i-' 

I 
! 

J~ 
Measurable ,~ 

~----~J Symptoms _ Parameters 

Figure 1-4: Asset and Symptoms Relationships 

Figure 1-4 illustrates tl1at an asset may hm-e one or more components (or sub-systems), each 
con1ponent 1nay haYe one or 111ore failure 1nodes, and each failure 1node relates to one or 1nore 
symptoms; hmve,-er, the symptoms may also relate to one or more failure modes. For a small 
number of entities, tl1e relations are quite complex. If tli.is data ,ms to be recorded in a relational 
database, tl1e many-to-many relationsli.ips, such as failure modes to symptoms, ,rnuld be broken out 
in a link table to manage tl1e data redundancy. 
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A medical analogy can again be used to illustrate th.is point: 

A human has an appendix as a component. 
The appendix may become enlarged and infected, leading to peritonitis and, ultimately, death 
of the human. 
One symptom may be fe,-er. 
A measurable parameter could be temperature. 

The many-to-many relationship illustrates that feyer is not a nnique symptom of appendicitis, and 
appendicitis does not ha,·e feyer as its only symptom. 

\\'11en applied to a transformer: 

A transformer may haYe a bushing as a component. 
T11e bushing may haYe a failure mode based on stress grading foil erosion. 
T11e symptom could be a reduction in the capacitance of the bushing. 
A measurable parameter could be the leakage current - a variation indicating a change of 
capacitance. 

TI1e gathering of data and the analysis and subsequent diagnosis is not simple, even for relati,•ely 
well known conditions. Returning to the medical analogy, symptoms of appendicitis are occasionally 
misdiagnosed with fatal results 5. 

TI1ere is a diagnostic process which applies to humans, assets, and most other situations: 

Make measurements and obsen-ations (e.g. temperatures, pressures etc.) 
Perform analyses (consider levels, changes, trends, presence/absence) 
Identify symptoms. 
Perform a differential diagnosis. \\'11ere necessa1y gather more eYidence. 
In parallel, consider contextual .information 0ocation, genetics, or design/ manufacture 
details, known h.ist01y, loading, number of operations etc.) 
Infer a root cause failure mode. 

TI1e process requires experience and expertise in order to be useful, with an understanding that the 
first inference may not be the actual answer required. 

1.8.2 Understanding Variability 

Measured values of data have .inherent variability. Some reasons for Yariability are obY.ious. For 
example, a measnrement of transformer power factor may be inaccnrate: a SFRA result may be 
subject to series resistance offsetting the results, or a temperature gauge may be inherently .imprecise 
or inaccurate. All 1neasure1nents are subject to syste1natic or randon1 errors, so eYen the n1ost precise 
111easnre111ents 1nade using the 111ost accurate instnunents contain so1ne Yariability. 

E,·en modern diagnostic tools can produce inaccurate results if tl1ey are not used properly or tl1e 
necessary precautions are not taken. l'vieasnre1nents of the trnnsfonner bushings' po\ver factors ,Yill 

5 From person.'U e:s:per.ience in a third world hospital; they did, however, obsen•e e."=actly when the patient died. 
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potentially gi,·e ,·e1T inaccurate results if the bushings are not properly cleaned to remm·e potential 
paths for leakage current. Those performing tests must understand the correct test procedure. For 
example, testers need to know the part of the asset that needs to be earthed/ grounded, whether the 
test leads need to be shielded, how long the test voltage should be applied before a measurement is 
taken, and the process for taking an oil sample and storing the oil during transport to the lab. 

In the past, many test tools were large, complex, and expensive. As a result, they were loaded onto 
test trncks which were operated by highly skilled testing technicians. Now very small and relatiwly 
inexpensive items of test equipment are available that can provide very accurate results. It is now 
possible for every technician to canT some of these test instrnments in the back of their trnck. 
However, unless the teclmician is properly trained and uses the test equipment frequently enough to 
develop tl1e necessary skills and experience to properly use the instrnments, tl1e technician may be 
producing Yery accurate, but Yery incorrect data. 

Highly accurate data is not always necessary to identify symptoms. For example, a doctor might 
simply place his hand on a patient's forehead to ascertain tl1at tl1e patient has a fever, as an exact 
1neasnre1nent of ten1peratnre is not necessary in rnost cases; ho\vever, if the patient is being treated 
in a hospital, tl1e patient's temperanue might be taken e--e1y few hours. TI1e doctor would be hoping 
to see tl1e temperanue trending back towards normal over time. In this case, tl1e accuracy of tl1e 
1neasure1nents is far n1ore i1nportant. 

Similarly, a hand placed on tl1e radiators of a transformer might be adequate to detect a problem 
witl1 tl1e cooling system. If one radiator is cool whilst tl1e otl1ers are too hot to touch, the radiator is 
probably not functioning correctly. 

As highlighted by tl1ese examples, highly accurate measurements are not always required. It is, 
however, essential tl1at the user of tl1e measurements has some understanding of their accuracy and 
uses the data appropriately. Trending is a valuable tool when assessing the condition of assets, but 
useful trends cannot normally be established using estimates or highly inaccurate data. 

Altl1ough inaccurate data can still be used for condition assessment (as long as tl1e accuracy is 
understood), incorrect data must not be used. It is essential tl1at tl1ose involwd with both data 
collection and analysis look for ob,·iously incorrect data. For example, if tl1e oil temperamre 
indicator of a hea-·ily loaded transformer is reading less tlian tl1e ambient temperanue, tl1ere is 
almost certainly a problem with tl1e temperature gauge. Similarly, if the "·inding hot spot of a 
transformer is cooler tl1an the oil temperature, tl1e data should be treated as suspect at best and 
"·rang at \Vorst. 

TI1ere are many otl1er examples of incorrect data. \\'11en the results from a dissoh-ed gas analysis 
(DGA) show tl1at all gasses are zero, tl1e results are probably wrong. \\'hen tl1e DGA results from an 
aged transformer suddenly show a drastic improYement, it is unlikely that tl1e condition of tl1e asset 
has changed; it is more likely tliat the oil has recently been changed or processed, oil samples have 
been mi..,ed up, or the tests haw been performed incorrectly. 

Before analyzing any data, users should consider if the measurement is belienble. To accomplish 
this, consider: 
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TI1e normal range for this 1:)pe of measurement. If the results are all zero, or an order of 
magnitude higher than measurements taken from an asset in very poor condition, the data is 
probably wrong. 
Previous measurements, e.g., has the asset shoKn signs of deterioration since its last reading 
or has it miraculously impro,·ed? 
Other measurements and obserYations, e.g., if the asset has suffered a fault, and this is 
confirmed by other measurements, does th.is measurement also indicate that a fault has 
occurred? 

It is possible that the data is correct and therefore is the symptom of an unusual failure mode, but 
users should do all they can to check the data before coming to this conclusion. 

1.8.3 Timeliness of Data 

Before analyzing any data, users need to understand when the data was recorded. Very accnrate 
measurements that were taken five years ago will allow a good estimate of the condition that the 
asset was in at that mo1nent in tin1e, but not necessarily an accurate analysis of the current condition 
of the asset. 

11:Lis information, however, may still be useful. In general, assets do not normally improve with age 
unless there has been son1e .inte1-v-ention, e.g., refurbislunent, oil change, etc. Therefore, an 
assessment based on older data will probably result in an estimate of the best possible asset 
condition. Users must understand, however, that the asset may be in far ,vorse condition than tl:Lis 
assess1nent suggests. 

1.8.4 Component Scores 

Making one or more measurements allows tl1e data to be analyzed and inte1preted, tl1e asset to be 
diagnosed, and a score for tl1e measured component to be created. 

Standards can be used to assist in tl1e interpretation of tl1e data. For example, IEEE C57.104 (16] 
can be used to interpret hydrogen le,·els in a transformer main tank. 11:Lis is a simple process since 
tl1e standard gives us condition codes 1 tluough 4, witl1 1 being normal or acceptable and l:Ligher 
scores indicating a worsening state. 

However, there is no indication 'Nitl1 tl1ose codes as to: 

\\11at action, if any, should be taken, and 
Ho"· urgently tl1e action needs to be carried out. 

TI1e lin:Lits that relate to each condition code are based on experience witl1 a large number of 
transformers. TI1e transformer that was measured may actually be designed, manufactured, or 
operated differently from most of the transformers from "·[:Lich the condition codes were derived. 
For example, a sample may be taken from a galva1:Lized drain vah·e, in wl:Lich case elented levels of 
hydrogen may be present because of metal chemistry at tl1e val,•e rather than because of a fault. 
Otl1er ,·ariations based on specific designs are also noted witl:Lin C57.104. 

It is easy to misinterpret or misdiagnose the data and create tl1e assumption tl1at there is major fault 
or problem "·itl1 tl1e asset. Although tl:Lis may canse pa1:Lic for no good reason, a nus.interpretation or 
misdiagnosis may also result in a lack of awareness of the trne issue that is evolving. Problems could 
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also be masked by th.is niisinterpretation. For example, the elevated hydrogen le,els resnlting from 
the galrn1iized val,e may be masking an e,·olving fault that is prodncing a lesser amonnt of 
hydrogen. 

Co111peting interpretations for single 1neasure111ent para1neters, such as leakage reactance, or po\ver 
factor or hydrogen le,els, are possible. Competing interpretations of groups of parameters are also 
possible; different interpretations of DG.A results "·mild be a good example . 

.All of these issnes, along ,vith variability and timeliness of data as well as assessment of components, 
need to be understood and considered before attempting to relate the assessment of components to 
asset degradation. 

1.8.5 Una,•ailable Data 

It is common for some data or information that is needed for an assessment to be una,ailable, 
partictilarly when large fleets are involved. 111.is may be because a test "·as cancelled, or simply 
because data has been misplaced. 

Users may still perform an asset assessment and determine a score by simply excluding from the 
assessment any failure modes that reqiiire unavailable data, then scaling the final score . .Alternati,·ely, 
users may estimate values for the unavailable data by using statistics or by using worst case or best 
case data to give a range on the final .AHL 

Further discussion of these methods is beyond the scope of tliis docnment; however, it is important 
to note that "·here many assets have unavailable data, the accnracy of any restiltant health index will 
be affected, fi_u-ther straining any relationsliip that exists between the health index and PoF. 

1.8.6 Degradation 

Blake [17] notes the relationsliips between degradation' and PoF; however, the measnrement or 
measurements first need to be related to degradation. Note that in tliis report, deterioration is 
defined as a reduction in tl1e physical valne of some parameter, snch as capacitance, wliile 
degradation is the loss of asset ability to perform its fonction. For example, wliat is deteriorating 
when etl1ylene lewis rise in a transformer, or when the PD le,·els rise in a CT? .At what point will 
degradation in performance be noted? 

Often, in physical deterioration analyses, tl1ere is a "·ell-established link between measurements and 
actual failnres. For example, pipes, bearings, and steel frame members haw been strained, stressed, 
or bent n.ntil tl1ey haw failed wliilst parameters have been measured. 111.is allows correlations 
between tl1e measured parameters and failures. Siniilar work has not been done to most large 
substation assets. 

Blake also notes tl1at models of degradation rely on many factors, including an understanding of 
location, load, manufacturer, fault history, inspections, and maintenance [17]. .Assessing tl1e 
degradation of a pm,·er system asset is complex and tl1e knmrledge of experts "·ith appropriate 
expertise and judgment must be considered. Blake notes tl1e different types of experts who are 

6 Although Blake h..1s used the term "degradation," the authors believe that "deterioration" would be a more correct term. 
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involved in assessing assets, all of whom may bring an element of imprecision to the anah•sis of 
degradation/ deterioration: 

111eorists: giw options to select a model 
Consultants: actually select a model 
Asset engineers: determine parameters 
Idaintenance engineers: assess asset condition 
Managers: decide hm,· to use the results (interpretation) 

111e level of degradation that leads to failure depends on the various operational issues identified by 
Blake, and the physical details of the individual failure mode. A 0.50% po"·er factor may be a strong 
indication of incipient failure in one transformer but not in another. 

Time-based degradation in performance will affect different designs or manufacturer models in 
different ways. 111e de,·elopment of computer-aided design to reduce margins in insulation, and the 
subsequent cost cutting exercises, have led to transformers which may be much younger bnt which 
are much more susceptible to the effects of heat and operational faults/switching. Transformers 
may be considered unique, hand-made chemical baths, and older transformers were often built 
bigger and more robustly than newer ones. 

1.8.7 Working Forward 

To work forward there needs to be definitive data ,vb.ich links measured parameters to the absolute 
level of deterioration in some operationally significant parameter, which is linked to an absolute 
likeW1ood of failure based on multiple and repeated tests to give statistical significance to the data. 

Some ,vork has been done in th.is area, but not specifically for power system assets and tl1e 
operational context applicable to tl1ese assets. Paint tli.ickness and performance on towers may be 
tl1e most direct example of a possibly successful application of a parameter-degradation curve to 
po"·er system assets; howe,·er, tl1e link to subsequent failure, tl1ough monoto1i.ically related, is not 
linear. 

It is possible to work forward to an asset healtl1 index by grouping (not necessarily ,wighting) 
parameter scores to yield a component score, and grouping component scores (not necessarily 
,veighted) to yield an asset score; however, a meaning must be ascribed to tl1e score. 111e meaning 
"·ill depend entirely on how the score ,vas derived. 111e problem ,w face is tl1at the degree of 
uncertainty at each stage is compounded, such tl1at the final healtl1 index is generally little more tlian 
a loose, non-monotonic, and non-linear ranking tool. 

TIJ.is ,vill not help much if tl1e number of assets to be ranked is small (such as at an individual 
generation station). 111e ranking may be little more tlian a Good / Bad classification to identify the 
poorer performers of tl1e population. 

As an analogy, consider the relationsli.ip between a car's tire pressure and the probability of the car 
failing. A lower tl1an recommended pressure in a tire will be more likely to fail. Identifying a 
relationsli.ip is nonetheless difficult, and merging tli.is relationsli.ip "·ith all other parameters that 
could lead to a failure of tl1e car, such as engine temperature, fluid le,·els, tl1e pressure of the other 
tires, etc. results in a very complex problem. 111e process "·ould be fraught with inaccuracy and 
imprecision at e,·ery stage. Furthermore, the relationsli.ip would be contest specific. Failure is more 
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likely to occur at high speed or during heavy braking, and less likely to occnr "·hen travelling slo,rly 
in heary traffic. 111e relationship would also be dependent on the definition of failure, and \\·ould be 
different for each different model of car, and possibly e,·en dependent on the day it came out of the 
factory. 

To a degree, this type of approach has been attempted by the UK's regulator, OFGEM, in requiring 
the Distribution Nen,·ork Operators (DNOs) to assess and rank their assets, both in terms of 
condition and risk. OFGEM has prO\·ided a framework to do this [18]. 111e approach has a lot of 
mathematical formulations and a number of assumptions and hn,otheses. HO\,·ever, many of these 
assumptions and hypotheses in terms of the parameter values chosen and rates of failure expected. 
Regarclless of th.is, the result is a consistent approach amongst the DNOs. It will take several years 
of feedback before the approach is completely verified or justified in practice. 111e approach 
recommended in the OFGEM document is discussed in Section 3.0. 

1.8.8 Working Bad.-ward 

Assuming the asset population under consideration is large enough that failure statistics are relatively 
constant over titne, son1e progress can be 1nade in tenns of: 

Calculating the asset health index distribution owr several years 
Identifying significant events which cause a change in asset health 
Identifying expected failure rates and the consequent numbers of failures expected 
Identifying candidates which are most likely to fail, based on a p1iori condition analysis and 
failure records 
Defining the various asset health index values to be associated with a certain probability or 
probability range 
Distributing assets to reflect expected performance 
Tracking prognostications to mne the system 

111e aim is to reduce population failures by identifying the units most likely to fail and impro,·il1g the 
population performance as a result. 

Published work, such as by CIGRE or by il1di,·idual authors, prO\·ide examples of likely failure 
statistics for populations of different assets [3] [4)[5] [7). 

A rerie\\· of Asset Health Indexii.1g accuracy, based on forensic tear down of scrapped units ill the 
UK, is discussed ill Section 3.0. 

1.8. 9 Connectii.1g Health Index to Probability of Failure 

Calculatii.1g a PoF from an AHI based on pure analytics of measured parameters will be almost 
impossible, as the information base needed for il1di,idual parameters or for specific families to allow 
a physical model to be de,·eloped does not exist. Retumil1g to the analogy of car tire pressure: \\·hen 
the pressure is 28 psi, what is the probability of failure of the car? \1?hat are the chances it \\·ill be 
able to drive another 1,000 kilometers? 

Not all is lost, howe,·er. One approach to AHI is to define a set of categories or codes that cowr a 
range of calculated AHis. This approach is discnssed in more detail ill Sections 4.2 and 4.7. For 
example, set codes A through E as per Table 1-3 correspond to an AHI that ranges from 1 to 100; 
the categories do not hm·e to be uniformly spaced or lii.1early related ill time. 
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Table 1-3: Category AHi 

Category AHI Description 
Range 

A 0 - 30 Considered under normal operation 
B 31- so Expect to replace within 15 years 
C 51- 70 Expect to replace within 10 vears 
D 71-90 ExPect to rePlace within 5 vears 
E 91 - 100 On replacement list for within 2 vears 

A notional PoF may be assigned in relation to the timescales associated with each catego1y. For 
example, assume that a similar population of assets has a known failure rate of 0.5%. It could be 
assumed that a high failure rate would apply to the assets in catego1T E, which are near the end of 
their life, and a much lower failure rate could apply to catego1}' A The user could then estimate 
notional PoFs as follows in Table 1-4: 

Table 1-4: Category AHi with First Estimate of Notional PoFs 

Category AHI Description First Estimate of 
Ranae Notional PoF 

A 0 - 30 Considered under normal operation 0.05% PoF 
B 31- so Expect to replace within 15 years 0.2% PoF 
C 51- 70 Exoect to reolace within 10 vears 0.4% PoF 
D 71-90 Expect to replace within 5 years 0.8% PoF 
E 91 - 100 On replacement list for within 2 1.5% PoF 

years 

Users need to multiply the number of assets in each catego1y by the notional PoF to calculate the 
number of failures expected in that category, then add together the expected failures from all 
categories and cli\•ide by the number of assets to calculate the overall failure rate. If the overall failure 
rate does not equal 0.5% (the known failure rate for a similar population of assets), the notional 
failure rates need to be adjusted. This approach is discussed further in Section 5.0, where it is also 
noted that the base rate can be set to an unki.10,vn Yalue, X, and multipliers can be used for each of 
the other categories, resulting in an approach to back-calculate X, the base rate. 

Some users with access to failure and A.HI data from large populations have used statistical 
information from their population to assign failure rates to A.HI; howe,·er, e,·en in a large 
population, the number of failures of assets \\·ith good A.His would be too lo\\· to allow an accurate 
PoF to be calculated. Furthermore, many users do not allow assets assessed as being in ,·e1J poor 
condition to operate until they fail-they try to a,·oid hard failures by admitting soft failures. As 
electric supply industi}' organizations tend to be risk a,·erse, the result may be a higher proportion of 
soft failures than is rnlid. A forensic re,·ie\\· is required to Yalidate results, and such a review may 
indicate that some soft failures were in reasonable condition [7]. If units assessed as being in poor 
condition are remm·ed from sen-ice and added to the failure statistics, the statistics become 
inaccurate unless the user conducts a forensic analysis of the asset to confirm that it ,vas actnally 
about to fail. Additionally, if assets assessed as being in poor condition are remowd from sen-ice, 
but are not considered a failure, the statistics become distorted. 
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TI1e expected failure rate for a population may be 0.5%. \'?hat is an acceptable failure probability for 
a unit on the system? Is it 1 %, 2%, or maybe 5% in some cases? TIJ.is depends on the individual 
orga1lization and the consequence of failure. Deciding tllis failure probability is a risk decision, as 
.Asset Managers may let some u1lits fail while others are remoYed from seffice because they believe 
that they have an unacceptably !ugh PoF. 

1.8.10 Detailed Condition .Assessment 

If the .A.HI is based only on available data (i.e., it is not based on a foll and detailed condition 
assessment), the .A.HI should only be used to identify assets that require further assessment. Before 
con11nitting significant resources, tiine, and 111oney to replace, repair, or refnrbish an asset, a detailed 
assessment is used to justify the commitment. 

Good condition assessment, however, requires appropriate measurements of appropriate conditions 
to determine the levels of degradation, deterioration, or incipient failure [5], [11] . 

.Assessing against a population is releYant, but measurements must be used to determine condition 
instead of relying on statistical estimates for values that could be measured. Statistics apply to 
populations, usually silitably large populations. Statistics do not apply to individuals. 
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

TI1ere is a lot of literature on asset health reviews and asset health indices, with many articles cross
referencing similar "·ark. TI1e drivers for the work are often regulatory or business and the approach 
taken is often to use health and criticality indexing to produce a risk ranking. TI1e use of common 
Markm• models occasionally dri,·es a theoretical analysis, but there is precious little on linking, in 
practical terms, asset health to PoF based on physical experiments and tme degradation processes 
[19]. TI1ere is, howe,·er, a lot of judgment and expert analysis. 

TIJ..is reliance on experience and heuristics is not necessarily a bad place to sta1t, but closing the loop 
to check the ,·alidity of assumptions and findings has only been done a few times. 

2.1 Theory and Practice 

Hja1tarson [2], [20] has presented papers that propose a system of component scores and weighted 
aggregation. TI1e problem with such systems is that they dilute the effect of any one component or 
parameter (see Section 3.0 in t!J..is report). A munber of organizations have followed t!J..is approach 
and ended up "·itl1 scores between 1 and 100. TI1e advantage of tl1e approach is tl1at it is easily 
understood. TI1e disad,·ar1tage is tl1at the relationslJ..ip between measurable parameters and failure 
modes has been lost. A lJ..igher score does not necessarily mean a lJ..igher likelil10od of failure, and an 
accurate sense of urgency is lost. 

TI1e example shown in Table 2-1 illustrates tl1e weakness of tl1e aggregated weighted system 
approach. TI1ree transformers are given a health index based on tl1e linearly weighted sum of 1J..ine 
components. In t!J..is example, a lJ..igh score represents a bad assessment of tl1e component. Scores 
range from 9 to 45, and are normalized to 100%. All nine components hm·e been weighted equally 
for simplicity. 

Table 2-1: Aggregated Weighted Systems 

. . 

DGA Main Tank Score 1-5 2 1 1 
Dielectric Score 1-5 1 1 1 
Thermal Score 1-5 2 1 1 
Mechanical Score 1·5 3 4 1 
Oil Score 1-5 1 1 1 
DGA LTC Tank Score 1-5 3 1 5 
Operational Score 1-5 2 3 3 

Design/manufacturer Score 1-5 1 4 1 
Subject Matter Expert Score 1-5 3 1 2 
Sum 9-45 18 17 16 
Normalized Sum (%) 100 40 37.8 35.6 

Transformer 3 has tl1e lmwst score, and it is assumed that it is the least likely to fail; hm,·ever, 
Transformer 3 has a score of 5 for the DGA LTC Tank Score, indicating tl1at LTC is in very poor 
condition. \vith t!J..is urgent score, tlJ..is transformer is actually the most likely to fail. Similarly, 
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Transformer 1 has the highest score, and it is assumed, based on this scoring system, that it is the 
most likely to fail. However, the highest component score for any component of Transformer 1 is 3, 
so no component of the transformer would be highly likely to fail. Note that some users \\·ould add 
weightings to some components. For example, some users may decide that the score for the main 
tank DG.A was very important and add a \\'eighting factor of 2 to this score. In this example, this 
\\'eighting factor will result in a \\·orse score for Transformer I, the transformer that is least likely to 
fail . 

.A discussion of such aggregated weighted systems is a,·ai!able [!]. Translating aggregated weighted 
systems into a PoF is not simple or direct since higher ( or lower) scores do not represent a higher 
PoF (see .Appendix D). 

In the example illustrated by Table 2-1, the individual transformer scores may be ve1y similar, but 
the timescales for inten·ention are not. It is ob,·ious that Transformer 3, with a component score of 
5, needs urgent intervention; however, Transformer I, with the highest component score of 3, will 
most likely continue to operate satisfactorily for some time "·ithout inten-ention. The system is not 
calibrated and thus identification of a PoF is almost impossible. The calibration of scoring systems is 
discussed by Hubbard and is Yitai to making sense of the data (21], [22]. 

If the A.HI is intended only to rank the assets based on m·erall or a,·erage condition, and it is not 
intended to relate the A.HI to PoF, then a weighted system v,qy be a good way to start. This system is 
relatively easy to understand, even if the dilution effects of the aggregated weighting rob the system 
of meaning; however, the result "'ill not be directly relatable to PoF. Un.its at tl1e top of tl1e list may 
not be tl1e units tl1at fail. 

TI1e ""eighted aggregation system can be useful when used witl1 otl1er systems tl1at better highlight 
tl1e required time scales for inten-ention. For example, a very simple system that ranks assets 
according to their worst-case component score could be used in conjm1ction witl1 a weighted 
aggregation . .All assets that had one or more components \\'itl1 a ,·e1y bad score, and tl1erefore 
needed urgent intervention, would be ranked tl1e highest. If tl1e weighted aggregation score was 
sho\vn next to the \Vorst-case con1ponent scores, an asset 1nanager could form an initial opinion 
about tl1e overall condition of tl1e assets tl1at needed tl1e most urgent intervention. 

Tsimberg (23] discusses the well-understood concept of degradation being im•ersely related to PoF 
and notes tl,at botl1 degradation and PoF are iin·erse!y related to effectiw life. TI1e autl10r also 
presents tl1e concept of a degradation curve tl1at can change \\·itl1 man1tenance activities. For 
example, circuit breaker maintenance can effecti,·ely reset tl1e condition clock for many of tl1e 
breaker's components . .An .Asset Health Index built on a combii1ation of degradation with 
operational and contextual parameters relates \\·ell to Marko,· Cha.in and State l\fodels of 
deterioration and degradation. 

Zhou (24] gi,·es a good review of tl1e state of the art witl1 relation to State-based or Markm· models 
of asset healtl1 and modeled deterioration. TI1e key is the need to take into account tl1e censorii1g' of 
data available, as many assets of ii1terest are still in operation, allm,·ii1g for tl1e increased accuracy of 

i Censori11g of dat1. relates to the sw:viva.l of experiment'll subjects through the time period of interest. Looking at failure rates of assets, 
any th,1.t have su.rvived through to the present a.re said to be right censored, as the minim.um age at frulure is the present age, but the 
actua..l age at failure is still unknown. 
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the model. Similar work has been done building on basic Markov models (25], (26]. Such work is 
interesting, but most models discussed need to be extended to allow for multiple state transitions or 
direct transition from any state to a failed state. 

Conllon (27] requires that an .A.HI represents not PoF, but residual asset life. This could be a good 
approach if the asset life is known on the day the asset \\·as put into service. TI1ere is no direct 
relationship to PoF, but if an ageing model is assumed, PoF "·ill rise with .A.HI since the .A.HI is 
related to remaining life. TI1e relationship between failure and age, howewr, has not been well 
demonstrated, as discussed in (4] . .As is shown in Section 5.7.2 of this repo1t, random replacement of 
assets can generally reduce the average population .A.HI, precluding the ,·alidity of the residual asset 
life approach. 

Coullon's nse of an .A.HI is independent of his use of an .Asset Maintenance Index (.A.lvII). Coullon's 
.Al:vII has similarities to some maintenance systems that derive a critical number for maintenance 
from combinations of time and condition or operations. TI1e separation of a health index from a 
maintenance index is interesting and reflects utilities, such as National Grid UK, who do not include 
maintainable items in their transformer health index (7]. 

Dorison (28] describes an .A.HI as a ,wighted sum of influence factors and acknowledges that it is 
difficult to derive a PoF from an .AHL He notes the inability to derive a PoF is not a problem if the 
aim is to provide investment justification to regulators. TI1e ability of the regulators to understand 
the pros and cons of any one syste1n are not discussed. 

Blake (17] assumes fault rates increase with .A.HI (\\·here higher .A.HI values are worse conditions) 
and assmnes a flat line roll off in degradation that produces a relation between measurable 
parameters and an .AHL To a degree, this is assuming the answer, as detailed in a CIGRE review of 
actual failure statistics (4]. 

Blake discusses a random or 11011-co11ditio11 failure rate and an exponential rise m condition-based 
failures. Based on an initial stams H0 pins the random offset: 

H _ H B(t-10 ) 
- o·e 

Figure 2-1: Blake's Equation 

By choosing values for B, a score can be set to rise by a predetermined amount m·er a set period. 
Blake then discusses ways to vary the parameter B to reflect operational loading and other asset
based parameters. Blake also notes that experts can be biased in their assessments, specifically when 
addressing possible ,·ariations in the base equation and the parameter B; hm,·e,·er, including their 
opinion makes their buy-in substantially easier. 

DIBiatteo (29] notes the need for a convincing deri,·ation of an .A.HI in a business context. The 
article is based on big data, \\·luch may be loosely appropriate for some assets. DIBiatteo describes a 
1-100 score, wluch appears to be based on a weighted algorithm that includes age, maintenance, and 
DG.A. 
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Ec!irisingh [30) echoes Blake's suggestion in regards to using expert input and possible sources of 
bias. Edirisingh also notes the need for an AHI to provide ,·alue to the user throughout an asset life, 
not just in terms of the operational piece: th.is leads to a multi-purpose AHI, ,duch may not then 
protide ,·alue in any of its roles. 

In an article focusing on process rather than on A.HI in particular, Alb rice [31 J discusses the 
clistinction bet\,·een physical deterioration and obsolescence. Although tlus is not clirectly relevant to 
an AHI discussion, Albrice does note tl1e inappropriateness of age when addressing condition 
statistics. 

Cantler [32) focuses on cables and indicates tl1at in a traclitional A.HI used to manage risk, age and 
type of cable were originally considered key factors. Based on !us data and application, tl1ese 
parameters were no longer used in the AHI, but \\·ere replaced witl1 condition measurements and 
e--idence. Cantler uses a weighted system, so tl1e standard caveats abont clilution of parameters and 
inability to connect A.HI to PoF to de,·elop a risk index should be considered ill conjunction with 
Jus \YOrk. 

A Transpower New Zealand Re,·iew [33) is an example of a wish list of acti,·ities that should be 
considered when developillg an AHL The document lacks detail and specifics. It is possible that 
they will use an aggregated weighted index as a starting point. 

Shepherd [34) gives one of the few non-utility based AHis, the Califonua Bridge Health Index 
(CBHI). The CBHI is used for a risk index for decisions on maintai.nil1g and replacil1g lughway 
bridges. The work described in tlus paper seems to be driven by tl1e need to create clear reports for 
individual California districts to use for investment justification. 111e metl1od of USillg component 
level analysis witl1 symptoms matches well to tl1e utility systems presented in tlus document. 

2.2 Closing the Loop 

In a paper re--iewing forensic tear down of condition-assessed transformers, DPT UK found a good 
correlation \\·itl1 many individual transformers [7). Of 14 transformers identified for replacement, tl1e 
re,·ie\\· ,ms completely correct about seven of them and partly correct about anotl1er four. Assessil1g 
solid insulation ageing correctly proved difficult in all tluee cases where tl1e Asset Health Review 
\Vas not correct. 

11us indicates tl1at ill 50% of cases, tl1e result of tl1e detailed health assessment that was carried out 
before decidu1g to scrap tl1e transformers was not completely correct; and in over 20% of cases, the 
detailed reY:ie\\· was illCOrrect. If tlus result is t}1>ical, tl1e assessment done for a fleet screening AHI 
\\·ill most likely be less accurate. Users should be a,vare of tlus before drawil1g any conclusions from 
tl1eir assessments, an AHI based on their assessments, or from a PoF derived from their AHL 

2.3 AHI Discussion: What are the Issues? 

Asset Healtl1 Indexing is relatively !united ill use to tl1e power utility world. Tlus is snrpriSillg, and it 
may be because not all anilable literamre has been reYie\\·ed, but currently few documents ha,·e 
been found tlrnt describe the use of AHis outside tlus il1dustry. Based on the literature re,·ie,Yed, the 
most common reason for Health Indexu1g is to help address tl1e muque regulat01y req1lirements 
imposed on the power utilitj• market; however, other markets do ha,e regulato1y requirements, so 
t:lus still does not fully explain tl1e main use of AHis by t:!1e electric supply industry. 
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The literature review shows that, when talking with regulators, AHis need to be clean, consistent, 
and simple. TI1e AHI pro,·ides the tool needed to condnct a justification revie"·· TI1e capability of 
regulators and their staff to dissect and analyze an AHI is generally not discussed. 
AHI formulas generally tend to fall into three categories: 

I. Add np a number of figures that relate to the condition, age, or design of the asset. TI1e 
result is a number that represents an arbitrary range from zero to infinity. Tiiis may inclncle a 
number of common test resnlts, bnt is likely to inclnde other information that does not 
relate to the condition of any specific component snch as age, loading liistory, faniily h..istNy, 
etc. 

2. A weighted awrage of test resnlts that represents degradation or failure that is then 
normalized from 0-100. 

3. A weighted a-·erage of test resnlts that are grouped into components and are then rolled-up 
using a normalized scale; nsnally 0-100. Tiiis method is by far the most popnlar. 

Normalizing the score is veq popular as it addresses the overall business need associated ,vith the 
AHis to provide simple comparison scores for regulators. 

Several articles discuss the need to appreciate the differences between degradation and incipient 
faults/ failures, both of which are folded into an AHL Degradation is the long-term reduction in an 
asset's ability to ti.mction and may have more than one system or component involved. U snally these 
items cannot be maintained, refurbished, or replaced easily or econoniically. End of life is usually 
deterniined by snch degradation. 
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3.0 SOME ISSUES WITH CATEGORY\VEIGHTING 

TIJ.is section re,•iews data that is based on measurement parameters categorized on a 1-5 scale. 
I1J.itially, the systems described ha,e mliform weighting, and an interpretation of the resnlts is 
attempted. Changes are then made to the data and conclusions are dra,u1. 

3.1 Initial Data - Categories 

15 parameters, denoted by letters A throngh 0, are measured and categories 1 throngh 5 are 
assigned. 

TI1e timescales are not mliformly distributed among categories, as per Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1: Category Labels, Timescale, and PoF Estimate 

Category Timescale PoF Estimate 
5 1 month 12% 
4 1 vear 4% 
3 2 years 2% 
2 5 vears 1.5% 
1 15 vears 1% 

Note the PoF value in Table 3-1 is difficnlt to justify and represents an annual eqni,alent. TIJ.is 
brings in the need to identil}0 an acceptable probability of failure. If an organization is happy with 
the present rate of failure, then that is an acceptable value; however, the rate may also be able to be 
impro,ed. Along \\·ith weighting system issues, it is also important to examine the implications for 
interpreting a particular _,\HI as a source of a PoF. 

In this analysis, if data is 111issing it is set to zero and the para111eter is not included in the analysis. 

3.2 Generating an AHI - Without Weights 

TIJ.is analysis includes 15 parameters, each with a category between 1 and 5, ,rith a zero implying 
missing data. Each of the follo\\·i..t1g statistics could be considered a candidate AHI: 

A simple sum of the scores 
_,\i1 average of the scores - whether zero or not 
An average of the non-zero scores 
A smn of scores as a % of 1na:xi1n111n possible score for all para1neters 
A sum of scores as a% of maxi..tmun ONLY for those non-zero parameters 

As an example, consider the data i..t1 Table 3-2. 15 parameter ,·alues ha,e been translated into 
categories as per the limits in Table 3-1. I1J.itial data is in the initial category colnmn; some data ha,·e 
then been made una\·ailable (parameters A and I are no\\· set to zero). 
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Table 3-2: Initial Parameter Data and Effect of Missing Data 

Parameter Initial Subsequent 
Category Category 

A 1 0 
8 1 1 
C 2 2 
D 1 1 
E 3 3 
F 1 1 
G 1 1 
H 1 1 
I 1 0 
J 1 1 
K 3 3 
L 1 1 
M 2 2 
N 1 1 
0 2 2 

Sum 22 20 
Average/All 1.47 1.33 

Average/<>0 1.47 1.54 
%/Max 29.3% 26.7% 
%/<>0 29.3% 30.8% 

The stal:!sl:!cs for each parameter set in Table 3-2 are interesting-do any of them demonstrate 
robust11ess if they are used as an AHI? In the face of missing data, the following can happen: 

TI1e sum has gone down when data goes missing, but the health has not improved. 
TI1e average of all parameters, including the zeros, reduces; the average catego1y is 1.47 
reducing to 1.33, but health has not improved. 
TI1e a\"erage of parameters which are present (<>O) has gone up as the missing data points 
were of the minimum category, but health has not improved. 
TI1e % of maximum score based on all parameters has fallen, reflecting how the aYerage 
works. 
The % of maxin1un1 of non-zero parnn1eters has risen, reflecting the average of non-zero 
data. 

Are any statistics a good indicator of need for intervention? TI1e maximum score from the initial 
data ga,·e a catego1y of 3, an urgency of 2 years, and an annualized PoF of 2%. \Vith some data 
missing, that maximum category has not changed. 

TI1e average categories do not change much, as they are still within the 1-2 range. TI1e percent 
maximum does not relate to a timescale or a PoF directly. To get a maximum percent, every 
parameter must be at a maximum value, bnt t!J..is is unlikely. 
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\v11en setting up an AHI, a clear strategy is needed to deal with missing data. If the two sets in Table 
3-2 were from sister units, which one would provide most cause for concern? \,,1J..ich would req,i.ire 
fi.uther data analysis and/ or testing? A good AHI can start with very limited data and allow for 
general ranking and assessment. 

W,11at happens when there is no missing data, but parameters va1T? The discussion as regards what 
the statistics mean continues and a standard deviation ,,-ill be added to indicate the spread in the 
data. The i1i.itial set of data and four subsequent sets of data where parameters ha,e deteriorated are 
shown in Table 3-3. 

Table 3-3: Initial and Subsequent Data with Deterioration 

Parameter Initial Subsequent Subsequent Subsequent Subsequent 
Data Data1 Data2 Data3 Data4 

A 1 1 1 1 2 
B 1 1 1 1 2 
C 2 2 2 2 2 
D 1 1 1 1 1 
E 3 3 3 3 3 
F 1 5 5 5 5 
G 1 1 5 5 5 
H 1 1 1 
I 1 1 1 
J 1 1 1 1 1 
K 3 3 3 3 4 
L 1 1 1 1 1 
M 2 2 2 2 3 
N 1 1 1 1 1 
0 2 2 2 2 2 

Sum 22 26 30 34 38 
Average/All 1.47 1.73 2.00 2.27 2.53 

Std Dev 0.74 1.16 1.41 1.39 1.36 
%/Max 29.3% 34.7% 40.0% 45.3% 50.7% 

111e progress of data in Table 3-3 is as follows: 

111e iii.itial data is as it was previously, with appropriate statistics. 
Data 1: parameter F goes from 1 to 5-best to worst-and subsequently stays there. 
Data 2: parameter G goes from 1 to 5 and subsequently stays there. 
Data 3: parameters Hand I go from 1 to 3 and subsequently stay there. 
Data 4: parameters A, B, Kand Meach deteriorate by 1 categ01T, 

\,11at effect does all of tli.is ha,-e on tl1e statistics? 

111e sum deteriorates by 4 at each step. 
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The a,·erage catego1y deteriorates by about 0.267 at each step. 
The standard deviation sho"·s a wider distribution, then narrower as the scores all get higher. 
TI1e % score increases by 5.3% at each step. 

Each increase of a category by I step for any parameter supplies an increase in the percent score of 
1.33%. 

In each of the cases abm•e, the subseqnent data sa"· a change of categ01y from 1-5, or t"·o at 1-3, or 
4 increasing one category. TI1e nnmber of individual category steps is the same in each case. In 
addition, it is trne that the sum, the a,·erage, and the percent max all reflect an increase. 

\\11at the raw data means: 

Subsequent Data 1: 

Subsequent Data 2: 

Subsequent Data 3: 

Subseqnent Dara 4: 

Parameter F has gone from a 15-year timescale to intervention needed 
in 1 month, and a PoF estimated at 1 % has gone to 12%. Tiiis is an 
nrgent situation and reqnires a measured response; the changes in the 
AHI statistics do not reflect the urgency of the situation. 
TI1ere are now ~-o parameters at most urgent - 12% PoF estimated; if 
these were independent parameters, their combined likelihood of 
cansing a failure would increase to - 23.5%. TI1e statistics yielded by the 
scores do not reflect the actual urgency. 
Two parameters going from 1-3 increase the statistics as per a 1-5 
change; however, the urgency does not change greatly overall for tl1e 
actual asset. TI1e urgency is driven by tl1e liighest score and may be 
modnlated by otl1er elevated scores. In tliis case, two parameters 
changing from 1 % to 2%, in tl1e absence of any otl1er change, would 
almost donble tl1e PoF. 
4 individual step changes of catego1y, and tl1e statistics reflect tl1e same 
variation as the other snbseqnent data sets; ho\vever, the ele'\'·ation in 
urgency is much lo"·er, as tl1e contribntion from the four parameters 
rises from jnst over 5% to almost 9%. 

In summary, tl1e statistics nsed do not help identify an actual PoF based on the entries in Table 3-1: 
and tl1e urgency of tl1e situation. TI1e AHI rises, reflecting a deterioration, bnt tl1e effect is diluted 
throngh averaging. 

3.3 Generating an ARI - Working Back 

If tl1e AHI is based on the ¾maximnm, and ttro assets haw dissimilar scores, is tl1e lo""er score less 
urgent? Not necessarily-see Table 3-4. Tiiis table shows data from an original asset pins data from 
n,·o sister units. 
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Table 3-4: Base Case and Two Related AHi 

Parameter Base Case2 Case3 
Case 

A 1 1 1 
B 1 1 1 
C 2 1 2 
D 1 1 1 
E 3 1 3 
F 1 4 1 
G 1 1 1 
H 1 1 1 
I 1 1 1 
J 1 1 1 
K 3 2 3 
L 1 1 1 

M 2 1 3 
N 1 1 1 
0 1 2 1 

Sum 21 20 22 
Average/All 1.40 1.33 1.47 

Std Dev 0.74 0.82 0.83 
%/Max 28.0% 26.7% 29.3% 

W11en comparing Case 2 in Table 3-4 with the Base Case, the sum, average category and %Mas have 
all reduced, yet the data indicates that the transformer is in a far more urgent state. A Code 4 from 
the assignations used in Table 3-1 implies a 4% PoF in the nest year. W11en reviewing Case 3, the 
AHi is marginally deteriorated, reflecting the single step change in one category. 

The problem? It is unknown whether a change in a statistic is due to one small change, or several 
small changes, or some combination of large/ small changes. 

3.4 Adding Weights 

\'i'e can add "·eights to the scoring system to favor particnlar parameters. Table 3-5 uses weights that 
sum to 100 that then modulate the final AHI that has been based on the %\'i'eighted Mas. 
The "·eighted average gi,·es a similar, proportional score. Table 3-5 has the same raw data as used in 
Table 3-4. 
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Table 3-5: Weighted Parameters for AHI 

Parameter Weight Base Case2 Case3 
Case 

A 5 1 1 1 
B 5 1 1 1 
C 5 2 1 2 
D 5 1 1 1 
E 5 3 1 3 
F 35 1 4 1 
G 5 1 1 1 
H 5 1 1 5 
I 4 1 1 1 
J 5 1 1 1 
K 5 3 2 3 
L 5 1 1 1 
M 5 2 1 2 
N 4 1 1 1 
0 2 1 2 1 

Sum 100 21 20 25 
%/Max 26.0% 42.4% 30.0% 

TI1e results in Table 3-5 show the deterioration in Case 2, as the parameter weightings are nrned to 
reflect where the variation is. 

The problem is, as in Case 3, the use of weights may not reflect an urgent case if the parameter is 
not strongly weighted. Parameter H in Case 3 has moved from best to worst-it is the most urgent 
and has a high PoF. Regardless, the _,'I.HI has not risen greatly. How can a small change in a key 
parameter and a large change in a minor parameter be differentiated? \Vitl1ont the ra\\· data, tl1e 
ans,1:er rernains uncertain. 

Adding weights will help clarify tl10se siniations where what is expected to happen acmally occnrs, 
bnt tli.is method is much less effective where less expected e,·ents occur. 

3.5 Extracting Meaning from an AHi 

Can a PoF be deduced from an AHI as demonstrated in Table 3-5? 

If tl1e weights are mi.iform, tl1en any categotT change of one step "·ill produce a net change in 
%Maximum score. If the PoFs assigned in Table 3-4 are unifonn (say 1 %, 2% ... 5%) tl1en a net 
change in the score can be linked to a net change in PoF; tl1e link is not purely aritlunetical in that 
probabilities can't just be added (see APPENDIX E). Simple addition conld be close to a correct 
answer, depending on the PoFs assigned. 

The left side of Table 3-6 assrnnes 5 categories and assigns linear PoF from 1 % tluongh 5%; the 
right side has linear PoF at 10% tluongh 50%. On the left side, tl1e 15 parameters are each assigned 
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an initial PoF based on the lowest category, 1: best condition: 1 %; the data is then changed by 
amending parameter O in column 1 "Large Step" to be the worst: categ01T 5 or 5% PoF. Parameter 
L through O are then changed in column 4 "Small Steps" to be 1 catego1y worse than the initial 
data, category 2 or 2%. 

Table 3-6: Combining Assigned PoF 

Parameter Initial 1 4 Parameter Initial 1 4 
Large Small Large Small 
Ste Ste Ste s 

A 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% A 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 
B 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% B 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 
C 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% C 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 
D 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% D 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 
E 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% E 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 
F 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% F 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 
G 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% G 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 
H 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% H 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 
I 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% I 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 
J 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% J 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 
K 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% K 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 
L 1.0% 1.0% 2.0% L 5.0% 5.0% 10.0% 

M 1.0% 1.0% 2.0% M 5.0% 5.0% 10.0% 
N 1.0% 1.0% 2.0% N 5.0% 5.0% 10.0% 
0 1.0% 5.0% 2.0% 0 5.0% 25.0% 10.0% 

Overall: 13.99% 17.47% 17.42% Overall: 53.67% 63.42% 62.68% 

Delta 3.47% 3.42% Delta 9.75% 9.01% 

For the left side of Table 3-6, the O\·erall PoF for the 15 parameters can be calculated. 1 large step 
has a slightly larger impact than 4 smaller steps. The change or delta in PoF is similar for tile two 
Steps. 

For the right side of Table 3-6, tl1ere is a different set of PoFs for tl1e categories, starting at 5% for 
categ01T 1 and ending ,ritl1 25% for catego1y 5. 111e same process as for tl1e left hand side of tl1e 
table is followed. 111e resulting overall PoFs are much higher and the delta more exaggerated. 

111e tables shO\r that combining PoF is not simple and leads to uncertaint:y. 111e tables also shO\,. 
tl1at combining 15 parameters, each indicating a PoF of 1%, yields an overall PoF that is not just the 
arithmetic sum, but is still quite high: -14%. 

Should a transformer ,rith an estimated PoF of 14% be left in service for a lengtl1 of time? If so, for 
how long? 
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On the right side of the table, there is a transformer with a parameter indicating a PoF of 25%. 
Should a transformer with a 25% PoF be left in sen-ice? How about 63%? That is a business 
decision, but the ans"·er may "·ell be no. 

The analysis of .AHI meaning has been based on uniform linear weighting. If the analysis begins with 
low PoFs and a linear distribution across all categories, say 1 % through 5%, then the change in 
%Maximum .AHI score can be related to a delta .in PoF and the margins of error will be small; 
however, the timescales for action assigned must also be linear. If the PoF .is doubled, it ,vo,tld seem 
reasonable to hah·e the time "·.ithin which action is taken. Tius is not the case in Table 3-4. TI1e 
timescales are not linear and the PoFs are neither linear nor linearly related to the timescale, but 
the timescales may be reasonable for the dee.is.ions being made and for the generation of an .AHL 

\\'hat happens when ,wights are added to the analysis? TI1e link bet\,·een the change in %Max and 
the net number of category changes .is broken, as demonstrated in Table 3-4. TIJ.is res,tlts in added 
focus for the .AHI, bnt there is no means to relate the change .in .AHI to a change in PoF. 

3.6 Summary 

.An .AHI based on mufonnly linearly weighted categorizations, wluch have a muform and linear set 
of PoFs, does allow a relationsliip bet\veen a change in the .AHI and a change in PoF. The PoFs 
assigned to each catego1}' must be very clear. TI1e PoF shmtld be linked to a timescale for 
action/inten-ention, wluch relates to the PoF. Care must be taken when setting up such an 
approach, as the combination of individual PoFs from mttltiple parameters is not simple arithmetic. 
Generally, a muform linearly weighted set of categorizations, based on a linear assignation of PoFs 
to the catego1-y, allow for a monoto1uc .AHI where a liigher .AHI has a lugher PoF. 

.An .AHI based on non-muform weighted categorizations loses the tenuous link bet\veen .AHI and 
original PoFs for each catego1T and tlms for each parameter. TI1e monoto1ucity is also lost since a 
liigher (or worse) .AHI does not necessarily mean a more urgent situation. 

Weighted or unweighted approaches to .AHis shmtld be designed with caution and a clear aim in 
mind. \v'hen set up correctly tl1ey can gi,·e an indication of average condition. TI1ey usually do not 
relate to the urgency of response required. 
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4.0 EXAMPLES 

The examples given here are almost all in current use for asset ranking. TI1e link to probability of 
failure is not usually well defined, and may be difficult to justify or verify. 

4.1 Delphic Approach 

TI1e Delphic' approach to AHI is based on expert op1111011 and consensus, and is built around 
experience and a,·ailable data [!], [12]. Each asset of interest is assigned to an AHI catego1y as 
shown in Table 4-1. Tius simple model is based on 4 categories, ,vith I being Good and 4 being 
Bad. 

Table 4-1: Four Category Delphi AHI 

Code Descriotion 
1 Asset is expected to last for the foreseeable future, and at least 15 years 
2 Asset is expected to last up to 15 years but may need to be replaced in 5-15 years 
3 Asset is expected to last uo to 5 vears and mav need to be reolaced in 2-5 vears 
4 Asset is on active list for reolacement with in 2 vears 

TI1e approach uses condition information to rank assets and help plan for foture interventions in a 
simple but justifiable manner. TI1ere is a timescale associated with each code. It can be used to check 
that the distribution of assets into categories is reasonable given known population failure rates. If 
the expected annual failure rate is 0.5%, then in the two years associated with code 4, it is expected 
that about I% of the population will fail. If the number were higher, more would be expected to fail 
in the two years than in the populations that ga,·e the expected failure rate. 

Gi,•en that the units in code 4 are in poorer condition, they are expected to ha,-e a higher failure 
rate, and thus the I% limit in the example here should be an upper liniit. TI1e Delpliic approach is 
loosely defined, so the distribution of assets should be used as a guide rather than a constraint. 

TI1e Delphic system has been used in the US and other countries to rapidly generate an AHI for 
im·estment purposes in a regulatory em·ironment. TI1ere are no formulae for deriving the AHI from 
ra,v data since tliis is left to expert opinion. TI1ere are also no formulae to compute a PoF given tl1e 
AHI, although tl1ere is some implicit indication based on tl1e timescales for each code, and tl1e 
approach could be extended relatively easily. 

4.2 Semi-Automated Delphi System 

In tliis approach, an AHI is developed automatically based on anilable condition data, and tl1e11 
assets are assigned to condition codes manually, such as tl1ose shmn1 in Table 4-1. Component 
scores are used in the automated generation of tl1e AHI, and "·hen data is difficnlt to analyze 
automatically, an expert scale is used to develop the component scores [35]. 

TI1e AHI is built on logarithmic scales so poor scores stand out, as discnssed in Section 3.0. A partial 
indication of the process is gi,·en in Figure 4-1, "·here transformer identifiers ha,·e been remm·ed. 

S Name based on the Oracle at Delphi n-·ho was said to predict the future. 
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RaUo i '':'.i Rated P,.:- J Manufuct .: l ~l!i!l) L;:::fl~n_.1,,.: .. 'Year !.-) Now 
<100,132 k\', 240 MvA·" AEI WythenA~<\lv:: ... ::i<<J•::Yi 1955 ... 
275/132 kV 120 MVA EEC ·E11b 3.2. 1959 
400/275 kV 1000 MVA GEC 1994 
275/132 kV 120 MVA EEC 1959 
275/66 kV 180 MVA CP 1965 
275/132 kV 120 MVA MVE 1957 
4001275 kV 750 MVA HHE 1971 
275/33 l1V 100 MVA PPT 1972 
4001132 kV 240 MVA CAP 1968 
275/132 kV 240 MVA HHE 1964 
400/132 kV 240 MVA AEt Wythe 1967 
400/132 kV 220 MVA PPT 1967 

2751132 kV 240 MVA HHE lliiiiill•• ii• 1964 
275/132 kV 120 MVA EEC 1955 
2751132 kV 240 MVA HHE 1966 
275/132 kV 120 MVA EEC 1959 
275/132 kV 120 MVA FER 1956 
275/132 kV 180 MVA FUL 1962 
400/132 kV 240 MVA AEI Wythe 1967 
275166 kV 120 MVA AEI Rugby 1960 

Figure 4-1: Log Scale Semi-automated Analysis 

The con1ponent scores include entries for: 

Design and n1anufacturer, which are n1anually entered based on known failure rates 
Core/windings based on data for dielectric, the1mal, and mechanical performance 
Oil quality results 
Etc. 
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Each component may have several sub-components and each of these sub-components is scored on 
a logarithmic scale. TI1e result is a league table based on condition. TI1e table includes two scores for 
overall condition. TI1e Now score is based on an assessment of the current condition. Options for 
mitigating problems, based on suspected failure modes and causes, are considered. TI1e i'vfitigated 
score is an assessment of the condition that the asset \\'01tld be in if mitigations were carried out. 
TIJ..is allows the calntlation of a Possible Imprm-ement score. TIJ..is is usefttl as it indicates ,d1ether a 
partintlar mi.it can be addressed successfolly or sho1tld be removed from the system. 

TI1e league table is used as a basis for re,·iewing individual mi.its and assigning them to one of a small 
number of categories, as per Table 4-2, with 1 being Bad and 4 being Good. 

Table 4-2: Category Delphi AHI 

Code Description 
1 In a state reauirina reolacement. exoect to fail within 5 vears 
2a Faultv transformer, expected to deteriorate to health index 1 within 5 years 
2b Faulty transformer, expected to deteriorate to health index 1 within 5-10 years 
2c Faulty transformer not expected to deteriorate further 
3 Transformer with known design defect but no active fault 
4 No known fault or desian defect 

TI1e approach has a number of interesting features, including: 

TI1e different code 2s indicate not just how the transformer has currently been assessed, but 
also indicates fonue assessments. TIJ..is is somewhat similar to Markov Models discnssed in 
Section 2.0, but tl1e smootll traverse of different states on tl1e \\·ay from Good to Bad may 
not occur s111oothly. 
TI1ere are timescales associated witl1 deterioration, based on component scores and 
suspected failure modes. 

TIJ..is metl1od was applied to a pop1tlation of about 1000 transmission transformers. TI1e process was 
as follows: 

Transformers from tl1e league table were manually assigned a Condition Code. 
Codes were rffiewed. 
Code 1 transformers were replaced or planned for replacement. 
TI1e feedback loop was closed by analysis of mi.its identified and taken off tl1e system. 

A revie\\' of mi.its remm·ed from sen-ice in 2011 and 2012 compared tl1e as-found condition witl1 the 
predicted Condition Code: 

A total of tlurt:y transformers were scrapped during 2011 and 2012. TI1e actual health index 
was tl1e same as expected for twenty cases, differed by one categ01y in five cases, and 
different by more tl1an one category in five cases. TI1e acn1al healtl1 index ,ms better tlian 
expected in se,·en cases and \\'orse tlian expected in three cases. [7] 
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This system has some strong benefits, since a condition code is justified based on data and agreed 
method of analyses. 111ere is an implicit probability of failure in the timescales involved. Feedback 
analysis has shown that there is justification in the approach, but some room for improvement. 

4.3 Exelon 

Exelon [36) describe a long-standing Asset Health indexing system for transformers, breakers, 
s\\·itches, lines, cables, and batteries that supports maintenance prioritization and asset replacement. 
Exelon is working on modernizing the system to aJlo\\· data to be uploaded automaticaJJy. 
111e system provides a ranking of assets, but no good indication of PoF. 

4.4 SP Energy Networks 

SP Energy Networks have a multi-purpose AHI [37] for any asset based on: 

Design Standards 
Deterioration 
Operational Issues 
Vicinity and Location 
Fault Rate 
Critical Issues 
Maintenance Spares 

The actual calcnlations indicate that risk, instead of asset condition or health, is the driver within an 
Asset Management framework; however, only those issues that relate to Asset Health could be 
related to PoF. 11iis system does not allo\\· for the calculation of a PoF, as there is no simple way to 
connect the two in a meaningful and consistent way. 

4.5 Hydro One 

111e \\'Ork at HydroOne [37] aims to pro,·ide universal understanding and consequently acceptance 
of tl1e healtl1 analysis and healtl1 indexing witliin tl1e orga1iization, and prm•ides a common grom1d 
for discussion and investment strategies [38). 111e acmal AHI is a \\"eighted system on a 1-100 scale. 
Dynaniic and up-to-date data is preferred, and tl1ose data points tl1at are not likely to trigger an 
intervention or ll1Yest1nent are not considered. 

Assets are categorized based on risk. Appropriate strategies for intervention are tl1en defined. 

As witl1 other weighted aggregated systems for AHI, it is almost impossible to relate tliis AHI to 
a PoF. 

In a separate docnment [39), HydroOne revie,rs their distribution assessment. 111ere is a focus on 
Jiigh-value assets, \\"]iich are ranked in a manner synonymous with AHL 111ere is also differentiation 
between defect management and deterioration. 111e system follo\\·s the met!1odo!ogy of a standard 
\\·eighted aggregated AHL HydroOne notes a need for calibration across asset classes. 

It is stated in the HydroOne revie\\· (and in other papers and reports [20), [38), [39)), that a health 
index should have the follm,·ing properties: 

Indicatiw: must indicate the overaJJ assets' health. 
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Objective: the index must be ,erifiable to industiy standards, obsetYations, and PoF. 
Simple: should be easy to use. 

TI1e problem "·ith a weighted system is that the relationship benveen AHI and PoF is ill defined. 
Furthermore, as highlighted by Table 2-1, a weighted aggregated AHI may actually be masking assets 
in poor condition and may not be a good indication of m·erall health. 

4.6 XCEL Energy Transformer Condition Assessment 

XCEL Energy began a comprehensi,e Transformer Condition Assessment program in the early 
2000s [40] "·ith the aim being to pre,ent in-sen-ice failure. TI1eir base criterion was to begin with the 
ob,ious and identify those units that \Yere more deserving of deeper analysis. TI1eir method 
im·olved: 

Comparing families, 
Looking for multiple problem indicators, and 
Looking at ways to prm•ide feedback and adjust/improYe. 

TI1e process allowed eve1Tbody to proYide input in all stages, from review of available test data to 
ranking. Data was interpreted according to standards, experience, and relevance. Where data was 
found to be questionable, it was discarded. 

TI1e result is a manual coding system based on 1 being Good to 5 being Bad, with the distribution of 
assets in the classes being checked for quantity. Although there is no formal relationship identified 
between coding and PoF, it is accepted that that poorer units need to be addressed first. 

4.7 TATA Power System 

Kini et al [41] describe an approach to developing AHI for transformers. Some details of this 
approach are reproduced in Appendi, C. TI1e approach has clear aims, which are to: 

Organize a,ailable results and data; 
i\fanage transformers by ranking them to justify replacement, maintenance, etc.; 
Monitor the population over time; and 
Generate a dashboard for management. 

In developing the Transformer Health Index (THI), measured parameters \\·ere subject to analysis 
and interventions planned by: 

Standardizing frequency of testing and limits for test parameters; 
Considering operational and maintenance data and using it for background context; 
Recommending (standard) correction actions to be taken in case of parameter ,·iolation; 
Generating violation reports at a centralized location; and 
Suggesting analysis for risk mitigation. 

TI1e THI developed is based on a 1-100 system, similar to others in the industi-y. Once sub
component ,,·eights are identified, major component analysis takes place as per Appendi, C. 
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Figure 4-2 is a flm,0chart for THI. It shows that the process starts by identifying the analysis of basic 
or Tier 1 factors. Manually assessed factors that are described as Tier 2 are used to adjust the final 
THI. 

Transform(;r 
Rating 

Oil DGA factor 
F (DGA gases) 
compared to limlts 

Transformer 
R3tlng 

OIi Quality 
_, F (W,01sture, Ac,dity, _, 

BDV,Dr,sp.R) 
factor compamdtoHmit~ 

furan factor &_Fm 
Rating 

Electrical Tests f(flectm:.:il tesls) _, 
factor compared to limits 

latlng 
Transformer F{TRFS,:wlce 

Service FJctor condition)compared 

1nspcctlon & 
Rating 

Maintence 
F(ln~pecticm&Mamt -• data)comparedto 

factor !lmlt~ 

Score& DGAF 
Weight R;:,ting 

[;] Scom& 
Weight ' 

Store& [;] Rating& 
Weight 

Ovcr:ill ' Weight 
calculat1ons 

CJ 
to;in-we 

Scorl'& THI 
W,:,11\hl g 

-[;] Score& 
Welisht 

' 

Q Score& 
Weight 

' 

Figure 4-2: TATA Flowchart 

Tire •2 Detailed Inspection & tests 

1. lntem.d Inspection 

2. DP test 

3. FOS test 

4.AcouUkPOte5t 

5. De1alled testing of on Quality 

AdJUsting 

fa=ror 
~ 
~ 

Pa~! history of oldtrnn~lormer~ lih• 
r<o of through faults led, severity of 
faults, lightingstokes, overvoltage 
condition, ovcrlo.ldiog conditions 

etc. and unitcotil1ty 

Note that the Adjusting Factor includes expert assessment of operational data. 

Health indices are given on a 1-100 scale, as shown in Figure 4-3. A qnalitatiw assessment of the 
PoF is also pro,-ided with an estimate of the expected life. 

5i5 
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Health 
Index 

86-100 

71-85 

51-70 

21-50 

0-20 

Condition Probability of failure 

There is a low risk of failure 
and no additional 
maintenance or capital 
improvements are expected in 
the near term. 
There is a lov1 risk of failure 
and no additional 
maintenance or capital 
improvements are expected in 
the near term. 
There is a medium risk of 
failure and detailed diagnostic 
testing/ inspection will be 
required. 
There is a high risk of failure 
and replacement or re\vinding 
is required within the next five 
years to mitigate Imminent 
failure. 
There is a very high risk of 
failure and replacernent or 
rewinding is required as soon 
as JOssible. 

Requirernent 

Normal 
Maintenance 

Normal 
Maintenance 

Increasing 
diagnostic 
testing 

Plan 
replacement 

Immediately 
assess risk and 
replace 

Figure 4-3: TATA THI Evaluation 

Expected life 

More than 
15 years 

More than 
10 years 

Upto 10 
years 

Less than 3-5 
years 

At End of Life 
(EOL) 

T11e process of developing a THI is formal, but there are areas where judgment and heuristics apply. 
T11e outcome is a weighted system focusing on known fa.ilnre modes. T11e results have estimated 
timescales that provide a basis for a loose PoF calculation. T11e weighting approach means that the 
relation is not monotonic and thus difficult to calibrate and ffaluate, and any sense of urgency is 
lost. 

4.8 Austin Energy 

.At Doble's "Life of a Transformer" Seminar, 2015, .Austin Energy [43] described a transformer 

.Asset Health Index system, which they were using to support capital investment. T11e system has 
several levels: 

Initial Health: based on Manufacturer, Load factor, pO\ver factor, base DG.A 
Dynamic Health: based 011 snbseqnent test data including further DG.A and offline tests 
Current Health = Initial Health + Dynamic Health 
Criticality: based 011 system impact of failure 
Initial Risk = Current Health * Criticality 
Final Risk= (Initial Risk* .Age Factor) + LTC Type Factor 
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The approach co,•ers many aspects and uses ""eighted calculations and interpretations to derive the 
rnrious scores . .A lot of engineering judgment is used. TI1e result is a league table, as per Figure 4,4. 

1111ME ·••·••·.· ~ositipn E~ijip./ r.11111M!a~, \/ Health Criti~lit). 111itia1 ·. eil'Jlill. . Ranking 
• .. ·.·· .. · .. ··.•.·. 

_;:,,:,_,> ,:,- ; 
Class turer< < C • •••· ,,,_-,,,,,,,,_':<',' <'.>,}, Risk}··-•· Risks· 1:,-,,',,;',' ·. 

Substation A TR0l 13KV MFGA 141.7 1.2 170.04 1 

Substation B TR05 35KV MFG B 71.7 1.9 136.23 2 
Substation C TR03 13KV MFG C 131.7 1.2 158.04 193.84 3 
Substation D TR02 13KV MFG A 76.7 2.1 161.07 181.07 4 
Substation E TR0l 13KV MFG B 56.7 1.35 76.55 164.21 5 
Substation E TR02 13KV MFG D 36.7 1.55 56.89 142.58 6 
Substation F TR06 13KV MFGA 59.7 1.8 107.46 138.21 7 
Substation G TR0l 35KV MFG B 56.7 1.3 73.71 137.4 8 
Substation H TR03 13KV MFG B 71.7 1.55 111.14 136.7 9 
Substation I TR03 35KV MFG E 41.7 1.2 50.04 130.04 10 
Substation J TR04 13KV MFG D 83.3 1.55 129.12 129.12 11 
Substation K TR02 13KV MFG D 54.7 1.35 73.85 128.62 12 
Substation L TR04 13KV MFG E 41.7 1.55 64.64 127.87 13 
Substation M TR0l 13KV MFG F 46.7 2.05 95.74 125.31 14 

Figure 4-4: Austin Energy Weighted Health and Risk Scoring 

TI1e Criticality factors seem to lie between about 1 and 2.1, and do not relate in any way to the 
health scores. TI1e approach used at .Austin Energy pro,ides justification for an .A.HI and deri,es a 
,alue that is useful in determining which transformers are in poorest condition and ,Yhich are at 
most risk. The system prm·ides a basis for action and an opportunity to improve in the future. 

TI1e ability to determine a PoF is minimal, particularly since final scores are a function of criticality 
to the power system; but determining a PoF does not seem to be an aim for the system. TI1e system, 
however, does work for its purpose, which is pro,·id.ing a ranking for .i.t1Yestment. 

4. 9 us Utility 

One US utility has shared some details of their .A.HI approach, us.i.t1g "·e.ightings to derive a 
normalized health score bet-wen 1 and 100 and add.i.t1g a consequence score to allow for risk 
calculation; hm,·e--er, the system is set up such that if a bushing goes from the best possible to the 
"·erst possible score, .i.t1d.icating .imminent failure, the .A.HI may not e,·en cross the lo"·est le,el of 
concern. 

To simplify matters, the .A.HI .i.t1 th.is system has been renamed PoF; hmve,·er, since this is a 
"·e.ighted system (which can mask imminent failures) and the final score .i.t1cludes a consequence 
score ("·h.ich is not related to any failure modes), it is unlikely that th.is score can represent a PoF. 
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Un.its assessed as being .in the high PoF category ha,•e not been represented .in the actual failnres that 
have occurred m·er recent years. Thus, the validity of the system is questionable. 

4.10 Calpine 

Calpine has applied a systematic analysis of their transformer fleet after two incidents in 2011 caused 
major .interruptions. TI1ey ha,·e "·orked on a regular re,·.iew with Doble Engineering [43]. 

Calpine uses a comprehensive review where available data .is collated to produce an agreed scoring 
and .A.HI methodology, "setting standards and guidelines to continually evaluate the m·erall health of 
all oil filled transformers" [43]. 

TI1e analysis is propr.ietaiT, but uses a ,wighted sum approach to .identify long•term .issues. Note that 
short term and operational response .issues are dealt with separately during regular data re,·.iews. 

TI1e result .is a cost avoidance program that has demonstrated major savings. Costs a,·o.ided to date 
are in excess of S11M. 

TI1e aim of the analysis .is to .identify .issues and plan appropriate .inte1Yention in order to reduce 
unexpected problems on their plant . .At present, the aim .is not necessarily to .identify the remaining 
life of each fleet member, but that .is a likely aim for the future. 

TI1e approach does not support the der.intion of a PoF. TI1e weighted scores are non-linear and 
provide only a general, non-111onotonic relation to PoF. TI1e syste1n has, ho\vever, pro•;:ren very 
useful. 

4.11 UK Power Networks Report: Asset Stewardship Report, 2014 

TI1e UK Power Networks report is one of approximately 20 repo1ts UK's Distributed Network 
Operators are required to produce for the UK Regulator [44]. Tius docnment is used to drive 
irn·estment in the 132 kV network and to justify the replacement of existing .infrastrncmre. 

TI1e 132 kV transformer age profile .is shown in Figure 4-5. 

Year 

Figure 4-5: UKPN 132 kV Transformer Age Profile 
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The age profile shows a significant inwstment during the I 960s. The document notes that "although 
asset age is not a primary inYestment driYer. .. it does haw a cumulatiYe effect on the se1Yiceabilit:y of 
some of the assets" [44]. Reliability is linked to asset age only by nunulati,•e operations. 

Condition measurements are deriwd from inspection rounds, go,·erned by the UK Po,Yer Nem·orks 
(UKPN") document titled "The Substation Inspectors Handbook". The handbook details how to 
obtain data from handheld deYices, maintenance results, and oil analysis [44]. 

The AHI is generated Yia a process of weights and analyses, including heuristics, as shown in Figure 
4-6. UKPN notes tl,at data Yalidation and data completeness are issues. 
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Figure 4-6: UKPN AHI Process Flowchart 
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The resulting AHI is a combination of several subsidiary AHis and is not specifically linked to PoF; 
however, tl1e AHI is justifiable in context and of ,·alue to the company. 

4.12 Japan: CIGRE Poster 

At CIGRE Paris, August 2016, Kobayashi et al. presented a poster on the latest work on AHI in 
Japan [45]. 

As i.tn·est:ments i.t1 the face of deregnlation rise to cope "·itl1 i.t1creasi.t1g pmwr demands, tl1e authors 
note tl1e challenges and benefits of an AHI as one of four key areas of focus. They also focus on: 
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Consolidation of failure data, 
Predicted failure rates (with respect to economic life), and 
Substations as a complete system. 

They de,·eloped an AHI for 66 kV transformers. It is a IIU:s of condition and consequence, which, as 
a discussion with ].\fr. Kobayashi confirmed, makes it more suited to risk analysis. TI1e potential 
problems are the intermingling of possible condition factors such as rising DGA or poor tap 
changer condition, with criticality factors such as the presence of PCBs in oil entailing a more 
substantial clean up. TI1e system does not seem to be calibrated and has different scores possible for 
different contributing factors. DGA may contribute up to 10 points, while winding conftg11ration may 
be 47. 

TI1e calibration of scales is not stated. 

TI1e system is proposed to allow for the ranking and identification of assets that need replacement. 
At present, the authors believe that there would be little chance of developing even a monotonic 
relationship between the AHI and PoF; howe,·er, fnrther discussions with Mr. Kobayashi and his 
colleagues are planned to help develop a better understanding of the system. 

4.13 ComEd Magazine Article 

Gra,·es, of Commonwealth Edison (ComEd), notes that their asset assessment initiative [46], 
beginning in 2007, weighted a number of components based on multiple data sources and resulted 
in a 1-100 score. TI1e assessment was repeated quarterly to provide a snapshot of asset status. TI1e 
present approach is to add in real time data, possibly including Phasor Management Unit data, to 
allow for more frequent updates and an analysis that is more comprehensive. 

It seems that ComEd will continue with a weighted approach, and will use their AHI as an input to 
their risk analysis, which uses a traditional condition/ consequence chart. TI1ere is no indication as to 
timescales for action, or for calibration of component scores and actions. TI1e result is an inability to 
link AHI to PoF monotonically. 

4.14 Kenya Power & Lighting Co. Transmission Power Lines 

[47] shows the de,·elopment of an AHI following a formulaic approach, featuring a weighted set of 
inputs and a 1-100 score. TI1e authors assume a bathtub curve for asset ageing and failure rate. TI1e 
key parameters are evaluated using expert analysis or reference values, and are weighted as per Table 
4-3. 
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Table 4-3: KPL Transmission Line Evaluation 

Condition Grading Weight Max !:icore 

Corrosion on insulator hardware 1-5 6 30 

Tensile re-,\ 1-5 3 15 

Partial discharge test 1-5 4 20 
Insulator data 1-5 6 30 
Conductor general condition 1-5 2 10 

Concrete hammer 1e~t 1-5 2 111 
Conlm;t Resislance 1-5 6 311 
Infrared 1-5 6 30 
Corona imaging 1-5 2 10 
Acoustic test 1-5 2 Ill 

U!lrm,onic test 1-5 2 111 
Tower general condition 1-5 4 20 

PoF is discussed only qualitatively and the relation between the .AHI and PoF is neither described 
nor identified. 

4.15 KPL: Mombasa Network 

In a 2012 paper, Bosire [48] describes KPL (Kenya Power & Lighting) work on transmission line 
.AHis with a focus on assets in one district. Four categories are defined, based on assessed 
imminence of failure and the previously-developed AHI: 

CR1 is a condition in which there is no detectable or measurable deterioration and no 
increased probability of failure. 
CR2 is where there is evidence of deterioration that is considered to be normal ageing and 
has no significant effect on the probability of failure. 
CR3 is a condition where there is significant deterioration that increases the probability of 
failure in the short to medium term. 
CR4 represents severe degradation and indicates an immediate, significant increase in the 
probability of failure. 

TI1e AHI is derived from a number of parameters, as shown in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-7: KPLAHI Derivation 
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The authors also look at the distribution of AHI scores and define fmther categories, as shown in 
Figure 4-8. 
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Figure 4-8: KPL AHI Distribution 

A qualitatiw indication of PoF is also given, as per Figure 4-9. 
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!Health Index Ranked 1Probability of Failure !Requirements 
I Condition l(Pot) • 
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age and increasing considering risk and 
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1Ve1ypoor Vety high and more than Immediate assess risk. replace 
double the pof at mean age or rebuild based on 

assess1nent 

Figure 4-9: KPL AHI and PoF 

The relationship described is monotonic, indicating that the lower the .AHI, the more likely a unit is 
to fail. The .AHI is used to generate a PoF, and the PoF is used to dri,·e action. 

The problem is that weighted systems, as shown in Section 2.1, may not be monotonic, and some 
units with a higher .AHI may actually have an increased likelihood of failure. 

The work done here is heuristic, bnt does not gi,·e a trne representation of PoF. In addition, the 
paper states that PoF will rise with age, which is contrary to what has been noted by many other 
investigations and analysis; however, th.is may be trne depending on failure modes and the ability for 
condition to be imprm·ed via maintenance, e.g. painting. 

4.16 UK Regulatory Approach for DNO Asset Indices 

TI1e UK Regulator for Gas and Electricity Markets (OFGE1vI) prescribes a system to calculate Asset 
Indices, including both health and probability of failure, for Distribution Network Operators 
(DNO) [18]. TI1e document covers a range of asset types and has a range of tables and background 
data to enable translation of asset, location, and operation data into a health score, "·ith subsequent 
modulation of the core based on observed and measured condition data. 

A summary of the approach is gi,·en in Figure 4-10, where orange boxes indicate data inpnt to the 
process by the user and blue boxes are values deri,·ed from the user data, look up tables, equations, 
and other parameter values prescribed by the system. 

Ci 
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T11e method to derive the expected life of an asset is summarized in Figure 4-11. Orange boxes are 
used to indicate user input. Blue boxes indicate the output. Yellow boxes indicate how the look up 
tables are used with the input data and the given equations. 

Given an asset's expected life, modulation by location and operation gi,·es an acmal expected life for 
a particular asset instance. The combination of Normal Expected Life and the subsequent 
modulation to give an Expected Life allmvs for the calculation of an asset-ageing rate. 
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Figure 4-11: Derivation of Expected Life of an Asset 
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.An initial health score is based on the asset age and its expected life. The score uses an exponential 
relationship between age and health and is capped at a score of 5.5. This value is then modulated 
based on obse1Yed and measured conditions and by asset-type-specific reliability modifiers. Future 
health scores are capped at 15 . .As noted in Section 5.0, age-based replacements can be self
justifying, even when replacing tmits at random. 

Health scores are grouped into 5 Health Index Bands, as shmvn in Table 4-4 . .Average PoF values 
are used for all assets in each band, based on the numbers gi,·en in the OFGEM document. 

Table 4-4: DNO Methodology HI Bands 

Health Index Health Index Banding Criteria 

Band Lower Limit of Health Score Upper Limit of Health Score 

Hl1 . 

Hl2 e:4 

Hl3 ;;: 6 

Hl4 ;;: 7 

Hl5 ;;: 8 

The derivation of PoF is shown in Figure 4-12. 
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Figure 4-12: DNO Methodology Derivation of PoF 
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OFGEM's process is well documented and detailed. For example, the relation between Health (H) 
and PoF is given by the equation derived from the first three terms in a Taylor series expansion of 
an exponential (Figure 4-13). The function is assumed to describe increasing degradation, but not 
actually at an exponential rate. 

Figure 4-13: DNO Methodology Health and PoF Equation 

Kand C are constants to be determined. If H<4, then a value of H=4 is to be used. TI1e K value 
scales the curve to desired limits. TI1e C value is set so the probability of failure in the worst health 
state is 10 times that of a new or best health asset. It is assumed that there is no infant mo1tality and 
that failure rate only increases with age. 

C and K values for clifferent asset types are given. TI1e expected asset life corresponds to H=S.5. 
TI1e first significant signs of deterioration occur when H=S.5. TI1e normal expected asset life is 
moclified by location and duty factors, described in the document. 

Initial and current ageing rates are calculated based on health score variation. Given that the health 
score is a function of age, it seems to be a circular calculation. 

An ageing reduction factor generates a recalculated health score based on the present health score. 
Tilis can be a way to reduce the offset and circularity introduced by the ageing rates and deal with 
inaccurate nuYe fitting. 

TI1e PoF of an asset is given as the maximum PoF of the sub-components. Tilis is considered a 
reasonable approach, but one that does not properly take into account the laws of probability ( see 
Appenclices D and E). 

Multiple measured condition inputs are used to derive a measured conclition modifier. Tilis is the 
point at which actual condition data is used. TI1e Modifier acts as a multiplier on the age-based 
health score. 

DGA is used to prm-ide its own modifier, but it is based on 5 key gases: hydrogen, methane 
acetylene, ethylene, and ethane. Other gases are not recognized as indicating anything useful with 
respect to transformer condition. Scores are evaluated for each gas. TI1e scores for hydrogen are 
gi,·en in Table 4-5. 
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Table 4-5: DNO Methodology for DGA Hydrogen Condition States 

> Hydrogen (ppm) <= Hydrogen (ppm) Hydrogen 
Condition State 

-0.01 20.00 0 
20.00 40.00 2 
40.00 100.00 4 

100.00 200.00 10 
200.00 

I 
10,000.00 16 

The m·erall DGA modifier is based on the equation in Figure 4-14. 

Figure 4-14: DNO Methodology DGA Score 

The percent change in DGA score is used to derive a DGA Test Factor from another calibration 
table. T11e approach does not use any standard interpretation schemes and does not identify failure 
modes. 

Appendix D of the document discusses system failure modes, which are categorized into Incipient, 
Degraded, and Catastrophic. T11e document describes these failure modes in the following way: 

Likely Cost of Failure is the cost to return the asset to sen'ice (which may extend to full 
replacement of the asset). Tii.is is determined based on the three failure modes considered: 

Incipient: T11e costs associated with addressing an Incipient Failure would not usually 
necessitate full asset replacement. Unless othe1wise stated, a value equivalent to 10% 
of the Asset Replacement Costs has been adopted. 
Degraded: TI1e costs associated with addressing a Degraded Failure would not 
usually necessitate full asset replacement; however the works would normally be over 
and abm·e those associated with addressing an Incipient Failure. Unless otherwise 
stated, a ,·alue equivalent to 25% of the Asset Replacement Costs has been adopted. 
Catastropli.ic: A failure of tli.is type would necessitate full asset replacement. Asset 
Replacement Costs haYe therefore been adopted, unless otherwise stated. [18) 

TI1ese are really failure mode types rather than acmal failure modes. Each asset type discussed in the 
document has components wli.ich may fail, which are grouped into the three t:)1)eS of failure modes. 
An HV transformer tap changer is classed as an incipient failure, wli.ile a bushing failure would be a 
degraded failure. Tii.is is interesting because actual failure modes are not discussed: not all tap 
changer failures are slow, and not all busli.ing failures are incipient. Either could be catastropli.ic in 
consequence. The approaches used in identil}•ing failure modes from ISO "·ould be relevant here 
(ISO 18095 [11)). 
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TI1e relative proportions of failures for each tn>e are used as a means to indicate the possible 
consequence of failure. 1 lkV and 20 KV transformers have a 60% probability of a failure being 
catastrophic, while for above 20 kV transformers the probability is set at 5%. \v11y the change? TIJ.is 
is not discussed in the document. Failure modes do not seem to be defined, as would be req,J.ired in 
a traditional Reliability Centered i\faintenance (RGvI) approach. 

TI1e DNO system may be seen as having a comprehensive set of inputs, analyses, calibrations and 
derivations of terms wliich include the words p,vbability and fai!tm. TIJ.is system will allow for a 
common methodology for asset assessment. In the opi.tiion of the authors of tliis report, however, it 
will not acma11y calculate a monoto1J.ic .A.HI, and tl1e results may be misleadi.t1g as a consequence. 

TI1e resulti.t1g ranki.t1gs are predominantly age based, the modifiers are possibly subjective, and tl1e 
calibration tables are extensi,0 e, but tl1ere is little justification for any of tl1e chosen ,,alues. Fmther, 
the results are not acma11y PoFs but modified .AHis which may not be monoto1J.ica11y related to the 
.A.HI. It appears that tl1e relationship of Healtl1 (H) to PoF is tenuous and does not reflect standard 
failure rate models or experience. TIJ.is is certai.ttly the case for lower values of H. 

TI1e OFGEM DNO methodology is substantial: tl1e document is 198 pages and covers a lot of 
different asset types. It does provide a way to view assets consistently across multiple organizations, 
which is somewhat beneficial in terms of making comparisons. TI1e A.HI derivations are veiy 
complex, are age skewed ratl1er tlian condition based, and have i.t1tricate calibration processes. TI1e 
lack of monotonicity means tl1e final A.HI loses direct mea1J.ing and any resulti.t1g actions are not 
calibrated by time. TI1e complexity of the system may make the system difficult to implement 
effectively and the nature of tl1e system may make it likely that users do not question tl1e data, tl1e 
system, or tl1e results. TIJ.is results i.t1 a "black box" approach tl1at m1dermines tl1e validity of tl1e 
.A.HI process . .An illusion of accuracy and precision may result, so use caution when appl1~ng tl1ese 
systems to ensure that i.t1terpretations are valid and meani.t1gful. 

4.17 Boston Water and Sewer Commission 

Boston \Vater and Sewer Comniission (BWSC) manages >800 niiles of pipework, 600 miles of 
storm drai.t1s, and >80,000 strnctures [49] . .An asset assessment was req,iired to support a 25,year 
plan for system upgrades, capital i.tnprovements, and system maintenance. TI1e work was based on a 
re,,iew of tl1e previous 5 years' historical data, and an analysis to assess and rank assets. 

TI1e approach, called SCRE.A.l'vf (System Condition Risk Enhanced .Assessment Model), req,iires a11 
data to be coded accordi.t1g to predefined sets of possible conditions, with liigher scores bei.t1g 
worse. Instead of applyi.t1g weights consistently across a11 components, the worst,case score for a 
component is taken as a base and otl1er scores i.ticrementally added. TI1e codes are such tl1at a score 
of 1 i.tnplies new condition wliile 100 i.t11plies failed condition. Grades are used to subdivide tl1e 1, 
100 range: Grade O bei.t1g Good and Grade 5 bei.t1g Not Good. 

Each component is gi,,en a defect score (DS) on a 1 - 100 base. For tliree components, .A, B & C, 
the correspondi.t1g DS ,rnuld be DS(.A), DS(B), and DS(C). TI1e o,,erall score for the three 
components, where C has the IJ.ighest component score, would be deri,,ed ,,ia: 

Overall DS = DS(C) + ((100, DS(C)) * (DS(.A) *(Weight (.A) + DS(B) * \\'eight (B)) 
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Poor data led to misleading results when compared to newly generated .inspect.ion data, but these 
misleading results were used to drive further inspect.ions. Fignre 4-15 sho\l·s the results for pipeline 
grades for different .installations. 
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Figure 4-15: BWSC Pipe Length and Condition Evaluation 

TI1e B\\'SC approach allows for an auditable trail from raw data through to assessed condition and 
pr.ior.it.ised grading. 

TI1e scoring systen1 retains an indication of the 111axirnrn11 score for a con1ponent. As \Vi.th other 
averaging and weighted systems, using an ill\'erse function to ,vork back from the score to .ident.if}• 
the 111a..x.i111n1n con1ponent is not possible. 

TI1e scores for a component relate to conditions that may not be calibrated .in terms of time to 
failure. Tims, .it may be il11possible to relate the final grading score to an act:nal timescale; there .is, 
ho\,,,.eyer, son1e prese1Tation of relative ,,,.alnes, so higher scores are generally 1nore urgent. 

4.18 Small but Critical Stations 

Staff from CER..'\J made a presentation at "Mv Transfo 2016" conference ill Tur.in, Italy \\·h.icl1 
looked at prioritizing maintenance for their oil-filled transformers supplying the CER..N particle 
accelerators [50). They haw a linear awrag.ing system which looks for long-term health: it .is based 
on si., factors, each scored on a 1-3 bas.is, "·.ith an emphasis on ease of application by field 
technicians during illspect.ions. TI1e system also allo\l·s for assets to be allocated to a condition that 
requires urgent inte1Tention should certain criteria be n1et, for esan1ple, in inspections or because of 
tests. 

TI1e system has se,·eral advantages .in that .it .is easy to understand and apply; hmwwr, the system 
may prO\·.ide misleacling data ill that an urgent score from an .inspect.ion that requires .immediate 
intervention will be dilnted by the a,·eragil1g and not stand out .in a final ffaluat.ion. 
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In discussion, CERN realize that their system requires further refinement as the competing needs 
for short-term intervention using maintenance and long term planning for replacement do not 
combine ,vell in the linear averaging system. 

4.19 Kinectrics IEEE DEIS Paper 

In an IEEE publication [51], Kinectrics discnsses their Health Index as a practical tool that 
combines the results of operating observations, field inspections, and site and laboratory testing to 
manage assets and prioritize i.t1vestments in capital and mai.t1tenance plans. In an extensive paper, the 
authors describe how to categorize, weight, and collate data, i.t1cludi.t1g age. 

TI1e Kinectrics AHI is predicated on remai11i11g stm,gth, which is calcnlated from extensi,·e weighted 
,·ariables, and assumes that the remaini.t1g life will be related to overall strength but does not account 
for the dilution effect of i.t1dividual failure modes through that weighti.t1g. 
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5.0 ASSET HEALTH INDEX AND PROBABILITY OF FAILURE 

5.1 General Introduction 

An AHI may be viewed as a means to capture disparate data in a simple form, whether to rank 
assets based on teclmical reasons or to justify the long-term investment plans of the financial group; 
it is unlikely that an AHI will contain suq,rises since it uses known algoritluns to summarize well
understood data. W11ere there are surprises, tl1ey may relate to operational response being needed 
for sudden variation in a parameter ratl1er tl1an to the long term i.tn·estment plan being readjusted by 
the millisecond as condition varies witl1 load. Consequently, tl1e AHI should be a concise summa1y 
of what is alreadv known. 

In generati.t1g an AHI, multiple data sources are i.t1cluded and multiple analyses and tools are used to 
end up with a si.t1gle number. Therefore, much information is lost i.t1 tl1e process'. This loss of data is 
well understood, and is acceptable if tl1e result is useful. For example, produci.t1g an average and 
standard de\·iation from a set of numbers is a way to summarize tl1e set, but does not have the same 
i.t1formation content as tl1e origi.t1al set of numbers. 

Before developi.t1g tl1e AHI, it must first be determi.t1ed what information should be gleaned from 
tl1e one number. If tliat question is not clear, tl1e value of tl1e AHI will be li.tnited. Encapsulation of 
knowledge into tl1e one number may be precise, but if the answer is not related to tl1e question, 
there may be an issue witl1 any application of tl1e results. 

For long-term plamii.t1g, a degree of imprecision is expected and is probably acceptable, but this 
degree should get smaller as tl1e end date of tl1e plan draws closer. For example, a plan for tl1e 
replacement of transformers i.t1 15 years may have a selection of 10 units. There may also be anotl1er 
15 or 20 miits i.t1 similar condition wliich are not expected to req1iire replacement. As the 
replacement date gets closer, some miits will have needed more attention than otl1ers, some will 
have already failed, and some that are not part of tl1e replacement plan will have failed. Note tl1at 
condition is only one reason for failure. External causes may also cause or contribnte to failure (e.g., 
m·er-voltages, tlirough faults, vandalism, or incorrect mai.t1tenance). 

To generate a PoF from an AHI, tl1e method of generati.t1g the AHI must first be exanii.t1ed. Is tl1e 
function reversible? Are tl1ere ti.ti1escales i.tivolved and i.t1herent li.tiks from data to failure modes with 
known timescales of action? If not, when should tl1e time element be added? \Vitl1out tl1e ti.t11e 
element, a mea1ii.t1gful PoF cannot be developed. 

Tiiis chapter will look at some of tl1e uncertai.tny i.t1troduced i.t1 maki.t1g measurements, performing 
analyses, collating data, and generati.t1g an AHI. Subsequent chapters "·ill tl1en look back at ways to 
generate a PoF from the AHI generated. 

9 Some AHis may express the health of the assets in alternate forms, e.g., a colour or series of colours, a number and a colour, etc. 
They may contnin more or less information than a single number, but some information is always lost. 
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5.2 Overview of AHI and PoF 

An AHI takes a variety of data, often in continuous analog form, and generates a digital result. The 
conversion from analog to digital removes information; the recovering of that information is part of 
the process of generating a PoF. 

Generally, we associate a higher PoF with a reduced residual life that requires more urgent remedial 
action 1°. 

If users want to translate an AHI into a PoF, the raw data and fmictions used to generate the AHI 
need to be known and understood in detail. In addition, the relationship between the input 
parameters is needed to see how they interact to produce an overall probability. TI1e problem that 
many AHI systems face is that they can produce the same final AHI value in many different ways, so 
determining the urgency may be difficult. For example, an asset that is generally in ve1y good 
condition but has a faulty component that urgently needs attention is given an average score in many 
systems. Anotl1er asset that is generally in a poorer condition but does not need urgent attention 
1nay be given a sinular score. 

If an AHI is ultimately intended to produce an estimate of tl1e PoF, tl1en tl1e AH! must be related to 
expected failures and timescales. If qualitative values, which are not directly related to expected 
failures and timescales (e.g., low, medium, and high11

), become enumerated as an AHI, then tl1e 
resultant PoF is unlikely to be meaningful. 

If a categoq or label of 1 tluough 5 is assigned for each input parameter or group of parameters, 
each categot}' should have a well-defined meaning tl1at is related to probability and timescale. For 
example, Category 5 may be defined as: 

"CotJJponent in very poor co11ditio11. Repair or replace11m1t req11i1'd J1Jithi11 1 yea,;" 

\'\?hen each of tl1e assigned categories are weighted, collated, and used to generate a single number, 
any chance of a meaningful AHI may be lost if tl1e functions are not well defined and related to 
probability and timescales. TI1e sense of urgency may also be lost. 

TI1e effect of unce1tainty, starting witl1 indi,,idual parameters, should be considered, as tl1e original 
measurement or data is not precise and covers a distribution. TI1e uncertainty analysis can then be 
extended to tl1e category assigned to tl1e original parameter. Combining multiple categorized 
parameters witl1 individual uncertainties may generate a lot of uncertainty in tl1e final analysis, an 
uncertainty which is based on botl1 tl1e parametric uncertainty and tl1e loss of information produced 
by the analysis itself (i.e., tl1e functions used to combine data). 

10 Note that m.-my assets :requite routine maintenance e.g. :repfacement of sp:r.i.ngs and contacts. Regardless of the assessed Afil o:r 
PoF, this :routine maintenance "action" should be c:u:r:ied out as per the maintenance plan. 

11 If these teons are calibrated and :related to expected failures and timescales, then a meaningful PoF m.1.y :result. 
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Systems of weights can prm-ide both simplification and a way to obscure the original data. 111e 
effect of "·eights is to dilute and average out significant changes12 

• 

.A commonly used analogy for asset health and PoF is a car. \Vhat is the probability of failure based 
on engine temperanue or tire pressure? Both parameters can be easily measured, categorized, and 
added together (possibly using weighting factors) to come up with a Car Health Index, but a 
meaningful PoF of the car is unlikely to be estimated from this index. An index that included 
additional parameters, considered the interaction of parameters where appropriate, then considered 
the probability of failure within a given timescale for each set of related parameters, may allow for a 
meaningful PoF to be estimated from the index. 

5.3 Elements of an AHI to Be Considered 

To deri,-e a meaningful probability of failure from an AHI, the different elements that go into an 
.AHI and subsequent PoF calculation, and the relationship between them, need to be understood 
and managed. 

To derive a sensible result, parameters of interest need to be measured, ,-ariations recorded, failures 
observed, and their causes noted. 11-.is is a challenge because a statistically meaningful number of 
failures, wluch have been analyzed to accurately determine the interrelationslup of the deteriorating 
parameters that resulted in the failure, are unlikely to be available. 

Elements may be described as: 

Raw data for a measurable parameter: an indication of an acceptable range and the 
1u1certa.inty in the 1neasure1nent. 

A view of the distribution of the parameter: measured for different families or asset types. 
U1uque, hand-made chenucal baths are not commodities; they are not necessarily fungible, 
so anomalies or outliers in the raw data can be identified. \\7!1en a parameter is measured, the 
uncertainty in the measurement at each level gives a disrribution of likely values. 
An indication of the relationship between the parameter and the probability of 
failure: tlus is difficult. To do tlus properly, tl1ere needs to be a lot of transformer 
measurements and resulting failures so individual parameter effects can be quantified. 
Using An ova table-style analysis reduces the number of measurements and indicates 
some parameter inter-relationships, as with principal component analysis, but it still 
needs a lot of controlled experiments and measurements [52]. In addition, tl1ere is a need to 
look at lustoric values and try to deduce parameter-PoF relation from assumed logit or otl1er 
function. 

The AHI/PoF relation needs to be reasonably well defined in mathematical tenns to 
have value in collation to an asset PoF. 
A categorization of data to group data into bands: tllis is an .Analog-to-Digital 
conversion, a broad quantization into discrete bands of a continuous quantity witl1 analog 
1neasure1nent at near continuous values. 

12 Note that in some situations, the use of weighting facto.rs might also lughlight a significant change, if a high weighting factor is 
applied to a parameter that has changed. 
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Each category needs to be identified for bounds: each categoq has an average PoF, a 
1nax and a nlln. 

A translation of a parameter value into a category: based on the uncertainty in the 
measurement, there is a percent probability that the reading is in category x, and a percent 
probability for each of the categories on either side. 
Individual parameters yielding individual PoFs need to have a combination 
methodology so that multiple parameter measurements can be combined to an overall PoF; 
Bayesian approaches and dependent/ not-independent parameters. 
Categorized parameters should be combined into an overall category with a resultant 
PoF and degree of certainty. 
Parameters may be grouped, categorized, and collated for a particular component. 
Component scores are then collated for an overall score. 

5.4 Parameter Measurement and Uncertainty 

This section examines raw data and the means by which it can be related to trne values: for example, 
a hydrogen level from an oil sample in ppm, or a temperature in degrees C. It also examines the 
unce1tainty of this data and the impact the uncertainty has on its subsequent categorization, such as 
when the data is allocated to a category as a 3 when there are five possible categories. 

5.4.1 Measurements and Distribution 

\V'hen a value is 1neasured, the measuren1ent technique and 1neasure1nent systen1 provide both 
systematic and random errors. TI1e result is only an estimate of the m1e value. Numerous 
measurements of the same ,·alue prm':ide a distribution around the actual value. T11e distribution is a 
function of the accuracy of the measuring instrnments and the repeatability of the measurements. 

It is con11non for 1neasnrements to fonn a Norn1al or Gaussian distribution, sy111111etrical around a 
trne ,·alue. An assumed distribution can be dra"·n based on the accuracy of the instrnment and the 
confidence inten-al (C.I.) which indicates how likely it is for the trne value to lie within the error 
range. TI1e standard deviation is derived from the measurement value and error. C.I. is a measnre of 
the spread of the distribution. 

For example, in Figure 5-1, a measurement of a parameter is 25 units of measure, made "·ith an 
accuracy or error of 10%. TI1e accuracy of the measnrement is usually supplied by the instrnment 
manufacturer. Note that the vertical axis represents the probability that the corresponding value on 
the horizontal axis is the trne or actual value. 
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Measurement Value = 25 
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Figure 5-1: Parameter Measurement with Normal Distribution 

For a Normal or Gaussian distribution, there are common values for the number of standard 
deviations within which the tn1e measurement is likely to lie. For example, there is approximately a 
95% probability that the true measurement is within 2 standard deviations and a 99.7% probability 
that it is within 3 standard deviations. TI1e magnitude of the standard de,•iation depends on the 
magnitude of the measurement, the error, and the C.l. 

TI1e distribution of possible values measured for an individual measurement is different and 
independent from the distribution of the range of possible measurements over a larger population. 
For example, power factor measurements generally approximate an asymmetrical Poisson 
distribution, because the majority of the measurements from a population generally have a lower 
possible ,·alue, as shown in Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-2: Distribution of a Population of Corrected Power Factor Results 

The corrected power factor data for a large number of transformers, as shown in Figure 5-2, is 
predominantly belmY 1 %. There is an extended tail to tl1e higher mines, which are less likely to 
appear in tl1e population presented. 

5.4.2 Probabilitv of Failure 

Altl1ongh Figure 5-2 giYes a distribution of results for a ve1J useful condition assessment test, it does 
not indicate a probabilitr of failure. Associating a higher po\\·er factor \\·itl1 a more deteriorated 
insulation capability, and thus an increased likelihood of failure, may be correct; however, tlus does 
not calculate or estimate the acn1al probability of failure. The proportion of the population wluch is 
above a certain mine could be calculated, but tl1at still does not yield a probability of failure. Furtl1er, 
tl1e probability of a transformer failure ,vould also be a function of otl1er parameters and tl1e 
interaction of s01ne of these paran1eters. 

To analyze probability of fa.ilure, a backgro1md in probability theory, Bayesian analysis, and 
dependent/ independent variables, is required; see Appendix D. 

The connection between measured parameter values and tl1e probability of asset failure is difficnlt to 
make and is usually tenuous. For example, what is the relationslup between tire pressure and the 
probability that a tire will fail? \v11at, tl1en, ,rnnld be tl1e probability tl1at tl1e car will fail, possibly 
catastroplucally, requiring replacement? How does tl1at probability of failure change if tl1e tire 
pressure goes from 28 psi to 22 psi? Do these probabilities change as otl1er parameters change (e.g., 
tl1e speed at "·luch the car is trm·elling)? 

To haYe a meaningful function relating a measured parameter to a probability of failure, there needs 
to be data from multiple fa.ilures that would allow the relationslup to be analyzed and a function 
deri.-ed \Yith likeh· errors and uncertainties. 

For example, with tire pressure, repeated experiments where pressures are recorded and tl1en 
increased until failure is ultimately induced "·01ild need to be rnn. Other parameters such as ambient 
temperature, Yibration le,·el, etc. "·01ild need to be managed and controlled during these 
experiments. \,'ith a large enough sample of tires of tl1e same design, a relationslup ben,·een pressure 
and probability of failnre for tl1e tires tested coiild be identified; howe,·er, tlus is just one parameter 
tl1at affects the tire, and the tire is only one of the many components tl,at mav result in the ultimate 
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failure of the car. Furthermore, the analysis "·ith one set of data is probably only valid for one design 
of tire. Other designs from the same manufacturer, or any designs from other manufacturers, would 
probably exhibit different fa.i.hu:e characteristics. 

For large assets, such as power transformers, the volume of data needed to relate measured 
parameters cleanly to a probability of failure for a particular design does not exist. It would be costly 
to .induce fa.i.hu:e .in many transformers of manufacturer X: and design Y while controlling all tl1e 
other variables and changing only one measured parameter. 

TI1ere is a possibility that using tl1e Anova techniques developed by Fisher [52] 13 can reduce tl1e 
number of data points needed when compared to individual controlled analyses; however, failures 
covering a wide variety of parameters recorded across tl1e range of independent variables would also 
need to be known and confirmed. 

Given all of the problems described, what options are available to allow for a meaningntl estimate of 
tl1e PoF? One option is to estimate tl1e curve that relates raw data to a probability of failure. For 
example, assuming a linear relationship between parameter ,·alues and probability of failure cmtld 
res1tlt in a fonction such as is shown in Figure 5-3. TI1e probability of failure has a maximum of 1.0, 
but it is likely to be ve1y diffie1tlt to determine tl1e value of the parameter at which failure is ce1ta.in, 
i.e., a PoF of 1. TI1e range of tl1e parameter is scaled to show values between 0 and 10, and is plotted 
against a limited range of PoF values. 

0,25 

~ 0.2 

~ 
0 0,15 

.? :g 0.1 

n 
~ 0.05 

0 
0 

Linear Relationship between Parameter & 
Probability of Failure 

4 6 8 

Parameter Value 

Figure 5-3: Linear Relationship for PoF 

10 

For some parameters tl1e upper limit may be undefined, making a linear relationship umealistic at 
high ,·alues. For example, a hydrogen value between 0 and 1000 may co,·er an appropriate range that 
can be assumed to correlate to a linear increase in PoF, but what happens if the le,·el keeps rising? A 
logistic t)1Je fonction may reflect the relationship more appropriately, as sho"·n in Figure 5-4. 

lJ Tue reference does not specifically reference "Anova" tables or "&_l!Uysis 2fV:u:i.1.11ce" tables, but the details are cle:tr. 
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Figure 5-4: Linear & Logistic Relationships 
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The logistic relationship, as shown in Figure 5-4, is one of several such curves that can be tuned to 
reflect the limited measured data available. Bill Bartley, tl1en of Hartford Steam Boiler Insurance, 
used such curves to model likely population failure rates in general in analyses of insurance statistics 
[58]. TI1e upper limit of tl1e logistic function value asymptotically approaches 1, reflecting tl1e 
unlikelihood of a failure being certain. The lower, minimum probability value can be set to an 
appropriate level, reflecting random or externally caused failures. Botl1 the point where the cmye 
flexes and tl1e rate of change can also be set. 

The cmYes, shown in Figure 5-4, are examples that could be used, but they do not show tl1e 
uncertainty or the error bo,mds. \Vitl1 tl1e scarcity of actual parameter-failure data, such cmYes are 
usually ill-defined and usually shown witl1out errors or uncertainty. Titis can be misleading as the 
errors are so large that three standard deviations could fill the cha1t. 

5.4.3 CIGRE Brochure 296 DGA Data 

TI1e CIGRE Tech1tical Brochure 296 [53] sinnmarizes data from oil samples taken from tl1e bottom 
of the main tank of a population of transformers. TI1e samples were taken "shortly before or after" a 
fault, so they can be assumed to correspond to the fault. TI1e timescale of "shortly" is not defined. 

IEC 60599 is referenced tluoughont the document and is used as tl1e basis for tl1e analysis of the 
DGA data. Only tluee compa1ties provided data for tl1e exercise detailed in TB 296. Consequently, 
only a very small amoimt of data is used to develop charts tl1at link gas concentration to probability 
of failure. Any company wishing to perform a similar analysis can utilize IEC 60599 (or equivalent 
IEEE C57.104) and use tl1eir own data. Results will depend on specific equipment and operating 
conditions. 

TB 296 defines tl1e probability of failure in se1Yice (PFS) as: 

PFS = (# cases with ltigh DGA before an ewnt) / (total# of analyses at any le,-el of DGA) 
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This definition results in an indication of probability based on a test, but not in an indication of the 
accuracy of the test, e.g., false positives, true negati,·es, etc. Consequently, this is not an ideal 
definition or metl1od for calculating PoF. Please refer to Appendix D: "Some Aspects of Probability 
Theory." 

For tl1e three companies providing data, tl1e Pre Failure ws Concentrations (PFGC) are defined as 
tl1e level of tl1e top 1 % of results. For acetylene, tl1e tliree companies have PFGC between 300 and 
600 ppm. These figures are high. Figure 5-5 is the chart linking actual ppm, the normalized percent, 
and the probability of failure (PFS). 

90 98 99 Nonn, in% 

60 PFS. in% 

20 

100 300 400 ppm 

Figure 5-5: Probability of Failure and Acetylene Concentration (Copyright CIGRE 2006) 

Figure 5-5 shows tl1e sharp rise in PFS which might be expected from a logistic function. TIJ..is is 
reasonable as an approach, but to define tl1e PFS based on a small population needs an investigation 
of tl1e raw data to determine tl1e uncertainties. Usually a DGA's values are witlun 10-20% of the true 
rnlue of dissolved gasses, so tl1ere may be sigiuficant variability when there is a distribution. 

TI1e chart is also extended to low concentrations. For a DGA sample witl1 virmally zero acetylene, 
the PFS is around 15%. Is that a valid resulfr Are tl1ere about one in six muts witl1 low acetylene 
failing each year? Is a year the appropriate timescale? (The timescale is not defined.) TI1e probability 
of transformers failing witl1 a low ppm level of acetylene is ve1y difficult to deduce, since most 
records of failures relate to !ugh levels of acetylene. 

TI1e TB 296 analysis would also benefit from a Bayesian inference, "-here probabilities are updated 
as more evidence of information becomes a,·ailable. Furthermore, the following should be 
considered when reviewing tl1e information in TB 296: 

TI1at tl1e defined ,·alue for PFS is based on values before a failure; the number of muts tl1at 
had similar gas values but w!J..ich did not fail should also be known. 
TI1e prevalence of failure in tl1e population. 
TI1at the present system assumes a muform distribution of oil samples being taken across the 
population. More samples taken could drastically lower tl1e PFS, but the provided data does 
not confirm this. 
All of tl1e conditional probabilities "·ou!d need to be known or estimated before the 
conditional probability of failure given a certain dissolved gas !e-·el could be calculated. 
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How big are the data sets? \Vere any data sets left out? 

The CIGRE TB 296 is interesting and may provide an indication of a limit above "'luch a failure is 
more likely than not. TI1e actual ppm levels are !ugh and are based on an indeterminate amount of 
data. TI1e resulting chart has a relationslup, but tlus cannot be verified because tl1e raw data is not 
available. TI1e implication tl1at very low concentrations of acetylene could have a PFS of 15% seems 
excessive. 

TI1e aim of tlus discussion is not to criticize tl1e efforts of tl1e CIGRE experts who contributed to 
tlus brochure over 10 years ago, but to show how difficult it is to relate parameter values to an actual 
probability of failure. TI1e CIGRE work is a good base for discussion, but shows tl1at tl1e need to 
identif)' appropriate parameters for tl1e individual population and control parameters of 
manufacturer/ design and operating conditions is not a sigiuficant consideration, Tius is lughlighted 
as the tluee comparues that provided data have sigiuficant variation bern-een tl1em in terms of tl1e 
ppm levels of note. 

5.4.4 W1iat Are Acceptable Probabilities of Failure? 

\"i!J1at is an acceptable probability of faihue? How accurate must tlus value be? 

If present failure rates around tl1e world for an asset ,-a1y between 0.2% and 2% for different 
orgaruzations and asset types, a realistic rate would fall bern,een tl1ose two values, but an acceptable 
level also depends on tl1e consequences of failure and tl1e business context. 

TI1e consequence of failure is a function of tl1e size and type of tl1e load and a function of tl1e 
redundancy of tl1e system at the point of supply. Safety, environmental, econonuc, and otl1er issues 
also need to be considered. 

5.5 Parameter Categorization-Including Uncertainty 

One approach to relate parameter values to PoF is to categorize tl1e parameter into bands, with each 
clearly defined band being numbered/labeled/ named. It can generally be assumed that assets witl1 
parameters in the bands that represent a worse condition, are more likely to fail. Categorization is 
the compartmentalization of parameter ranges and associating the compartments or categories with 
deteriorating condition. 

Using a measurement of dissolved gas levels, 4 distinct categories based on IEEE C57.104 condition 
codes could be defined (as shown in Table 5-1). 

Table 5-1: IEEE C57.104 DGA Condition Codes 

Dissoh•cd key gns co11ccntratio11 limits [µLIL (ppm)nj 

Status 
Hydrogen Methane Acc~·Jcnc Eth~·Jcne Ethane 

('arhon Carbon 
monoxide dioxide TD<:G'' (112) (CII,) (C2Il2) (C2II~) (C2II,) (CO) (CO2) 

Condition I 100 110 1 50 65 350 2 500 no 
Condition 2 101 700 121'400 2 9 51 100 66-100 Jll 570 2 500 • 000 721 1920 
Condition 3 701 1800 ..IOI ]()()() 10 35 ltl I 200 IOI 150 571 1400 4 001 ]() 000 1921 46:HI 
Condition 4 >ISOO >1000 >35 >200 >150 >1400 >IO 000 >4630 
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Note that the codes in Table 5-1 do not indicate an action, a timescale for action, or a probability of 
failure. 111e codes just relate to higher DG.A ,·alues and the assumption that higher DG.A values 
relate to a more deteriorated condition. An assumption of relative probability (i.e., that higher codes 
have a higher probability of failure) could be made; however, it is unknown how much higher the 
probability is for each condition code. 

It is not necessarily straightforward to decide how many categories to create and the boundaries for 
each, but this is still an integral step. It is also important to ensure that there is consistency between 
categories: a particular catego1y for a hydrogen reacli.ng should have a similar implication for the 
action required and the timescale as the same categ01y for carbon monoxide. Each catego1y label 
should have a consistent timescale for action to indicate the same urgency of the results . 

.A set of catego1y bmmds can be overlaid on Figure 5-1. In this case, 5 categories ha-·e been chosen 
which are mi.iformly distributed bem·een parameter values of 0-100. 111e data table for 
categorization is shown in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2: Initial Category Bands for Data in Figure 5-1 

Category Lower Upper 
Limit Limit 

1 0 20 
2 20 40 
3 40 60 
4 60 80 
5 80 100 

111ere is no reqti.irement to make the bounds mi.iform or to limit the number of categories to 5. 

Figure 5-6 shows the categories overlaid onto Figure 5-1. 111e original measurement has an 
uncertainty that places the reading in the second catego1y 99.95% of the time. It would be in a lower 
category just 0.05% of the time. 
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Single Parameter Distribution with Categories 
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Figure 5-6: Five Categories Overlaid on Measured Parameter from Figure 5-1 

If the reading is now changed to 41, and it is assumed that the percent error and the C.I. of 90% 
does not change, the result is now a standard deviation of almost 2.5 and the likely spread of 
readings is higher, as shown in Figure 5-7. 

Single Parameter Distribution with Categories 
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Figure 5-7: Five Categories Overlaid on New Value of Measured Parameter 
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The fact that there is a measurement close to the category bounda1-y at 40 means that a significant 
proportion of likely true readings fall in the category below where the measured ,-alue lies: 34.41 % 
or just over a third. 

TI1e less accnrate the measurement or the less precise the C.I., the wider the spread of possible trne 
measurements. 11:t.is increases the chance of the consequent assignment of the score to the incorrect 
catego1-y. 

One of the consequences of categorization is that the original raw data may move ont of sight. In 
the charts shown here, a reacling of 25 is very likely a category 2 (almost 100% certainty), and a 
reacling of 41 is likely to be category 3 (66% certainty) but may also be a category 2 (34% certainty). 
If AHI calculations only use the final category, the raw data (the function used to categorize and the 
unce1tainty resultant in that categorization) moves out of sight. Subsequent calcnlations have an 
unknown degree of uncenainty. 

Any labels can be chosen for the defined categories. Numeric labels make calculation of a simple 
asset health score easy. As cliscussed earlier, simple numeric scores can easily l:t.ide problems that 
need to be addressed urgently. Simple numeric scores can also be used wit:11 weighted calculations, 
but weighted calcnlations can fmther obfuscate tl1e raw data and its meaning. Non-linear or log 
scales can be used to assign numeric labels. TI1e advantage of a log scale is tl1at it makes more urgent 
data stand out in a way which linear data does not. Labels can also be formed from letters, wl:t.ich 
can be easily ordered, but prevent tl1e simple sum of tl1e labels assigned to tl1e parameters being 
considered for tl1e asset. 

5.6 Multiple Parameter Combination 

11:t.is section examines tl1e means to collating categories from more tl1an one parameter into a final 
score. Some of tl1e tecl11:t.iques here were cliscnssed in Section 2.0. \Vithout a clear route to the raw 
data, tl1ere is little chance of producing a meaningful PoF from an AHI, but it may still be possible 
to generate a relative value. It may, howe,-er, be impossible to generate a relati,-e value from many 
weighted systems. 

5.6.1 Dealing wit:11 Uncertainty in Multiple Parameter Categorization 

TI1e data charts and categorization in Section 5.5 were for a simple case of a well-bound parameter, 
ranging from 0-100, with evenly clistributed categories. If tl1ere were two parameters, the resulting 
analyses would be similar, but tl1e collation of resulting categories would be more complex. 

Table 5-3 features two parameters: Hydrogen in ppm and Temperamre in degrees C (degC). Bot:11 
measurements are given as 95.00, wl:t.ich may be inappropriate precision. 
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Table 5-3: Two Parameter Reading and Statistics 

Hydrogen Temperature 
Measured Value 95.00 95.00 

Error+/-% 10% 5% 
lower limit(-%) 85.50 90.25 

Upper limit{+%) 104.50 99.75 
CL 95% 95% 

# of Std dev (from CL) 1.96 1.96 
Std dev (ppm or degC) 4.85 2.42 

In Table 5-3, the error in the measurement is giwn as a percent, allowing a lmwr and an upper limit 
for error calculations. The Confidence Inte1Yal (C.I.) is given as a percent, allowing the number of 
standard de,-iations covered by the error to be calculated and the ,-alue of the standard deviation to 
be derived for each parameter. 

Using the same approach as for the single basic parameter, boundaries for 5 categories can be 
assigned, as shown in Table 5-4. 

Table 5-4: Limits for Two Parameters-Hydrogen and Temperature 

Temper- Cate-
Category Range Parameter Hydrogen ature gory Hydrogen 

Hydrogen Temperature Lower 0 -60 0.00% 
0-100 -60 - 80 Limit 1 100 80 1 84.89% 

100- 700 80 - 100 Limit 2 700 100 2 15.11% 
700- 1800 100 - 120 Limit 3 1800 120 3 0.00% 
1800- 5000 120 - 140 Limit 4 5000 140 4 0.00% 

5000-10000 140 - 250 Upper14 10,000 250 5 0.00% 

Table 5-4 shows the likely membership of each category for the two measurement values in Table 
5-3. Both readings are near a catego1T boundary, but the error in the temperature is stated to be half 
of that for the hydrogen reading. Consequently, it has a much tighter distribution and less 
membership across tl1e category boundaiT, i.e., - 2% as compared to -15%. 

One pair of measurements (hydrogen and temperature) and tl1eir estimated distribution allows for 
candidate ,-alues to be generated for collation into a final analysis of AHL A Monte Carlo simulation 
could generate another 1000 pairs of hydrogen and temperature rnlues by using tl1e two acmal 
measurements, the otl1er statistical information from Table 5-3, and assuming a Normal 
Distribution. 

14 In theory, the upper limit is not defined 
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For each pair of generated measurements, the category into which the measurement falls can be 
identified. For example, if the randomly generated pair is (98, 102) as per Table 5-4, then the 
category pair will be (l, 3). 

There are different options for creating a total score by combining the two categories for each, 
including: 

Evenly weighting the catego1y scores, which is the equivalent of taking an average; 
Taking the maximum catego1J as that is the most urgent; 
Adding the scores together with weighting; and 
Snnuning the scores in so1ne other ,vay. 

There are multiple options to display a final figure: as a category, as a score out of 5, as a percent, 
etc. 

TI1e 1000 pairs of scores that were generated from the single pair of measured results and the 
associated statistical information creates 1000 total scores. T11ese 1000 total scores form a 
distribution, giving an indication of the uncertainty of the result. 

5.6.2 Linear Weighting- Parameters Each Contribute 50% 

Figure 5-8 shows how the scores distribute for the evenly weighted average. 
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Figure 5-8: Distribution of Two Parameters, Evenly Weighted 

TI1e result of the analysis is predominantly a final score of 1.5, with some cases yielding a 2 and a 
few (0.5%) a score of 2.5. TI1e variability of results reflects the uncertainty/error in tl1e 
measurements and is a natural part of tl1e measurement process. TI1e categories are precisely 
defined, and so the pair of measurements could be in one of two or tluee categories, when the 
uncertainty of the 111easnre1nent is considered. 

If tl1e resultant score derived from using tli..is system is 1.5, what is k.t1mvn about tl1e original data? 
Based on tl1e categories, there must be one parameter score at 1 and one parameter score at 2. As 
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explained previously, each category should have a well-defined meaning that is related to probability 
and a timescale. I-Cnowing that at least one of the parameters has been allocated to category 2 
provides an indication of the appropriate timescale for action. 

Similarly, if the final a,-erage weighted score is a 2, the original parameters could have been 
categorized as follows: 

Both parameters could ha,-e been allocated to category 2, or 
One parameter could have been allocated to catego1y 3 and the other to categotT 1. 

Unfortunately, based only on the total score, it is unknown if there is acmally a parameter in 
catego1y 3, meaning that the timescale or urgency for action is also unknown. If the raw data was 
accessible, the categories could be checked and an urgency assigned to the final score. 

5.6.3 Maximum Categoq Approach 

Another approach is to look at the maximum score in each measurement pair. Figure 5-9 shows the 
distribution of 1000 measurement pairs, which are categorized using the scheme in the previous 
chart, and then the maximum score is used to give the final overall catego1y. 
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Figure 5-9: Distribution of Maximum Score of 1000 Category Pair Scores 

.Almost 98% of results are a categotT 2 and about 2% are a category 3. As long as there is an 
estimated PoF or range of PoF for an individual categ01y, then this approach yields the parameter 
that is categorized as ha,-ing the highest PoF and therefore requires the most urgent attention and 
level of response. It would be necessary to access the raw data to determine which parameter/ s '>Vere 
in category 2 and determine what types of responses might be required in the appropriate timescale. 

TI1e maximum category is, for the measurement pair data, generally higher than the result from the 
weighting approach. A common effect of ,.veighting or summing scores is to dilute or average out 
any effect of individual categories, potentially masking problems that need attention more urgently. 
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Choosing a method to combine two or more categories is mostly a matter of preference and, as per 
the introduction to Section 1.0, the choice should reflect the ability of the final AHI to address tl1e 
initial question. 

5.6.4 Effect of Different Weights for Categories 

Can reweighting categories change the outcome of tl1e weighted analysis? In the Monte Carlo 
Analysis of the measurement pairs, setting tl1e hydrogen weighting at 80% and thus tl1e temperature 
weighting at 20%, a rernn oftl1e analysis yields tl1e data in Figure 5-10. 
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Figure 5-10: Weighting Hydrogen at 80% of Final Score 

The reweighting has not affected tl1e overall distribution greatly. There are different opportunities 
for scores, as tl1e weighting multipliers are now dissimilar. Regardless, tl1e same criticisms still apply: 

\,?hat does a score of 2 mean? 
W11at were tl1e original categories? 
How nrgent is the situation? 

TI1e Ma.'rimmn Category approach has hardly changed. TI1ere is some variation in the number of 
generated measurement pairs ,vitl1 each of tl1e possible maximum scores, as sho,n1 in Figure 5-11. 
Note that tl1e Maximum Category is independent of weightings. 
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Distribution of Maximum of 1000 Category Pairs 
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Figure 5-11: Maximum Category Distribution with Reweighted Categories 

The Maximum Category is independent of weightings since it is calculated before weights are 
applied. 

5.6.5 Using Log-scales for Catego1y Labels 

The aim of a log-based system is to maintain an indication of urgency. 

For two parameters, a log scale approach can also be used. Table 5-5 shows a base 10 approach and 
an approximation of a base 3 approach. Instead of weighting individual measurements, scores are 
sumn1ed. 

Table 5-5: Category Calibration 

Linear Log Category Log Category 
Cateoorv Base 3 Base 10 

1 1 1 
2 3 10 
3 10 100 
4 30 1000 
5 100 10000 

In the Base 3 system, any score m·er 100 is wo1thy of immediate attention; in a Base 1 0 system, any 
score over 10,000. TI1at is, in both cases, any score that involves a measnrement in Catego1y 5 is 
"·orthy of immediate attention. In a Base 3 system, three scores of one category add up to be 
equivalent (in some cases approximately) to the next category np; in a Base 10 system, 10 lower 
categories add to the next higher category. Base 10 systems are also generally enumeration systems. 
Note that with these logarithmic systems, particularly the base 10 system, it is difficult for the total 
score to hide or mask the effect of a bad individual score. 
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A Base 3 Monte Carlo simulation of 1000 measurement pairs with no weighting yields a distribution 
of summed scores as shown in Figure 5-12. 
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Figure 5-12: Log Base 3 Summed Score Distribution 

The same issue of score interpretation is still prevalent. \\!hat does a score of 13 or 11 mean? TI1ere 
is, however, a clear indication of urgency, as discussed pre,·ionsly. 

A Base 10 approach has a similar effect to a Base 3 approach but, if the contributing categories are 
limited in number (to 9 or less), it has a useful emuneration effect. TI1e final score gives the number 
of contributing categories at each level. As an example, rather than use 2 parameters, let us take 8 
parameters with base 10 scores as shown in Table 5-6: 

Table 5-6: Base 10 Example-8 Parameters Evaluated 

Parameter A B C D E F G H 
Cate o 10 10 1 10000 100 100 1000 10 

TI1e final score, obtained by summing the individual categories, is 11231, reflecting the Base 10 
approach. TI1e benefit of the scheme is that each digit of the score represents a category. TI1ere are 2 
contributing individual scores with a score of 100 (Category 3), 3 with scores of 10 (Category 2), and 
1 each of 10,000 (Category 5), 1,000 (Catego1y 4), and 1 (Category 1). Each score is both a reflection 
of the urgency and an encoding of the raw data. A score of 00161 has a highest contributing 
categoiy score of 100 for one measurement, and has 6 other scores abow the most benign category. 

5.6.6 Urgency, Timescale, and PoF 

TI1e enumeration approach has been implemented by using timescales that are associated with each 
category for action. TI1e timescales do not give a PoF directly, but tl1ey do imply urgency, and the 
associated timescale can indicate an implied PoF. If level 10,000 has an action timescale of 1 week, 
that might imply a likelihood of failure 100 times greater tl1an normal. Tius cannot be calculated in 
any way: it is only an estimate based on knO\dedge and industq experience. 
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A probability of failure can be nominated or defined for each category, based on industry 
experience. \Vhen combining categories from different measurements, the key factor is that each 
category, for any measurement, should ha,·e the same associated timescale. TIJ.is allows for planning 
actions) such as inten ... ention with 1naintenance) refurbislunent) or replacement, to be plarn1ed in a 
coordinated 111a1u1er. 

TI1e implementation of the Log 10 enumeration scheme employed an asterisk, such that the system 
was designed for long term capital planning but any score wli.ich indicated an urgent re,·iew would 
ha,·e an asterisk on .it, allowing for a short-term tactical response in a strategic framework. 

TI1e asterisk approach can be used with any system to li.ighlight those assets that need urgent 
attention. 

5.6.7 Extending the Experiments: 4 Parameter Monte Carlo Simulation 

TI1e two parameter Monte Carlo simulation can be extended to use 4 parameters, as shown in Table 
5-7, with weightings toward a final total. 

Table 5-7: Four Parameter Measurement and Distribution Statistics 

Hydrogen Temperature PD C2H2 
(1-100) 

Reading 105.00 95.00 46.00 4.00 
Error+/-% 10 5 10 10 
Lower 90% 90% 90% 90% 
Upper 94.50 90.25 41.40 3.60 
Confidence 115.50 99.75 50.60 4.40 
# std dev 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64 
Std Dev 6.38 2.89 2.80 0.24 
Weights 20% 30% 20% 30.0% 

TI1e parameter lini.its for categories are gi,·en in Table 5-8. 

Table 5-8: Four Parameter Category Limits 

Parameter Hydrogen Temperature PD C2H2 Category 
Lower 0 -60 0 0 
Limit 1 100 80 50 2 1 
Limit 2 700 100 75 5 2 
Limit 3 1800 120 90 10 3 
Limit 4 5000 140 95 25 4 
Upper 10,000 250 100 50 5 

TI1e resulting distribution of scores, as more parameters are added, begins to smooth out the 
distribution chart, as seen in Figure 5-13. 
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Distribution of 1000 Weighted Scores 
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Figure 5-13: Four Parameter Weighted Summation Distribution 

As more parameters are added, there are more uncertainties and more ways to generate an individual 
score using a weighted system. 

Similarly, when a score changes, there are more ways that the change in score could have occurred. 
Clarity is lost as to whether there was a small change in a heavily weighted factor or a larger change 
in a less heavily weighted factor. TI1e weighting system tends to dilute and average out the causes of 
variation. 

TI1e maximum categoq approach continues to summarize the maximum value in each quartet of 
1neasnren1ents, as sho,vn in Figure 5-14. 
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Figure 5-14: Four Parameter Maximum Category Distribution 
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.A logarithm approach could help identify sudden changes of state for the quartets of results . .A 
maximum value approach is likely sufficient to answer the question, assuming that there was a 
clearly defined question at the start. 

5.6.8 TI1e Final Score - \•?hat Was the Question? 

TI1e .A.HI should be set up to answer a question. TI1e question and the precision of the desired 
response should be decided prior to developing the .AHL 

.After the .A.HI has been de,·eloped, check that the question is being answered appropriately. TI1ere 
should be no surprises, as long as the data and the analyses are m1derstood. 

5.7 Categories, Assessments, and Combinations 

In general, aspects of an asset that are assessed as part of an .A.HI evaluation need to be classified in 
terms of whether they require tactical or strategic intervention and hO\,. they relate to the purpose of 
an.A.HI. 

For example, tires may be included in a car health assessment, but the intervention to address tire 
issues is not the same as to address the viability of the car. .An .A.HI that includes the tires may be 
skewed to address issues that are maintenance issues rather than longer-term replacement planning. 
TI1e tires may be considered a subcomponent of the asset that need their own .A.HI. It is m1derstood 
that if the tires fail, they put the viability of the whole asset in jeopardy. TI1e .A.HI for tires might 
more reasonably be called an .Asset Maintenance Index, or .AMI. Note, however, that routine 
maintenance tasks, such as adjusting the tire pressure, should be done routinely in accordance with a 
well-defined maintenance plan. Routine maintenance should not be reliant upon a poor .A.HI result. 
TI1e information from this routine maintenance task (e.g., one tire needs significant amounts of air 
added each week) can often feed into the .Al\H which will be used to determine if corrective 
maintenance, such as replacement of the ,·alve, is required. 

For a large asset, there may be physical subcomponents that are analogous to tires. For a 
transformer, these would include bushings, cooling system and radiators, On Load Tap Changer 
(OLTC), oil preservation system, etc. Each may be deserving of its own .A.HI, and may contribute to 
the overall .AHL It would be understood that the response to a bushing issue may be replacement, 
and for an OLTC the response may be corrective maintenance. Neither of these responses would 
contribute to the O\·erall .IBI for the ma.in transformer active part. 

Subcomponents may be physical devices, such as bushings, but they may also be logical groupings, 
such as dielectric capability or thermal performance evaluation. 

TI1e decision as to what is included in an m·erall .AHI, and how it is included, is up to the designer of 
the .A.HI system, the question to be ans,wrecl, and the approach to the question. 

5. 7 .1 Sub-component .Assessment .Analysis 

.As an example of sub-components and the parameters being used to address them, Figure 5-15 
shows 7 measurements that have been coded on a Base 3 logarithmic scale to yield a category, in 
green on the left. TI1e example shows the possibilities. 
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Figure 5-15: Multiple Sub-Component Analysis 

Each measurement contributes through a weighted system to four sub-component assessments, in 
purple, which are normalized. TI1ose sub-component assessments are then brought together into 
two super-component scores, which are again weighted and normalized. Finally, an AHI is 
generated. 

Each measurement could contribute to several sub-components. Likewise, each sub-component 
could contribute to several super-components. 

TI1e level of uncertainty associated with each measurement contributes to the uncertainty at each 
subsequent le,·el. TI1e value of the AHI at each level answers a question appropriate to that level. 

Although the original parameters were assigned to well-defined categories, each of which related to a 
timescale for any required action, it is unlikely that the final score, or the sub-component scores, can 
be easily and accurately related to a level of urgency or to a PoF. 

5.7.2 AHI Effectiveness: A Cautionary Tale 

Tiiis example is used to show that an AHI may seem to be providing value when, in fact, it is no 
better than random replacement. 

As a simple example, 20 transformers are gi,·en scores for DGA, \'\iu1ding Condition, and Age. Each 
criteria is scored on a scale of 1-5, and a weighted stun calculated (see Table 5-9). 
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Table 5-9: ARI Scores for 20 Transformers 

I.D. Age DGA Windings Age Weighted 
Sum 

51 49 3 1 4 3 
52 13 1 1 1 1 
53 48 2 1 4 2.9 
54 36 1 2 3 2.5 
55 41 5 1 3 2.6 
56 59 4 1 4 3.1 
57 3 1 1 1 1 
58 26 1 2 2 1.9 
59 59 1 5 4 4 
510 34 1 1 3 2.2 
511 32 1 2 3 2.5 
512 8 2 1 1 1.1 
513 34 1 1 3 2.2 
514 9 1 1 1 1 
515 61 3 1 5 3.6 
516 59 5 1 4 3.2 
517 20 1 1 2 1.6 
518 51 2 1 4 2.9 
519 21 1 1 2 1.6 
520 64 1 2 5 3.7 
Average 36.35 1.9 1.4 2,95 2.38 

The weightings for each measurement are 10% for age, 30% for windings, and 60% for DGA. The 
average of each contributing score is given at the bottom of the columns. 

The overall population has an average ARI of2.38. 

\"\?hat happens when some transformers are replaced at random? 

TI1e new transformer should be in pristine condition, so the age "·ill drop to the minimum, and the 
DGA and winding scores will reset to ne,v, low ,•alues. 

In Table 5-10, two transformers hm·e been randomly chosen and replaced, with the original 
weighted score and the ne,v weighted score shown. 
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Table 5-10: Replacing Transformers at Random 

I.D. Weighted Replace? Age New . 

Sum weighted 
S1 3 * 0 1 
S2 1 1 1 
S3 2.9 4 2.9 
S4 2.5 3 2.5 
S5 2.6 3 2.6 
S6 3.1 4 3.1 
S7 1 1 1 
S8 1.9 2 1.9 
S9 4 4 4 
S10 2.2 3 2.2 
S11 2.S 3 2.5 
S12 1.1 1 1.1 
S13 2.2 3 2.2 
S14 1 1 1 
S15 3.6 5 3.6 
S16 3.2 * 0 1 
S17 1.6 2 1.6 
S18 2.9 4 2.9 
S19 1.6 2 1.6 
S20 3.7 5 3.7 
Average · 2.38 . 2.55 2.17 

As seen in the table, the overall average condition of the population improves. 11:Lis happens when 
weighted systems have age contribute to the health score. 

TI1e problem is that if an age-related system, as shown, is employed, it "·ill self-justify. No matter 
what replacements are made, the overall population's health will improve, thus justifying the 
replacement. 

To be both usefnl and of ,•alue, an AHI must do better than a system wl:Lich replaces at random. 

5.8 Generating an Asset PoF Derived from AHI 

HoK can a PoF be generated from an AHI? Consider: 

TI1e possible lack of clarity in the design of an AHI from the outset, 
TI1e uncertainty in 1neasnre1nents 1nade, 
TI1e scarcity of defa:Lition in the functional relationsl:Lip between parameters measured and 
PoF, and 
TI1e averaging and dilution effects in ,wighted approaches. 

Can the single AHI number be translated to yield the information needed? 11:Lis may be possible 
using statistical analysis and justification of functions to transform an AHI to an Asset PoF. 
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It depends on whether the data is available and whether the AHI can be m1picked to regenerate the 
information needed. TI1e AHI process removes and reduces information to clarify and simplify. TI1e 
details that were taken out to generate the AHI in the first place need to be put back. TI1e chances of 
recm·ering the details are better if the AHI is well-designed. TI1ere is little chance of recm·ering the 
needed details from a poorly designed AHI that provides a meaningless result. 

TI1ere are r,vo distinct approaches: 

A functional analysis that involves working backwards from an AHI ,·ia the combinatmy 
functions to the raw data and the associated PoF; and 
A distributional approach, applying population statistics to AHI categories. 

5.8.1 Functional Analysis 

A functional analysis must be aware of how the AHI was set up, including: 

How were parameters codified? 
\\That tirnescales) if any, associate \Vith the codes? 

\Vhat weightings or collation system has been used to produce a single number? 
"What are the 1mcertai11ties on the codes, based on the codification? 
Has any PoF been included in the development of the AHI (i.e., in the codes)? 

TI1ere are several steps, as shown in Figure 5-16. 

Parameter Analysis Coding Subcomponent Collation AHI 
Measured Levels, Interpret on Collate data that Generate an To a useful 
,vith error pattern a scale: 1-5, will give a initial level or 
and match, delta, say-with logical collated range, e.g. 
uncertainty rate timescale subcomponent score % 

Figure 5-16: Identifying the AHi Steps 

TI1e steps need to be defined and laid out. 

For example, a simple weighted system for four parameters, weighted such that one is nvice as 
important as the other three and normalized to a percent, may result in something like Table 5-11: 

Table 5-11: Simple Scoring System 

Parameter Analyses Code Weighting Collated Normalized Delta 
. 

A Level 4 20% 4% 
B Rate of chanae 1 40% 1.80 36% 8% 
C Level 2 20% 4% 
D Delta 1 20% 4% 
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The following information must be known: 

Accuracy of the initial 1neasure1nents 
.Accuracy of the analysis to give a code 
Meaning of the code either in a timescale or a PoF 
Weighting valnes-as shown 
Means for collation-in this case a cross product of the codes and \\"eights 
Normalization process-in this case it is division by the maximnm possible score 

How to work back from a score of 36% to an .AHI? One approach is to note that the minimum 
score possible, with all codes set to 1, is a score of 20%. \v'hat has caused the change from the 
minimum of 20% to 36%? 

The contribution of a step change in each parameter is given as the Delta . .A change of parameter C 
from a 2 to a 3 would increase the Normalized score by 4%. Via some math analysis, identify which 
parameters changed and by how much. T11en, if the parameter codes are linked to a PoF, collate 
those PoFs to an A.HI PoF. 

T11e key is to know what timescales for action and what PoFs were applied to each code . 

.Assuming that the normalized PoF is a representation of general deterioration could be misleading. 
If a higher normalized percentage score has a lower set of codes, it should have a lower probability 
of failure, despite the higher normalized score. 11i.is is the result of non-linear weighting systems . 

.A lv~-s;: system could retain the coding information on timescale and PoF . 

.A Logarithni.ic system could retain the coding information on timescale and PoF. 

Therefore, it may not be possible to relate an .AHI to a PoF in anything other than broad general 
terms. It depends on how the .AHI was designed and constrncted. 

5.8.2 .A Distributional .Approach 

In a distributional approach, the assets are ranked as a population, or compared to another, 
representative group where failure statistics are known; those statistics are then used as a guide to 
PoF. 

If the scores are normalized as a percent, what proportion of the assets should have a final score 
above 60%? 

To apply the distributional approach, the .AHI needs to have a meaning: what is the probability of 
failure for an asset with a normalized score abm-e 80%? .Abm-e 70%? To deri,·e these PoFs, the user 
could examine the scores from a year ago and relate the munber of assets in each range at that time 
to the number of assets that failed. 11i.is at least gives some justification, based on li.istory, to PoFs 
applied. 

For example, if there is a li.istorical failure rate of 1 % per year for an asset class and 5% of assets 
have a normalized .AHI above 80%, at least l % of those would be expected to fail. Since these are 
the poorest performers, it is suggested that they should have a failnre rate much li.igher than 1 %. 
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Can th.is group be given a number? W11at proportion of those assets above 80% failed last year? In 
the previous year? \\chat is the historical guide? 

These are good points to discuss, but may be difficult to answer with any accuracy or precision. 

The nest section goes into the development of an .AHI that can lead to a PoF with some confidence. 
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6.0 SUGGESTIONS ON DEVELOPING AN ASSET HEALTH INDEX 

Th.is section details some methods for developing an AHi that prese1Ye the timescale and urgency 
information that can indicate a PoF. 

6.1 Introduction 

First question: 

IP-hat prnb/e,11 is the AHI trying to address? 

Second question: 

Does the design of the AHI include tiJJJe? In other 11•ords, does it include a sensitivity to action? 

Data can be taken from multiple sources, manipulated, and used to produce a number; however, if 
calibrated timescales for action are not included at the start, they cannot be used. The timescales can 
be based on experience, or relate to known failure rates or industry expectations-but there still 
needs to be a time element. 

Note that measurements have an accuracy. \',;'hen they are coded, they may lose that accuracy. 

Start small, keep track, and grow. An AHi is a model: an estimate of the asset's health or condition. 
It is a figure of merit that allows the relative health of assets within a group to be ranked, with the 
ranks defined by the model. An old rule of model development is that it is easier to build on a small 
model that works than to tiy to fix a large model that does not work. Consider that the business 
purpose of creating an AHI requires that it is easy to model and scale; this requires the model be 
constrained in complexity or risk not being usable, except by a ve1y small group of consultants or 
aficionados. 

6.2 Single Parameter: Good and Bad 

TIJ..is section ,vill exanJ..ine some aspects of an AHI system based on a single parameter: the 
measurement of hydrogen in transformer oil. 

Two condition categories for transformers based on the parameter le,-el are defined: Good and Bad. 
\'i7ith each condition code there is a well-defined, if possibly unrealistic, action and timescale for 
action. TI1e analytic is based on a preset level. Exceed the le-·el and the transformer has gone from 
Good to Bad, and is illnstrated in Table 6-1. 

In reality, there should be a lot more information before deciding to replace a transformer. 

Table 6-1: Two-Category System: Good and Bad 

Code 
Good 
Bad 

Hydrogen 
<100 

>=100 

Timescale• 
1 year 

1 month 

Action 

_ R~sample 
Replace transformer _ 
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What is the PoF for each catego1y? \'i?hat is the assumed PoF? Maybe in a year 0.5% of Good assets 
fail. If there are Bad transformers that need to be addressed within a month, is the PoF within the 
month also 0.5%? If the risk is higher, "·e would be putting extra risk on the organization. 

In this case, it is assumed that the PoF in the timescale categories are consistent, a rule of thumb 
which is understandable and somewhat based on experience and knowledge. 

Note that PoFs do not scale simply. With one dice, the chance of throwing a si., is 1 / 6. With si., 
dice, the chance of throwing at least one 6 is not (6 * 1/6) = 1 = certainty, but (1-(1-1/6) A6) or 
about67.5% 

Add some PoFs for the period under consideration, and calculate the annual equivalent, as shown in 
Table 6-2. 

Table 6-2: Two-Category System: Adding PoF 
---~----~------

Code Hydrogen , Timescale Action Pof 

<100 
>=100 

1 year_ 
1 month 

··~-----
Resample . _ 0.5°/o 
Replace 1 0.5% ' 

Annual 
Equivalent .. 

0.5% 
5.8% 

Note that the annual equivalent of a monthly 0.5% PoF is not 6%, but just below. It is possible to 
work back from a stated annual equivalent to the PoF in the period m1der consideration. If the value 
for annual equi,·alence is decided to be 3%, the annual PoF cannot be calculated as the data is not 
a,·ailable - then the monthly PoF would be calculated as not 3/12 % (or 0.25% by direct division), 
but about 0.254% by appropriate math. 0.25% and 0.254% may seem approximately close, but these 
are for small numbers. Note the variation in the reverse calculation where 100% certainty reduced to 
-67% when appropriate math was used. 

The model can be extended by adding a Rate of Change analytic. Deriving a second parameter (and 
associated analytic) rate of change from the first parameter requires having the period for the change. 
How are the analytics calibrated? Calibration is the means by which there is a common base to 
compare different analytics. Each catego1y needs to have the same implication for action for the 
same category value . .All Good ,·alues should have a common timescale for action. \'\lhat makes the 
hydrogen le,·el <100 and the hydrogen rate of change <50% equivalent ,•alues in the table? TI1ere is 
uncertainty, but \1:ithont the calibration on tiinescales for action, there is no chance of consistent 
response. Someone has to set the le,els for which the hydrogen le,·el goes from Good to Bad, and at 
which the hydrogen rate of change goes from Good to Bad, allowing for consistency in approach 
and nrgency. Table 6-3 uses some values for illustration. 

Table 6-3: Two-Category System: Two Parameters 
•.. , ---

Code Hydrogen H2 Rate Timescale· Action Pof . Annual 
Equiv. 

. Good <100 <50% _l year Resa_mJJle 0.5% 0.5% 
Bad >=100 >=50% 1 month ReJJlace 0.5% 5.8% 
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How should the two analytics be combined? Each can be Good or Bad, and it is possible that 
neither analytic is triggered, or that both are, or just one. How is a final condition code for the 
transformer determined? If th.is problem cannot be addressed w.ith th.is small amount of data and 
two analytics, what chance is there of addressing it with a large data army? \Vhat happens ,vhen the 
analytics become more complex or fozzy? If one analytic is designed to identify that an asset is in 
poor condition, then the presence of other analytics should not be allowed to dilute that and 
somehow ameliorate the situation. If there is only one analytic, the outcome would be simple: Good 
or Bad. If there are cases where the output of an analytic needs to be reviewed because of other 
analytics, then the analytic should be redesigned or the initial analytic replaced using combinatorial 
analytics. TI1e analytic scoring systems do not need to be correct; they are needed to pragmatically 
achieve the business goals. 

Take, for example, the worst case as the actual condition. T11e table could extend to 4 overall states, 
as per Table 6-4. If the only value that is known is hydrogen, a decision is clear. If there is a Bad 
hydrogen result, and a Good H2 rate is added, the health been improved or the original analytic 
confirmed? TI1e results in Table 6-4 are based on the possible outcomes of the two analytics. 

Table 6-4: Two-Category System: Four States 
-------·- ··--------

_Analytic _Hydrogen H2 Rate Overall 
! ~21_S1!_ 1 Good Good Good 
Case 2 Good Bad Poor 
Case3 Bad Good 1/_f:rf__ Poor 
Case4 Bad Bad Bad -----~-,.- -- -

Tius table shows the di/11tio11 effect and a result of weighting systems (in tlus case a mufonn linear 
weighting). Now tl1ere are two categories that were not covered by tl1e original data: Poor and Very 
Poor. Adding in more factors could result in dozens, if not hundreds, of ne,.- categories, while 
uutially tl1e only desired categories were Good and Bad. Not only has tl1e final analysis been 
smootl1ed out, but e.-en more outcomes and perhaps timescales for action have been created. 

Care must be taken here. T11ere is an advantage to havu1g labels such as Good and Bad. T11ere is no 
ability to add and average scores, wluch is easy to do witl1 numeric labels. HO\,- tlus situation is dealt 
wit!, is crucial to tl1e creation of scalable models that deal wit!, large amomus of data, or more 
granularity to the coding analysis. 

NO\,. add a tlurd level of coding: the "Ugly," ,duch has an action timescale of 1 day. Consistency 
and eq,uvalency will be maintau1ed by assignu1g a PoF for tliat day of 0.5%, as shown in Table 6-5. 

Table 6-5: Three Category System: Estimated PoF 

Code Hydrogen H2 Rate · Timescale Action PoFin Annual 
Timescale Eq1JiV. 

· Good <100 <50% lyear Resample . 0.5% 0.5% 
: Bad >=100& >=50% & 1 month Test/Fix 0.5% 5.8% 

<1000 <100% 
• U~ly >=1000 >100% 1 day . Replace · 0.5% ~84% 
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Note how the annual equivalent PoF has gotten vei-y large, underlining the urgency. It .is also worth 
noting that there .is choice .in the PoF .in the timescale for each code. TI1ere .is no requirement for the 
PoF .in each code to be consistent and equivalent. TI1ere .is a requirement for the PoF to be 
monotonic: the annual eq,ti,·alent PoF must rise as the period for act.ion shortens, or .it will be 
.impossible to link the two .in a meaningful way. 

TI1e advantage of a consistent PoF for the timescales is that .it .is .intttiti.ve to be able to compare the 
timescales on a PoF bas.is and that the urgency .is not mixed .into multi.pie timescales. 

Note: Should assets be expected to deteriorate by stage, as with a Markov Chain approach? Such an 
approach may apply to condition-based failures, but not to random fa.i.lures. Will eve1yth.ing go from 
Good to Bad to Ugly? The short answer .is no, which makes a trne Markov model difficult to apply. 
\V ork on such models .is undertaken separately. 

6.3 Labels: Log/Lin 

TI1e table below uses a linear label for condition coding. It is possible to generate an overall 
condition by summing, averaging, or weighting the .individual scores. As noted .in Sect.ion 3.0, tltis 
would lead to a loss of mea1ting .in tl1e resulting number w.itl1 respect to urgency. Table 6-6 gives 
three category codes and limits. 

Table 6-6: Three-Category System: Linear Codes 

, Code Hydrogen H2 Rate i Timescale ; Action PoFin Annual 
Timescale PoF 

------------ -------- -
. _E_gtJi\l~ent 

1 <100 <50% _ }_year _ Resample 0.5% 0.5% 
2 >=100 & >=50% & 1 month Test/Fix 0.5% 5.8% 

<1000 <100% 
3 >=1000 >100% 1 dciy . Replact! 0.5% ~84% ---------~ ... 

For example, summing tl1e two codes for a transformer will result .in a number between 2 and 6. 

If a transformer scores 2 for hydrogen and 2 for hydrogen rate, does .it have the same urgency as 
one tl1at .is 3 for hydrogen and 1 for hydrogen rate? TI1ey have tl1e same summed score: 4. 

A linear-average of tl1e scores results .in two scores of 2. TI1e problem .is that tl1e sto1y of tl1e 
transformer's condition is markedly different .in tl1ese cases. A log-based scale, as per Sect.ion 3.0, 
allo,vs 1nore urgent scores to stand out. 

TI1erefore, tl1e table can be extended to a set of log scale scores between 1 and 100, ,vitl1 a base 3 
approach, as sho\\·n .in Table 6-7. 
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Table 6-7: Five-Category System: Log Codes 
-- ----

Code H2 Rate Timescale' 

1 <50 <50% lyear 
3 >=50 & <150 >=50% & 6 months 

<100% -- . - ----- ·--~--. -

10 >=150 & >=100% & 1 month 
<500 <150% ·------

30 >=500 & >=150% & 1 week 
<1000 <200% 

• 100 >=1000 >=200% 1 dat _, ___ 

Action 

.. Resample 
Review/ Assess 

_____ _, _____ _, -

Offline Test 

Maintain 

? R_eplace 

-----
PoF in Annual PoF 

Timescale i EqLJi\/alent 
0.5% 0.5% 
0.5% 0.998% 

0.5% 

0.5% 

0.5% 

5.73% 

23% 

The increased number of categories allows for more granularity in analysis. TI1e consistent PoF per 
timescale is useful in understanding what the timescale means and the urgency of action. Note that 
the scale of the analytic analysis does not need to follow either a linear or a logarithmic scale per the 
selected scale• that would be an artificial scaling. \'?hat is impo1tant is that the timescale chosen 
correlates to the analytic limits, not the other way around, and is monotonic. 

TI1ere is no formal link from actual transformer condition to PoF: the process involves heuristics, 
experience, standards, and guidelines. In addition, a means to collate the two analytics for a single 
parameter into an overall AHI should be developed. 

For a set of transformers, how are individual scores collated in order to give a meaningful AHI and a 
meaningful PoF? TI1e extra data from the second parameter may provide confirmation of the 
suspect condition. Should two Bad scores be worse than one Bad score? TIJ..is would seem inttutive, 
but may not be true-the scores may just be different ways of looking at a single problem; there is 
an increased precision (or confidence) in the score. 

For example, Table 6-8 looks at 5 transformers ranked with a ma., score and enumeration condition 
code. TI1e enu1neration score is a count of ho\v 1nany 1 00s there are, then ho\Y 1nany 30s there are, 
etc., and is a means to prioritize. TI1e score is essentially an Asset Health Index (AHI), and it has 
mearung as the munber of components that make the score and the associated PoF are evident. 

Table 6-8: Five-Transformer Evaluation 

Trf Units Units w/H2 Max Timescale Enum Pof in Annual PoF 
'# w/Hydrogen Rate Score Score Time- Equivalent 

Score Score scale -----,---------
A 1 1 1 !_year 00002 0.5% 0.5% 
B 3 30 30 1 week 01010 0.5% 23% 

., --- - --
C 3 10 10 1 month 00110 0.5% 5.73% 
D 100 3 100 1 day 10010 0.5% 84% 
E 100 100 100 1 day 20000 0.5% 84% 

Is a transformer with two scores of 100 more likely to fail than one \Yith a score of 100 and a score 
of 1 0? TI1e data may allow for a more confident analysis and may impro,·e the precision of the 
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estimate. \'llhat if the data for the hydrogen rate is missing? Is the probability of failure less? Does 
adding the Bad result make failure more likely? 

The basis of the log 3 scale is heuristic. Three of a lower le,-el score (e.g., 3 scores of 10) are 
approximately equivalent to one score at the next le,-el up. 

The number of entries in the table above could extend to include hundreds of data points, each with 
their own analytic or analytics. Then, a maximum score and an enumeration for ranking could be 
generated. The enumeration will become unwieldy, as there would be too many entries to manage 
sensibly. 

Using components and failure modes means the hundreds of data points can be divided into far 
more manageable chunks . .A transformer .A.HI that is based on a small number of components 
would work well with a combined i\,L,L,: and Enumeration approach. Grouping by failure modes 
also infuses the process of developing analytics, and subsequent .A.HI, with scalability. It also makes 
the .A.HI generation process more manageable and easier to explain to the wide range of subject 
matter experts that will be needed to cover a large breadth of data. Whatever method is used, it is 
.important to retain the urgency and the inherent ranking of the root data. 

6.4 Analysis of Components and Failure Modes 

.A way of dealing with multiple data sources is to address components individually. \'\Tith 
transformers, those components could be bushings, the cooling system, a tap changer, etc. Some 
components can be addressed through maintenance while others may need programs for 
refurbishment or replacement . .As it is possible to get very granular in th.is analysis, it must be 
approached with the user perspective in mind. Components should be chosen to provide visibility to 
problems without t:1.ying to dissect the failure mode of a radiator bolt. 

See Section 5. 7 for an analysis of components and failure modes. 

Tii.ink about the question that is being addressed: \v11at does the .A.HI number mean? If it is to 
identify maintenance activity as an intervention, the timescale will likely be much shorter than a 
long-term replacement program . .As "·ith the car analogy, the entire car does not need replacement 
when tire pressures start to reach low levels: the tires simply need to be maintained . 

.Analysis of components follows the same process as analysis of the whole asset: data, timescales, 
and PoF. TI1e scores for assets can be used as the raw data for the o,,erall asset. Table 6-9 indicates 
some of the possible subcomponents of a large pmver transformer asset. 
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Table 6-9: Transformer Components 

Power Transformer 
Comp_o11ents 

· Tank 
Oil 
-- -- ---- --

<:'.e>olinJI/Radiato.i:s_ 
Tap Changer_ 
Deluge System 
~.ain vvindi11gs_ . 

• Solid Insulation 
- - -- --

Cable boxes 
Bushings 
Etc ... 

Note 

-- - ------,--

May be main!ai11ableto address_cClrrClsion 
. Oil may be maintainable; also contains diagnostic data on other 
i con,ponen~ __ 

Likely maintainable 
Likely maintainable 
Maintainable 

i Ukely n~t_ milintilina!Jle .. 
Ukel}'llOt rriaintainable :::~epends on locati1>n 
Maintainable 
Replaceable, likely not maintainable 

.. i Oil-containme~controls, and other devices 

Each con1ponent score feeds into an overall assessn1ent of the transtOnner; this is a conunon 
approach. It adds a level of complexity in detennining components, but can add clarity, allowing for 
discri1nination between actions such as maintenance and replacement at the component level. This 
approach more closely milnics the day-to-day way the different parts of the transformer ru:e referred, 
and is ultirnately more manageable. 

To maii1taii1 calibration withil1 the overall AHI system, tirnescales in the component analyses must 
be consistent across different components, or else a score of 3 may mean different thil1gs for 
different components, which means they cannot be combined sensibly. 

TI1e application of calibration results ill a means to collate data through analytics to assess 
components, then a means to collate component data illto an overall AHL By buildu1g time into the 
approach, the PoF can be illdicated both at the component and at the asset level. 

6.5 Failure Modes 

If usil1g a log scale, look for ma.,:imum scores and build in tune for action based on acceptable base 
failure rates to il1dicate a PoF for the overall asset ill a justifiable manner: a chaii1 of reasonil1g 
should go from measurements through analytics to a PoF. TI1e problem is that the approach is 
heuristic, and there is little corroborative il1formation that a hydrogen lffel of 125, say, is really well 
correlated with PoF. 

Tii.is can be addressed, to a degree, by using failure mode analysis. 

Failure modes, wli.ich are generally well understood through RCM and si1nilar analyses, can be linked 
to components and to the asset leading to the creation of an audit trail of sorts. 

Figure 6-1 shows the basic them}' and the subsequent implementation. 
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Model/Subjective Process Implementation 

N 

Comporlt!-nt{s) 

Measurement{s) Mcasuremcnt(s) 

In summary for the model: 
An asset has 1 or more 
con1ponents 
A component has one or more 
failure modes 
Each failure mode has one or 
1nore sympto1ns 
Measurements can be made to 
confirm the presence of a 
symptom 

In a practical implementation: 
\\7 e 1nake 1neasure1nents and 
collect data 
We analyze data to infer 
symptoms 
'\Ve analyze symptoms to infer 
the failure mode 

Figure 6-1: Failure Mode Model 

As an example, consider bronchitis as a failure mode for humans. The example shows how 
complicated things can become if one does not keep track of the details: 

In sum1nruy: 

TI1e human has many components, of which one is the respiratory system. 
TI1e respiratoq system has many failure modes, some of which are maintainable. Bronchitis is 
one such failure mode. 
TI1ere are many symptoms of bronchitis, one of which is the presence of a fever. 
Fever has many indicating measurements, one of which is oral temperature. 

In practice, several measurements related to temperature may be interpreted, as illustrated in Figure 
6-2. 
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Model/Subjective Process 

Human 

N 
Respiriltory 

symim 

Oral Temperature 
Oral 

Thcrmomcicr 

Implementation 

arowroueh 

Figure 6-2: Failure Mode Model: Implementation 

N svmptorn5/ 
>~N AnalytlC$ 

The figure shows the use of three data points and three analytics that can be used to infer the 
presence of a fever. For each data point, one or more analytics are associated-some analytics may 
use data for level comparison, or for ratio analyses or for more complex treatment. 

\v11en applied to an apparatus, the approach brings a richness to the measurement analyses and the 
subsequent .AHL The approach does not move from data through intuition to a PoF: it moves from 
symptoms (based on data) to failure modes to identifying issues with components. TI1e components 
are then brought together in an overall AHL Tiiat AHI may be used to address a reduced number of 
components-e.g., having a replacement index for the transformer, but a maintenance index for 
bushings and tap changers. 

Figure 6-3 belo"· indicates the basic approach: 

TI1ere are n data sources, for indi,·idual gases, furfurals, and moisture. 
o Each data source may contribute to se,·eral analytics. 

There are n1 analytics, ratios, rates of change, levels, etc. 
o Each analytic may contribute to several failure modes. 

TI1ere are p failure modes: PD, overheating, ageing paper, etc. 
o Each failure mode may contribute to se,·eral components. 

TI1ere are q components which contribute to the m·erall AHL 
o Each component contributes to the AHL 

TI1ere is discussion in the industry about which components should be considered part of a power 
transformer "·hen building an AHI, and which should be considered separate. National Grid UK, 
for example, treats the tap changer and bnshings as separate, maintainable items that are dealt with 
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in their own component strategies. The same approach could be applied to snrge arresters and other 
apparams. 

Analytic 1 \>~ Mode I 
===-\ t . 

\ 
Analytic 2 

AHI 

Analytic m Component q ll"' 
Figure 6-3: Failure Mode Model: Basic Approach 

Failure modes are generally better understood, as they ru:e real effects-in terms of what they are 
and the timescales for asset deterioration-as opposed to the basic symptoms of individual data 
points. Instead of saying "carbon monoxide is high, which is bad," say that "carbon monoxide is 
high and is a symptom of ageing which is the dominant failure mode for this asset and \Ye expect it 
to deteriorate to a point requiring replace111ent 0\""er the next x years." One \\·ould never say that the 
transformer is failing due to a high carbon monoxide failnre mode. 

Analysis of transformer condition via components and failure modes follows. 

6.6 Multiple Parameter Analyses and Identification of Failure Modes 

The DGA analyses will be used as a means to discnss multiple parameter and analytic analyses, 
supporting failnre mode identification, subsequent component assessments, and ultimately an AHL 

Transformer oil is anal)'Zed to detect the presence and lewis of several key gases, inclncling 
hydrogen, acetylene, and others; there are standards to guide the interpretation of the gases and their 
implications [16]. 

The key gases can be used to determine the presence and severity of sewral failnre modes, including 
partial discharge, arcing, owrheating, and others. The diagnostics relate to transformer conditions 
rather than the diagnosis of the oil itself-the oil can be considered a component of the transformer 
in its 0\'nl right, with its own failnre n1odes and syn1pto111s, and is considered a maintainable iten1. 

TI1e standards and guides arnilable suggest analysis of dissoh·ed gases by: 

Indi,-idual lewis 
Rates of change 
Ratios and combinations of ratios (e.g., Rogers, as noted in [16]) 
Ratios and combinations of ratios "·hen all gases are a bow certain levels (Duval (16]) 
0 o of combustibles (IEC I-.::ey Gas [16]) 
Henristic combined ratios-often ad hoc and pnrpose built systems 
Other approaches, including manv R&D analyses 
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Pattern Analysis (OLTCs) 

O,-er several decades, there have been many analyses of available data which have shown that 
standards and gnides can be misleading, and worse, inconsistent. Datamining approaches, which use 
neuro-fuzzy techniques and neural networks to track condition and deterioration of the pmver 
transformer over time [57], have been applied [56]. Standards and gnides usually result in an 
indication of a particular problem: partial discharge, overheated paper, hot metals, etc. 

The raw data for each dissolved gas are collated and the analytics are applied to: 

Identify le,-el and rate of change codes, similar to Hydrogen in the earlier sections of this 
chapter; and 
Identify diagnostics from the application of industry standards and guidelines, such as 
Duval Triangles or IEC analyses, to indicate possible failure modes in operation. 

So, the discussion of hydrogen would now be expanded: 

TI1ere can still be a level analytic which is coded 1 through 5 for each dissolved gas. 
TI1ere is still a rate of change analytic for each dissolved gas. 
Standard diagnostic analytics would be used, including Duval, IEC, Rogers, etc. 
Each diagnostic analytic would also have a 1-5 output for the diagnosed failure mode, 
with timescales calibrated to match the level and rate of change analytics. 

\Vith DGA, there is an array of analytics to detect anomalies and to diagnose particular fault 
conditions. Tirns, pre,-alent failure modes can potentially be identified. 

illustrations of failure mode identification can be developed by considering DGA results. Consider 7 
gases and some diagnostic analytics, as shown in Figure 6-4. 
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DATA ti FAILURE 

Figure 6-4: Some Transformer Elements: Data - Analytics - Failure Modes 

Data - Analytics - Failure Modes 

The figure shows the various data nlues on the left side, each of ,duch feeds into the ,-arious 
analytics in the center; the list of analytics here is not exhaustive. TI1e ontpnt of each analytic is a 1-5 
,'alue with a timescale calibrated to be consistent between the analytics. The act:nal diagnostics from 
Duval, Dornenberg, etc. do not usually include a timescale, but may ha.-e a se,'erity indication. To 
generate the analytic timescale for each diagnosis requires the use of experience, industry heuristics, 
or some fonn of tecluucal expertise. 

TI1e output of each analytic then inputs to the failure mode identification. The failure mode analysis 
is an analytic in its o,,,n right, taking in relevant information from all the a,'ailable analytics. 
Individual analytics have a rele,'ance to each failure mode analysis. Tius ,wighting is really based on 
experience: !ugh hydrogen le,'els may be a sig1uficant and lughly rele,'ant indicator of PD, bnt a less 
relevant indicator of paper overheating. TI1e relennce is nsed to confirm and support a diagnosis via 
the failure mode analytic. High acetylene is not usually a consideration for paper overheating; it has 
lo,,· rele,~ance in that diagnostic. 

The Yarious failure 111ocles can no,i:: be analyzed and collated, and thus the co111ponents that are in 
poor condition can be identified. Paper overheating is of low relffance to oil condition, being a 
more relennt indicator of solid insnlation issnes, wlule metal overheating is of low relevance to 
paper o,,erheating. Failure modes relate to components based on a simple RCM analysis, one that 
does not require many le,'els of analysis bnt one that identifies the basic failure modes for each 
component. \\11at does the component ha.'e which can fail? 

With the failure modes in place, the AHI for each component can be identified by collating the 
failure mode ontpnts. 
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Scoring Process 

To keep a consistent approach across each level: 

TI1e output of each analytic is a time calibrated coding (1-5, 1-100, log, lin, alpha). 
TI1e output of each failure mode analysis is a time calibrated coding. 
TI1e output of each component analysis is a time calibrated coding. 
TI1e final AHI is a time calibrated coding of each component score. 

TI1e consistent coding throughout makes the system easier to understand: wherever a 3 appears, the 
meaning is understood. Figure 6-5 summarizes this approach. As there is consistent scoring with 
consistent timescales related to consistent PoF, the PoF can be tracked at each level-howe,·er it 
may have been initially evaluated-and the PoF for the AHI can be inferred. 

D_-\T:\ F.\IU-RE 
110DE 

Component 

Bns\uc,,gs II 

Oii 

Figure 6-5: Some Transformer Elements: Extending to Components and AHI 

6.7 The System in Action 

TI1ere are elements to the process of generating an AHI with a meaningful PoF. Section 6.0 has 
covered some of the salient points and highlighted some of the causes for concern where 
uncertainty, inaccuracy, and in1precision are built in. 
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Steps: 

l. Identify the assets of interest. 
2. For each asset class identil}· the components (or asset subsystems, or whatewr they are 

called in yonr system). 
3. For each component identil}· high-level failnre modes (a simple RCM analysis ,vill suffice). 
4. For a\•ailable data, identil}· analytics (simple, standard, ad hoc) which indicate a failnre mode 

in operation. 
~- Score each analytic with a consistent and calibrated timescale of your choice, ,vith each 

code/categ01,- labelled and assigned a PoF. 
6. For each analytic, identil}· the relevance to each failure mode. 
7. Collate analJ'rics for each failnre mode to score the failnre mode action and timescale. 
8. Collate failnre modes for each component and score the component. 
9. Collate failnre modes for each component and score the asset. 

Note that the collation of data must preserve the urgency of the analysis. The nrgency of the analysis 
must be based on justifiable experience, statistics, and standards, ,vithin a risk management 
framework. 

User Scaling of PoF and Codes 

The system outlined here requires some idea of the base failnre rate. For a large population, this may 
be a well-maintained statistic ,vithin the organization. For small populations, the variability may be 
significant and may require an estimate. 

TI1ere may be a need to analyze the codes or categories and reassign an inc!i,-idual PoF for each 
categ01,- to m·erride the time-based calculation. Figure 6-6 shmvs such an approach. 

" 

Figure 6-6: User Scaling of PoF 

TI1e historic annual failure rate is set and is editable-this is the target for the fotnre. 

Sliders allow the individual PoF for each code to be set: the resulting estimate is based on soh·ing for 
a base case PoF and employing nmltipliers for all the other cases and numbers in each category. In 
Table 6-10, the sum of expected failures for the population total can be set to match historic failnre 
rates. Tims :S:, the base case failure rate, can be calculated. 
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Table 6-10: Log Category PoF Back Calculation 

Category PoF Number in Expected 
Cateoorv Failures 

1 X Nl X * Nl 
3 3X N3 3X * N3 
10 l0X Nl0 l0X * N10 
30 30X N30 30X * N30 
100 lO0X Nl00 l00X * NlO0 

It should always be possible for an AHI system to have direct user input to overrnle estimated or 
calculated PoF ,•alues; howeYer, it may become difficult to justify and relate all the manually entered 
values. 

Addressing Risk Management 

TI1e system as described is not, at this point, a risk management system. TI1ere is a known PoF for 
the base case-e.g., the assets in code 1. Tiiat information can be used to address the PoF for assets 
in other categories and thus identify the number of assets that are likely to fail over and above the 
base case. If there was a consequence of failure-in monetary terms-the excess risk over and 
abo,·e the base case could then be calcnlated. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

TI1ere are many different ways to generate an AHI. Section 1.0 focused on motivations, constraints, 
and the use of AHis, noting that there are multiple possible definitions for terms such as failure or 
health. In addition, the variability of data was noted, as well as the paucity of good links between 
measurable parameters and acmal failures. 

Section 2.0 provided a literature review, illustrating that there are many ways to develop an AHI and 
that these ways are not all similar or equally appropriate. TI1e relationship between the input 
parameters and the output AHI can be tenuous, ""ith many systems relying on an overall average 
co11ditio11 approach, which used \\"eights to combine individual parameter or component scores. Such 
approaches do not retain the timescales or urgency needed for action or for the possible derivation 
of a PoF, and can be ve1y misleading if not downright erroneous. Assets do not generally fail 
through m·erall condition but through particular failure modes. 

Section 3.0 reviewed the use of weighting systems in the development of an AHI and noted the 
drawbacks, including the difficulty of producing an AHI that is monotonic and that retains any sense 
of urgency based on the raw data analyses. 

Section 4.0 reviewed practical systems that show the breadth of approaches which can be employed 
to address an AHI development. Many AHI systems do not have a clear statement of intent, and 
several AHI systems use complex math to seemingly hide the analysis under the guise of 
mathematical respectability. In some cases, there is a sleight of hand moving from an AHI directly to 
a PoF. TI1e role of AHis in justifying expense is common, so one may wonder at tl1e ability of the 
regulator to dissect and critique some systems. Most AHI values reviewed in tliis report do not 
reflect tl1e failure modes in operation or tl1e likely interventions req1i.ired. Furthermore, tl1e urgency 
to address some failure modes is often liidden, possibly leading to an incorrect perception of tl1e 
likelihood of failure. 

Section 5.0 notes the difficulties of relating parameters to AHis and finally to PoFs. TI1e field is 
fraught witl1 complexity and tl1ere are many opportu1iities to confuse and confmmd procedures; 
however, knowing tl1e sources of variability allows for tl1e development of an approach tliat may 
have some practical justification. 

Section 6.0 goes through one possible approach to de,•eloping an AHI tliat can be used to create a 
justifiable and auditable PoF. TI1e approach is somewhat heuristic, but is b1iilt on logic and can be 
tuned to reflect actual failure rates. 

Overall, a good AHI will have an indication of the timescale for action and an audit trail that allows 
for justification of tl1e actions to be taken. Ideally, an AHI will be b1iilt around failure mode analysis 
to provide a basis for action with calibrated timescales. 

Many .,\HI systems use component scoring systems, wli.ich are often "·eighted, to produce an overall 
AHI. TI1e use of log scales in such an approach helps preserce the timescales for action. 

TI1e use of age as an indicator of condition becomes a self-justifying approach, as shmn1 by the fact 
that such systems usually improve tl1e population's overall condition even if replacements are made 
at rando1n. 
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W11at is needed is an .A.HI that reflects the failure modes likely to be present and relates those to 
timescales. Tii.is can be acli.ie,·ed through an analysis of known or expected failure rates . .As asset 
populations may be small, the statistics of failures may be both imprecise and inaccurate; ho"·ever, 
they are, at least, based in fact and can lead to a realistic ranking. Industry statistics, such as those 
a-·ailable from CIGRE reports, are both useful and justifiable. It is also useful to disaggregate 
condition-based failures and random failures, or at least find a proportion of the overall failure rate 
that is expected to be condition-based. Gi,·en the weighted namre of many .AHis in use at present, it 
is suggested that few, if any, provide a basis for translation to a PoF. 

T11e suggested approach, based on eq,i.ivalent PoF for calibrated timescales, gives a rationale for a 
defensible analysis; in fact, the system can be tuned to reflect the needs of local conditions and 
experience. T11e meaning of the PoF for components and parameters, relating to timescales, is 
relatively easy to understand, and the preserrntion of timescales, to presen-e urgency, allows for the 
derivation of a mea1i.ingful PoF. 

Designing an .A.HI around timescales for action, and then b1i.ilding in the ability to estimate a PoF 
for each .A.HI category/code/value, is key to deri,·ing a PoF from the .AHL 

7.1 Working Forward to an Asset PoF 

\Vorking forward directly from raw data to derive an .A.PF or Asset PoF is extremely difficult, if not 
impossible. T11e data required to determine the relationsli.ips is unavailable, the relationsli.ips are 
tl1erefore micertain, and tl1e resultant outcomes are tl1erefore imprecise. Tii.is may result in a ranking 
tl1at monoto1i.ically reflects asset condition. Categorizing tl1e population into a small number of 
condition bands, ratl1er tl1an having continuous .AHis wli.ich lead to more uncertainty in any derived 
PoF, may be a more informative way to describe tl1e data. 

7.2 Working Backward from an Asset PoF 

In practice, failure rates for asset classes have been expected. If tl1e population is assumed to look 
similar tli.is year to what it did last year, roughly tl1e same overall failure rates can be expected. T11e 
identification of tl1e poorest performing mi.its being associated "·ith tl1e worst asset health 
category/ code is justified. T11e calibration of timescales can be preserved tluough equivalency of 
PoF for each category. 

If an .A.HI system is built using tl1e known or expected timescales for action, and tl1e system is log
based, tl1e estimated PoF can be presen-ed tluough tl1e various steps to tl1e final .AHL Tii.is is 
important in a business em•ironment where tl1e results are likely to influence long-term investment 
plans and where tl1e analysis needs to be credible rather tlian act as a placebo. 

It is not just tl1e art of the practical that is needed, bur also the art of tl1e justifiable, auditable, and 
usefnl. 

7.3 Opportumties for Improvement 

.A number of orgaii.izations may benefit from .-\His. HO\,·e,·er, expectations should be tempered by 
tl1e availability of good failure data and by tl1e need to "·ark in an asset management and regulatory 
set of frameworks. 
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Gi,·en the wealth of k.!10\\·ledge on asset condition assessment that is available, an AHI should not 
contain any surprises. The anthers thus recommend that any attempt at developing an AHI starts 
from what is well k.i1own and well understood, and that such an attempt grows from a simple start 
of a few parameters. Success can then be built in from the start. 
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APPENDIX A. Definitions of Failure 

The information contained in this appendix is extracted entirely from CIGRE Technical Brochure 
642, "Transformer Reliability Survey". It provides a reference to failure definitions from surveys, 
international standards, and guidelines from Annex A of the document, as well as a discussion about 
the most rele-·ant failure definitions from CIGRE Technical Brochure 642, Section 3.3.1 titled 
"Failure." 

TI1e majority of tl1e sm-veyed studies did not provide consistent failure definitions. In order to have a 
trne comparison between tl1e failure data, it would be required tl1at tl1e failure definitions be similar. 
Tius ensures tl1at comparisons are based on failures (events) occurring under the same conditions. 

TI1e defuutions of failure and associated terms and how tl1ese defuiitions are applied depends on tl1e 
environment in wluch they were developed and are being used. TI1e systems operator's focus would 
be on the impact on the system, ranking failure in terms of system reliability, whereas tl1e plant 
specialist ,vould rank it in terms of tl1e remedial action reqti.ired to restore eqti.ipment ftmctionality. 
A clear example is tl1at of transformers being removed in scheduled outages. TI1e system operator 
would not consider t!J..is a failure, since it would not have an effect on tl1e system reliability, whereas 
tl1e plant specialist would consider it a failure. Anotl1er example is tl1at of insurance compa1J..ies tl1at 
could be using insurance claims as a benchmark, where tl1e defuiition of failure and its severity could 
be dictated by tl1e value of the claim. 

TI1e defuiitions in IEC and IEEE are described as very broad, whereas Boss.i's defuiition is more 
restrictive in that it considers only problems tl1at reqti.ire tl1e mi.it to be removed from service for 
repair. Furtl1er examples of restrictive defuiitions include tl10se of Kogan and Higgins. Despite the 
difference between a broader or restrictive defuiition, botl1 types allo,v fortl1er breakdown of failures 
into levels of failure se-·erity, or outage type and times. 

ANNEX B: Definitions from Surveys and International Standards and Guidelines 
SOURCE TYPE DEFINITION 
[!EC, 1990) Failure The termination of the ability of an item to perform a required 

function. 
[Bossi, 
1983) 
[IEEE, 
1986) 
[Cigna WG 
A2.l 8, 
2003) 
[Kogan, 
1988) 

[Higgins, 
2001 J 
[Higgins, 
2001) 

Failure Lack of performance by a transformer of its required functions so 
that the unit must be taken out of service to be repaired. 

Failure The termination of the ability of a transformer to perform its specific 
function. 

Failure Any situation that requires the equipment to be removed from 
service for investigation. 

Failure Any forced outage of a transformer due to its failure in service. 
Trouble which requires transformer to be returned to a factory for 
repair, or which requires extensive field repair. Transportation 
damage and minor troubles which may require an equipment outage 
are not considered as failures. 

Minor Failure Can be repaired quickly in situ. The resulting outage typically would 
be less than one month. 

Major Failure Must be repaired (if this is possible) off-site, usually at 
manufacturer's works. The resulting outage typically would be 
measured in months. Failures in which the transformer is destroyed or 
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[Bossi, 
1983] 

[Bossi, 
1983] 

[IEEE, 
1986] 

Failure with 
scheduled 
outage 
Failure with 

forced 
outage 
Failure with 
forced 
outage 

must be retired are also major failures. 

Failure for which the transformer can deliberately be taken out of 
service at a selected time. 

Failure for which the transformer must be taken out of service 
immediately (within 30 minutes). 

Failure of a transformer that requires its immediate removal from 
service. This is accomplished automatically or as soon as switching 
operations can be performed. 
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APPENDIX B. Reference Material 

from CIGRE Technical Brochure 227: "Life Management Techniques for Power Transformers" 

Tii.is .Appendix provides useful reference material from CIGRE Teclui.ical Brochure 227 (TB 227). 

Failure Identification 

TI1e brochure contains recommendations on failure identification as shown below: 

"Failm, occurs ,,,hen JJ!ithsta11d stm,gth of the tra11sfor111er in temJS of some parameter (dielectric stm,gth, mechanical 
stm,gth) is exceeded. " 

TI1e situation is summarized in a figure. 

SAFETY 
MARGIN 

CRITICAL 
LEVEL 

NORMAL 

REMEOIAL 
REPAIR 

OEFECTIVE 
FAULTY 

LIFE 
EXTENSION 

FAILEO 

Figure B-1: Asset Deterioration (from CIGRE TB 227) 

Failure Taxonomy 

TB 227 considers that defects are reversible but faults are not re,ersible . .A taxonomy is included in 
the brochure, as shown: 

Table B-1: Failure Taxonomy (from CIGRE TB 227) 

Code Descriotion 
Normal No obvious problems, no remedial action justified. No evidence of 

degradation. 
Aged? Normal in Acceptable, but does not imply defect-free. 
service? 
Defective No significant impact on short-term reliability, but asset life may be 

adverselv affected in Iona term unless remedial action is carried out. 
Faulty Can remain in service, but short-term reliability likely to be reduced. May 

or mav not be oossible to imorove condition bv remedial action. 
Failed Cannot remain in service. Remedial action required before equipment can 

be returned to service (may not be cost effective, necessitating 
reolacement). 
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TB 227 notes that after a failure, the failed item has a fault. Failure is an event, and a fault is the 
resultant state. TB 227 recommends referring to the state as a failed condition. 

Defects are considered as non-conformance, whereas a fault is considered as deterioration beyond 
normal ageing/wear. 

TB 227 also notes the IEC 60050 definition of failure: ''lenJ1i11atio11 of the ability of a11 item to peifom, a 
required fimdio11." 

Condition Monitoring Strategy 

TB 227 indicates that in its most general form, condition monitoring can be shown in the form of 
two loops, as illustrated by the diagram below: 

Condition Monitoring Strategy 

Monitor I detect 
fault 

Broadband, sensitive 
techniques 

Apptlod roullnoly 

Diagnose fault 
As5oss condition 

Focu!!ed, quantitative 
techniques 

Appllod as roqulrod 

Figure B-2: Condition Monitoring Strategy (from CIGRE TB 227) 
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APPENDIX C. Extracts from TATA Power System 

This appencli., gives some details from the TAT.A power weighted AHI system. 

Table C-1: TATA Weights for Condition Assessment 

Fault gases WIS, Age (Years) WIS, Oil Acidity Wts, 
Hydrooen ( H2) 2 Oto 10 4 <0.2 0 
Methane ( CH4 ), Ethane (C2H6) 4 lOto 20 8 0.2 to 0.3 5 
Methane ( CH4 ), Ethane (C2H6 ), Ethylene ( C2H4) 6 20to 30 12 >0.3 10 
All above l!ases 8 30to40 16 
All above gases plus Acetylene (C2H2) 10 >40 20 Furan content (PPM) Wts. 

<2 0 
Electrical tests- lR /Pl/ Winding Tan Delta WIS. 2to3 8 
No Violation w.r.t iimits 0 3 to 4 12 
Any one parameter Violation w.r.t limits 6 410 5 16 
Any two parameters Violation w.r.t limits 8 >5 20 
Violation w.r.t limits 10 

Oil Resistivity & Tan Delta WIS. 
Moisture content and 

Wts. 
BDV 

No Violation w.r.t limits 0 Moisture 10 
Violation w.r.t limits 10 Moisture and BDV 20 

Table C-2: Scoring Weights for Transformer Components 

Sr. 
Transformer condition monitoring factor Overall factor 

Factor score (Sf) No. weightage 0/Vf) 

C1 Dissolved Gas Analysis Factor (DGAF) 10 

C2 Oil Quality Factor (OQF) 8 Factor rating derived from 
C3 Furfural content Factor (FF) 6 individual score & 

C4 Electrical Tests Factor (ETF) 10 
weightages of parameters I 
inspection check points as 

C5 Transformer Service Factor (TSF) 8 per Appendix-2 

C6 Inspection & Maintenance Factor (IMF) 6 
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Table C-3: 4 TATA Weights for Condition Assessment 
Score fSil 

?arame1er / lnsp«llon cl'!«k \/Olt3gs! l!!Vi!I "" /\cceobbl!! Need 3ttentlon Foor Very po-01 
we 

' 3 ' ' oo, (v.i) 

DGA factor 

Hyero,ien {rl2) Al! TRF 'so 51-10-1 lOJ.300 301-100 "'° ' Mc!h~nc (CH•) ,\ll TRF :::s~ S6·110 111.200 :WH,00 > ,oo 3 
Cthbne (C,HEl All TIIF "" 31-65 65-100 101-150 dSO 3 
Ethylene (C1H,) >\ltTIIF '30 31-50 SHOO \OJ.ZOO >100 3 
AcPryl~ne (C1rl)) All TRF 0 ' ).35 , . ., >M s 
Carboo Mooo O<Jde {CO) All Tllf '100 201-350 351·900 501-1-400 ;;,1400 l 
Cirboodbidc-(CO:) All TIIF 'f 1000 1001-2500 2501-5000 5001-7000 ;;, 7000 l 
mco All TIIF S 365 366•676 677-!635 l54Hl30 ;;, 3HO ' OJI Tiut Factor 

U::, 145kV '20 21-40 ,,..., 4C-50 > so 
11.lobttre lOntent !i11 PPM) 

145-:u-,.ioo 

" "' 16-20 21-25 2i'.i-30 >" ' 
U?400k\' '° !O·lS 16-20 21-25 >" 

Acidil'>' of oil Im mt KOH/~) Al! TRF ::, 0.1 01 ·0.2 0.2•0.25 0.2S-0.3 >03 3 
U::.145~\' "" 50-60 40-50 3(HO >" 

Break Oot.11 Vdtege (in .1(1/) 
145-:U-:~OO 

" '"' S0-60 40-50 35-40 :, 35 2 

U ?400kV '"' 50-60 45-50 ..,.,, 
"' Dielectrk 0.~sipat,on ractoi dl 90 All TIIF ::, 0.1 0.1-0.2 0.2-0.3 0.3-04 >0.4 2 

Sp,ec,fic rc5islente l=i~livityl ~\ 
All TRf~ ,o, o l. 0.2 OOde• C(M~:10~121 0075-0 l 0 05-0 075 ~ 005 ' Furanhetor All TRF "" o.s - 2.0 2.0 - 3.S 35-S.O ... ' E!tt1rlcal Tenln" 

Windi""' Tao Oel\,l '2 200=. C All TRF ::, 05 0.5-1.0 1.0-2.0 2.0-S.O >5.0 3 
Winding C~pocitllnce w.r L facto!\' 

All TRF ~!5¾ tS· tl0% tlO· tlS¾ t!S-~20% >!20% ' value/ ~,(MO'JI te;t re1ult. 

Rate o! Me ol w1ro1na: TJn Ooll:l 
@]0 Deo CW.rt l)le\'IOm resul!s 

1\l!TRF <SS 5-10¾ 10-20¼ W•35¾ 35-SOU ' 
In - llV wirnli"" !MO\ All TRF 

>0.G(KV4l)lo!;0.8 IR- MVwindln• IMCJI All Tm: :-- 2• KV > l<V • L 
>OR(K\Hl)IO!:: 

!.0.6!KV•1J l 
IR - LV ISlndl"" (MUI ,\lJTRF 

(KV+!) (lsV .. tJ 

!Pl. HY winding AUTRF )2,0 l.3-2.0 I 3-l 0 1.0-0 5 <0.5 
Pi- MV wlrdln~ All TIIF >2.0 l.3·2.0 13-10 l.0-0 5 <OS 2 
Pi-LVwmdi~~ All TIIF ,,. 1.3-2.0 1.3-1.0 l.CHl.5 <0.5 

" Core Core to u,nld All TRF >lO-O 200 - 300 M OMI so ,00 l SO d ' HV Rcsl~bl\CC b:::twccn plu~e!, All TRf <0.5¾ o.s. 1.0'1' l.O 20% 2.0-3.0% ''"" ' MV RP~IUanu• bl'!IWPPfl phlSf'\ 
All TR~ 

< ].5% JS-HJ% ~0-4.0¾ 40-5,0% :>S.0% 
2 LV Re~i~Ulnce betweeri 11ha~~~ < l.S¾ l.S-3.0% 3.0-4.0¾ 4.0-5.0¼ >5.0% 

~hln•TanDe!ta@20D~~ C All TRF <0.5¼ OS·0.7¾ 0.7-1,5% l.5•2.0% >2.0% 2 
Bizhlni: Cop3c,U,ncc w.r.t. foetO"i 

All TRF s.:5¼ t5- 110% 110-US¾ ilS-.:20% >!20".-l ' value/ p11Mo-J1 tfilt re;ult!c 

R..1te o! ri~e of flushlnz Tan Oelm 
All TRF <SF. 5-10% 

p 20 De~. C w.r.l rne,fous resulb 10 20¼ 20,359'. 35-50% ' 
SFIIA Nod~1ation Mn01 d~iijtJo:i t.tdl:rate deviation Slirifl[:dfllde\ilat!011 Se.-t!!e dl:~ldtlon 3 

rranUlltlN!r servlC:e hCIOf ITSFI 

Load condition Im¾) All TIIF <50 SOSO 6D-l00 100-120 >120 ' Aile condition (,n yeJrsl AltTllf <20 20-25 26·35 36-40 "' 3 
No of faul:.s l!!d by TrandOl'mer in 

ttie m:in:ti {,n Nos.I 
All TRf No f~ult " 

.., 5-10 ,,o l 

r\tn fault (UTl.'nt Sl'en by 
Trdnsform,:1 m the rronth /in %1 

Ari TRF ~25 25-50 ,~so 9J-9S "9S ' 
lns.,eetlon & Mainltnince 

Mir.or lcok:ige which Mincl"!~ak:igewhkh 
Ml)Or ltJbGI.' Maj:,,- leabge 

Ollleaha:e All TR~ Nol~ilk.aEI:' whlrhc,m be> whlchrannmb::> ' c:in !le ;l\1.'nded cannot b.! 3\11.'n:li:!d 
attended attended 

All woriir.g ~nd All =•king fon.s / 66 100':(, workir'{! / 33-GG% working fon~ >33%wOl'klng fon: / 
Coct,ns fan/ un,t<eolen condition All TRF stJndby fan1 /umt urut cOOers unil coolers fa.'lS /urntcroen 1J111! eo::,lers 2 

ccdpn >111a1(abl1' av.,llablP a11;illal:l1> avallable av.i!lablf> 
R~ading of OTI !Mrnmuml m Dre. All iRF "' 60,0 ,oeo """" >" 2 
R~adi= ofWTI !Maximum\ inO,::• Al! TRr '" 65-75 7S-85 85-95 > 95 ' Mino, ckfoct!. found flho1 d~foCI$ fO\Jnd t/i"!jor dc!cct:. fotmd MlJor dcfoeti lourn! 
lhf>fmO..vl!l<YI 1e~nn,ne AU TRF tJo,m;il wh<ch can bi' 11,hlcl'I car.not b~ -.,.t,Jch ran b? Which c~onot bF- , 

ij{ti.'ndc"d ~n .. oo~rt allt'fldnl ~nende'd 
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APPENDIX D. Some Aspects of Probability Theory 

An independent Yariable is the one controlled in an experiment, e.g., the height above ground from 
,,-b.ich an object is dropped; the titJJe it takes the object to hit the ground is a dependent variable. 

The probability of an event, A, is the number of ways A can occur cli,-ided by the number of 
possible outcomes. The probability of rolling a 6 with a fair clie is 1 in 6, or 16.67%. TI1e sum of all 
outcomes must total 100%, or a probability of 1.0. 

D.1 Independent Probabilities 

Independent probabilities are where for two ffents, A and B, the occurrence of A does not affect 
the probability of B occurring. For example, the probability of rolling a 6 with a fair clie is 
independent of the outcome of tossing a coin. In abbreviated form, if event A is rolling a 6 with a 
fair clie, then the probability that event A occurs in a test (or trial, or experiment, etc.), P(A), is given 
by: 

P(A) = 1/6 or -16.67% 

If eYent Bis flipping a coin and getting heads, then the probability of B occurring is P(B): 

P(B) = ½ or50% 

For independent events, the probability of both occumng 1s the product of their inclividual 
probabilities. 

P (A and B) = P(A). P(B) 

If the outcome of event A is known (i.e. the throw of the clie), does that outcome affect outcome B? 
TI1e answer is no, as they are independent. TI1erefore, the probability of B given the outcome of A, 
P(B IA), is written just the same as the probability ofB, which is P(B), which is 50%: 

P(B I A) = P(B) = 0.5 

Similarly, as A does not depend on B: 

P(AIB) = P(A) = 1/6 

D.2 Dependent or Conditional Probabilities 

Conclitional probabilities result ,vhen the outcome of one event influences the outcome of other 
e,~ents. 

Simple examples of conclitional probabilities often refer to dra\\-i.ng cards from a deck of cards or 
colored balls from a container". For example, what are the chances of first drawing a queen from a 

15 Usually rui urn, for some reason. 
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deck of cards, and then, without replacing the queen, dra\\·ing a jack? Let e\'ent A be the drawing of 
the first card as a queen and B be the drawing of the jack given that a q11een ,vas dra,vn first. TI1en: 

P(A) = 4/52 = 1/13 

P(B [ A) = 4/51 

(51 cards left as a queen was drawn for the first event; if a queen was not drawn then the chances are 
0) 

\'iihat is the probability that both events, A and B, "·ill occur? It is the multiplication of the two 
separate probabilities to yield P (A and B): 

P (A and B) = P(A) x P(B [ A) = P(A). P(B [ A) = 4/52 x 4/51 = 16/2652 = 4/663 = -0.6% 

Tree diagrams are useful to help understand conditional probabilities-they do not indicate the 
order of e,·ents, but list possible outcomes. For the two card drawing e,•ents, Queen and Jack, a tree 
diagram may be as follows: 

Event l 

First card is 

queen? 

Yes: 

1/13 

No: 

12/13 

Event 2 

Second 

" 
card is 
jack? 

Second 

a card is 

jack? 

Yes: 4/51 

No: 47/51 

Yes: 4/51 

No: 47/51 

Outcome 

Queen then jack: 1/13 * 4/51 

"' Queen then other: 1/13*47/51 

" Not queen then jack: 12/13*4/51 

.. Not queen then other: 12/13*47/51 

Figure D-1: Decision Tree for 2 Events 

D.3 Bayes Theorem 

TI1e Rev. Bayes dewloped a theorem to calculate conditional probabilities "·hen ___ (fill in the 
blank with a common subset of requirements). For more in-depth analysis, see [52]: 

- TI1e sample space may be partitioned into nmmally-exclusiw events (rains, does not rain). 
- TI1e probabilities e,·aluated for those exclusive ewnts are available. 
- TI1ere is an ffent B that is conditional on the exclusive eYents. 
- TI1ere is the conditional probability for B for each mutually exclusi,-e event. 

In general terms for events A and B: 
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P(A I B). P(B) = P(B I A). P(A) 

An example may help; a subsequent tree diagram may also clarify the example. 

A particular test for drug abuse is 95% accurate-that is, if the test is administered correctly it "·ill: 

Indicate drug use in a drug user 95% of the time (true positive) 
Indicate no drug use in a drug user 5% of the time (false negative) 
Indicate no drug use in a non-drug user 95% of tl1e time (true negative) 
Indicate drug use in a non-drug user 5% of the time (false positive) 

If a test indicates a positi,·e result, and prevalence of chug use in the population is 1 %, what is tl1e 
probability tliat tl1e person tested is, in fact, a drug user? 

In a Bayesian analysis, look at tl1e two mumally exclusive results, call them Al and A2, and assign 
probabilities: 

Al: tl1e person is a drug user, which occurs 1% of tl1e time so P(Al) = 0.01 
A2: tl1e person is not a drug user, which occurs 99% of tl1e time so P(A2) = 0.99 

Note tl1at tl1ere is no A3, or A4 as Al and A2 cover the complete possible range of drug user 
possibilities. 

It is also known tliat tl1e probability a test is correct is 95%; let B be the event of a positive test and the 
conditional probability of B gi,·en eitl1er A 1 or A2 can be examined: 

P(B I.Al) = 0.95 as for a drug user, will be accurate 95% of tl1e time (true positive) 
P(B I A2) = 0.05 as for a non-drug user tl1ere is a 5% false positive rate 

TI1e probability of interest is P(Al I B), which is tl1e probability tl1at a person actually does take drugs 
given tliat tl1ey test positive. 

Use Bayes rnle: 

P(Al I B). P(B) = P(B I.Al). P(Al) or P(Al I B) = P(B I.Al). P(Al)/ P(B) 

Now, find P(B) as that is not yet known. Use a common conditional expansion tl1at cm·ers tl1e two 
mumally exclusive options Al and A2: 

P(B) = P(B I Al). P(Al) + P(B I A2). P(A2) 

W1uch yields: 

P(AllB) =P(BIAl). P(Al)/ [P(BIAl). P(Al) + P(BIA2). P(A2)] 

All of tl1e terms are in the right hand side of tl1e equation; substituting yields: 

P(Al I B) = 0.95*0.01/ [(0.95*0.01) + (0.05 * 0.99)] = 0.16 or about 16% 
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This result may seem surprising. The prevalence of the drug use in the population significantly 
affects the seeming ,•alidity of tl1e result. 

A tree diagram, based on a population of 10,000 people, may help: 

Given the pre,-alence of drug use, 100 people are drug users, and 9,900 are not. 
For tl1e 100 drug users, 95 will test positive and 5 will test negatiw. 
For the 9,900 non-drug users, 495 will test positi,-e and 9,405 ,viii test negative. 
TI1erefore, tl1ere are (95+495) = 590 people who will test positive. 
Of those 590 people, 95 are true positives. 
So, the chances of a drug user testing positive is 95/590 = 0.16 or about 16%. 

In snn1111a1y, as a decision tree: 

Population: 

10,000 

Drug Use? 

Yes: 100 

No: 9,900 

Test 

Yes:95 

Test 

v positive? 

No: 5 

Test Yes:495 
'"- positive? 

No: 9,405 

Outcome 

95 true positive 

1,, 5 false negative 

495 false positive 

1,, 9,405 true negative 

Figure D-2: Decision Tree for Dmg Testing 

TIJ..is type of analysis is occasionally used to sho\\· tl1e problem witl1 drug testing, as tl1ere is only a 
16% chance of a trne positi,·e being obtained ,vhen a positi,-e result is found. TI1e irn-erse is tl1at a 
negative is overwhelmingly likely to be a trne negative: 9405/9410 = 0.9995 or 99.95%. 

Probability tl1eory is often difficult to deal witl1 in tl1e abstract, but practical examples with real 
numbers and decision trees usually help clarify. 

D.4 A Practical Example of Bad Math Probability Analysis 

\\?hen Nico Rosberg retired from Fornmla 1 racing after \\"llU1ir1g the 2016 \\'arid Championsliip, 
there \\·as much speculation as to Ii.is successor as Lewis Hamilton's teammate. TI1e BBC website 
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gave a summary" of possible drivers and their likely chances of getting the role. Only one driver can 
become the teammate. 

Table D-1 shows a number of entries from the BBC article and their estimated probabilities of 
success. 

Table D-1: Estimated Probabilities oflndividual Driver Success 

Driver Probability of 
Success 

Fernando Alonso 6/10 
Daniel Ricciardo 6/10 
Max Verstannen 4/10 
Sebastian Vettel 8/10 
Valtteri Bottas 9/10 
Pascal Wehrlein 8/10 

The problem in Table D-1 is that the sum of the il1cli,-idual and discrete outcomes-an illclividual 
driver's success-sums to far greater than 100%. Looking at each value il1clividually, the probability 
estimates may seem reasonable, even justified, but the math is rigid, and the sum of values must be 
100%. TI1e values could be normalized or scaled to allow the summation to be correct, as shown ill 
Table D-2. 

Table D-2: Normalized Estimated Probabilities oflndividual Driver Success 

Driver Probability Scaled 0/o Probability 
of Success Value 

Fernando Alonso 6/10 1.47/10 14.7 
Daniel Ricciardo 6/10 1.47/10 14.7 
Max Verstannen 4/10 0.96/10 9.6 
Sebastian Vettel 8/10 1.95/10 19.5 
Valtteri Bottas 9/10 2.20/10 22.0 
Pascal Wehrlein 8/10 1.95/10 19.5 

TI1e scaled values ill Table D-2 are not as spectacular, but they are, at least, realistic! 

16 'WWW.bbc::.com/ sport/ formula.I /38185491 
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APPENDIX E. Combining Independent Probabilities 

Independent factors are often assumed, but this may not be the case. 

If the chance of rain on Saturday is 50% and the chance of rain on Sunday is 50%, then "·hat are the 
chances it will rain this weekend (that is, on Saturday or Sunday or on both days)? A tree diagram 
helps identify the probabilities associated with outcomes. 

Event 1 Event 2 Outcome 

Yes: 50% w Rain on Both days: 25% 

Rain on 

• Sunday? Yes: 50% 
No: SO% 

Rain on 
• Rain on Saturday only: 25% 

Saturday? 

No: 50% Yes: 50% 1/ Rain on Sunday only: 25% 

• Ram on 

Sunday? 

No: 50% • No Rain on Both days: 25% 

Figure E-1: Tree Diagram for Rain Probabilities 

E,·ent 1: "Rain on Saturday" has two outcomes, each assigned a probability of 50%. 

Event 2: ''Rain on Sunday" has two outcomes, each assigned a probability of 50%. 

TI1e tree indicates the 4 possible outcomes, with associated probability for that outcome. 

TI1e chance of rain on the "·eeke.nd is 7 5%, obtained by summing the probabilities for the 
independent outcomes. Independence also means that the mathematician does not have to cater for 
the order of ew.nts. 

TI1e tree can be made more general by using: 

Pl for the probability of rain on Saturday, so (1-Pl) for the probability of no rain on 
Saturday 
P2 for the probability of rain on Sunday, so (1-P2) for the probability of no rain on Sunday 

TI1e diagram now becomes as shown in Figure E-2: 
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Event 1 

Rain on 

Saturday? 

Event 2 

Rain on 
7 Sunday? 

ih Rain on 

Sunday? 

Outcome 

Yes: P2 Rain on Both days: P1.P2 

No: ('1-P2) b.. Rain on Saturday only; P1.(1-P2) 

Yes: P2 ~ Rain on Sunday only: (1-P1 ).(P2) 

No: (1-P2) 
b- No Rain on Both days: (1-P1).(1-P2) 

Figure E-2: Generalized Tree Diagram for Rain Probabilities 

If the desired value is the probability of having rain at all, that is, on either or both days, then sum 
up all the probabilities for rain on different days, or use (1-Pl). (1-P2) to calculate the probability 
that there is no rain on any day, and subtract that from L 

Tims: 

Probability of rain P(R) = PL P2 + PL (1-P2) + (1-Pl). P2 

Or: 

Probability of rain P(R) = 1 - ((1-Pl). (1-P2)) 

TIJ..is can be generalized to multiple days. If PN is the probability of rain on day N, then the 
probability of rain on at least one day is: 

P(R) = 1 - ((1-Pl). (1-P2) ... (1-PN)) 

How does t!J..is relate to PoF for an asset? If tl1ere are a number of independent factors, each of 
w!J..ich has an estimate of probability of causing failure, tl1e.n a probability tl1at tl1e asset will fail 
because of those factors can be calculated. 

If the factors are identified by letter, A, B... and tl1e probability of failure for each factor is 
designated P(A), P(B) etc., tl1e.n use the same approach as for rain: (1 - P(A)) is tl1e probability of 
surviving factor A. 

Tl1e probability of smYivi.ng P(Sun-ive) is gi,·en by: 

P(Sun-ive) = (1 - P(A)). (1 - P(B)). (1 - P(C)). (1 - P(D)) ... (1 - P(N)) 

And: 

P(Fail) = 1- P(SmYive) 
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This is the approach, used in lvlicrosoft ExceJTM, to combine probabilities in Table E-1. For three 
independent factors, 

Table E-1 shows some values for the individual probability of an event and the combined 
probability of at least one e,-ent occurring. If the e--ent is failnre, the P(Snrvive) and P(Fail) can be 
calcnla ted. 

Table E-1: Combining 3 Independent Probabilities 

P{AJ P{B} P{C} Overall Overall 
P{Survive} P{Fail} 

Probabilities 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.970 0.030 
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.941 0.059 
0.005 0.005 0.005 0.985 0.015 
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.001 0.999 
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.941 0.059 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.504 0.496 
0.25 0.25 0.25 0.422 0.578 
0.002 0.002 0.1 0.896 0.104 

Table E-1 shows that for three independent PoFs, the combined PoF has a value somewhere 
between the maximtm1 of the individual factors and the sum of the factors. 

Ca--eat: it is often assumed that factors are independent ,vhen they are, in fact, not. \v11en looking at 
DGA nines, there is a PoF which can be deduced based on hydrogen; the value for PoF for 
acetylene may also be calculated, but it is probably not independent of PoF based on hydrogen, as 
both may have a common cause and be a symptom of that cause. Much the same happens with 
rain-the likelihood of rain tomorrow correlates strongly with the acmality of rain today; the two are 
dependent. 
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APPENDIX F. On Time 

This is a brief discussion of the role that time plays in asset condition and the de--elopment of an 
asset condition assessn1ent. Asset condition is not a constant; thus, the estirnate of the condition 
based on a-·ailable data and analyses may change over time. 

F.1 Effects of Time, and Resulting Relative Timescales 

Time enters into consirlennion in ~- nnrnber of ,vays. Table F-1 indicates relari\'"e rirnescales ,.vhich 
vary from short (milliseconds to seconds) to long (months to years). At this point, do not define 
actual timescales, as times for generating data, assessing data, and planning inte1Yention may be 
short/medium/long-tenn varying. It is up to the relennt stakeholders to characterize in detail "·hat 
these terms (short, medium, long, etc.) mean in their technical/business/ asset management context. 

Table F-1: Assets, Tin1escales and Variance 

Case Time Variance Timescale for Variance 
Asset Asset condition is variable over time - usually Short - long: 
condition deteriorating, not improving; the rate of change is a 

variable and may accelerate as we get closer to 
failure. Nowlan and Heaps [55] RCM curves may 
annlv to an individual asset 

Data Some data will be relatively static - nameplate data, Short - long: 
say; measured parameters may vary at different Depending on failure mode to 
rates with time - PD values may vary extremely be identified and tracked 
rapidly; the frequency with which measurements are 
made must be relevant to the dynamic nature of the 
data itself 

Failure modes Some deterioration will lead to failure modes Short - long: 
evolving rapidly over time, accelerating, as it were, Depending on evolution of 
while other modes develop more gracefully; the rate failure mode 
of change of failure mode may imply a need for a 
chanqe in qeneration or update of data 

Data Measured values will have less relevance as they Short - long: 
relevance become older Deoendino on failure mode 
Assessments As conditions change and deterioration evolves, the Updated on change of data 

need for more frequent assessments may follow; which relates to failure mode 
note an assessment is a more detailed review than a and raw data 
standard AHi 

Planning As condition deteriorates, we may need to respond Short - long: 
Intervention in different timescales for different failure modes, Depending on failure mode, 

depending on the suspected evolution of the failure rate of change of mode, and 
mode and the increasing likelihood of failure or the the asset management 
inabilitv for an asset to perform its function context 

Asset The success of an assessment program itself should Medium - long: 
Management be reviewed over time to check that it is providing It is good practice to review 
Assessment value performance of assessments 
review in an annrooriate timescale 
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F.2 Spectrum of Timescales 

It may be considered that if there were no asset deterioration, there would be no condition-based 
failure modes to cause concern-failures would be governed by external causes of failure, such as 
111ay be related to ,veather, anin1al incursion, s,vitching incidents, vandalisn1, etc. Further 
considerations, such as the role of design/manufacturer-specific issues in allowing specific failure 
modes with.in a transformer to develop in preference to others, may themsel,-es be effectively 
constants; the result, however, is still deterioration. 

Table F-1 considers the role of time in different cases and uses qualitati,-e descriptions: short, 
medium, etc. Table F-2 looks at giving some possible values to those words across a spectrnm of 
ti1ne. 

It must be stressed that the actual timescales for action will depend on the failure modes considered, 
their timescales for evolution, and the business context of the individual organization. 

Table F-2: Terms, Timescales, and Applications 

Term Timescale Comment or annlication 
Immediate Within seconds Protection would be included here; responding to 

hiah-level PD alarms or bushina monitorina 
Very short Within hours to days Response to other high-level monitoring alert 

indicating rapidly-evolving and close to end-of-life 
condition 

Short term Davs to 1 month More aracefullv evolvina condition: thermal issues 
Soon Same as "Short term" 
Medium term 1 months to 1 year Operational responses will have a different need than 

strategic responses; maintenance planning and capital 
oroarams overlao 

Near Iona 1-5 vears 
Long term > 5 years 
Foreseeable >15 years At this point, individual condition assessments have 
future very little precision or accuracy and we're indulging in 

statistics 

In Table F-2, the timescale terms are monotonically getting larger, bnt not u11iformly-in linear, 
logarithmic, or exponential manners. For example, the Very Short timescale is effectiwly 1,000s of 
times larger than the previous category, Immediate. However, the Short Term may only be a few 
times larger than the Ve1T Short. Tliis lack ofmiiformity is not an issue, as long as the timescales are 
understood and appropriate actions and responses are planned and carried out as necessary. 

Each orga11ization must come up "·ith generic and calibrated timescales such that they ha,-e both 
clear and consistent meaning in their application across the orga11ization. 

Failure to do so will lead to an inconsistency of results and inability to justify decisions under reYie,Y 
or audit. 
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